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ville, appointed by Gov. Stanley
last Wednesday to succeed the
late Judge J. T. Hanbery, arriv-
ed in Murray Thursday night of
last week and Friday morning
convened the regular August
term of the Calloway County Cir-
cuit Court.
Since convening the court, and
owing to the fact that the term
was not begun until several days
after the date fixed under the
law, some confusion has result.
ed, but Judge Bush has demon-
strated his-ability as a presiding
officer and has won the admira-
tion of both bar and citizenship.
A number of commonwealth
cases have been tried and the
business of the term expedited
as rapidly as possible. Court
will adjourn Saturday.
The Hopkinsville Kentuckian
of recent date says of Judge
Bush:
When the question of filling
the recent vacancy in the office
of circuit judge of the Third ju-
dicial district come up for speedy
consideration, public opinion at
once pointed to Judge Chas. H.
Bush as the logical man for the
position. Other candidates of
excellent qualifications were av-
ailable, but Judge Bush was at
cane recognized as the mast suit-
able appointee from every stand-
point and this opinion was prom-
ptly concurred in by Gov. Stan-
ley. who acted without delay in
making the appointment. Judge
Bush was notified by wire that
his commission had been sent to
Murray Wednesday afternoon
and he was directed to report
there for duty at once. He left
at 11:10 o'clock Thursday and op-
ened court there Friday morning.
Chas. Bush was born near La-
fayette, Ky., over the Tennessee
side of the state line, October
28, 1856, and is not Quite 60
years of age. For 35 years he
:has practiced law in Hopkins-
vile with increasing success and
for many years has been at the
head of the bar.
His early education was acquir-
ed in the common schools and
supplemented by a course in
Bethany College, West Va. He
read law in the office of Henry
C. Burnett in Paducah and was
admitted to the bar in 1878 and
began practice in Paducah. In
1881 he removed to Hopkinsville
and has been here ever since.
Unlike many young lawyers',
41 1 Judge Bush avoided offices, pre-
., ferring to devote himself assid-
uously to the study of law in all
of its branches. The only office
he ever filled was the appointive
position of commissioner of the
Western Asylum for the Insane
under the old law. He has, how-
ever, served frequently as a spe-
cial judge and is not without ex-
perience on the bench.
In 1903 Judge Bush was a can-
didate for circuit judge, enter-
ing late in the contest after
many of his friends were com-
mitted, and was defeated by on-
ly 73 votes in a vote of 7.000.
As a general practioner he has
• been ususually eliccessful. but as
a jury lawyer his best work at
the bar has been done. . An ef-
fective pleader and a *se oh-
server of all technical pints uf
law, his great knowledge of the
law has made him much sought
\ after as an advocate and he has
• been on one side or the other of
most of the important cases here
many years. His wide acquain-
tance and great popularity with
the reople of his own county and
other counties of the district
elflike him a strong candidate in
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JUDGE BUSH, Of
THIRD DISTRICTS
Judge C. H. Bush. of Hopkins-
of the term of four or five years,
as may be decided. FOUR HELD FORJudge Bush has been twice
married and is a widower for
having died last spring. He haa KILLING NEGROthe second time, his last wife
four daughters, Mrs. Franklin,
of Lalifornia: Mrs. J. W. I. Wil-
liams, of Lafayette, and Misses
Jennie and Florence Bush, who
live with their father in theism.
fly home on South Main street.
He is a member of and an of-
ficer. in the First Chriotian
church And is •eacher of the
men's bible class of more than
an hundred members. His know-
ledge of the bible is fully equal
to his knowledge of the law and
his lectures on Sunday mornings
have made him famous as a bi-
ble student.
In accepting the honor confer-
red upon him, Judge Bush has
let his friends know that he will
be a candidate before the people




The generally dry and extreme:
ly hot weather during the month
of July, as shown by the crop re-
porters, give the condition of
the growing crops as fairly good
and a chance to be greatly bene-
fitted yet by good rains. Insuf-
ficient showers have fallen in
some localities and complaint is
made of heavy hail and wind-
storms damaging crops. The late
_scorn can yetmake a good crop if
we get a good general rain. The
same is true of the tobacco crop.
Pastures are reported in fairly
good condition. The condition
of corn as reported on July 1st
was 87 per cent, and shows on
August 1st at 90 per cent.
Estimating the yield in bush-
els per acre on a ten-year aver-
age, the wheat yield this year is
given at nine bushels, in some in-
stances of inferior quality. The
Hessian fly damaged the wheat
greatly and some localities only
'give an average of three bushels.
It is estimated oats will make
an average of 17 bushels and rye
ten bushels.
The acreage of Burley tobacco
is given at 92 per cent, condition
at 88 per cent, while dark tobac-
co acreage shows 93 per cent,
condition at 90 per cent. The
condition of hemp is given at 96
per cent.
Grasses are generally good,
clover being given at 92 per cent,
orchard grass at 91 per cent.
Cow peas and soy beans are both
given at 90 per cent.
The state average of the sec-
ond cutting of alfalfa is given at
one and a half tons per acre. The
present condition of alfalfa
shows at 85 per cent.
Garden conditions show at 89
per cent, while potatoes are giv-
en at the same.
The condition- of-livestock is
very good and but little or no
disease is reported as being prey- I
alent. Some hog cholera exists l
in localities. Reports give the,
condition of livestock as follows:I
Horses. 94 per cent: cattle, 95 1
per cent: hogs, 97 per cent;
sheep. 92 per cent.
The condition of poultry is re-
ported at(follows: Chickens, 92
per cent; turkeys, 84 per cent:1
docks. 88 per cent. 
We have very poor prospects
for fruit. Apples will not make
one-half crop. Peaches show a
condition of 65 per cent. Pears
62 per cent, and grapes K6 per
cenf:
Rains now would greatly aid
late corn and tobaccoerops.
Farmers are urged to sow rye,
barley or wheat as early as pm-
.$e for the winter peewee. 1
•
Paducah, Ky., Aug. 12.-
Hansel, Arthur Cashon, Ed James
and Dallas Smith, all farmers of
near Paris, Tenn., were held to
the September grand jury by
County Judge James M. Lang
after evidence was heard in their
case yesterday afternoon in coun-
ty court. The men are charged
with the murder of Louis Rey-
nolds. a v€gro, of Greenville,
Ky., who was shot aown Wed.
nesday night about 9:30 o'clock
near Ninth and Broadway when
he is said to have objected to in-
sulting remarks offered Anna
Laura Wayne, of Graham, Ky.,
his negress companion, by a
crowd of either four or six white
men. Hansel, the man whom
the negro woman swears did the
shooting, was held without bond,
while Arthur Cashon, alleged to
have knocked the woman down,
was held under $1,000 bond.
Smith and James were held un-
der $500 bond.
The story told by the negro
woman who was with the negro
when he was shot, was to the
effect that the men, four or five
of them, accosted her as she was
walking north on Ninth street
with Reynolds, and that when
Reynolds objected they shot him
down in cold blood.
The defendants, who are rep-
resented by Attorneys Eugene
Graves, David Browning and Ir-
ene Krone, claim that two of
their companions, Clarence Cash-
on and Will Hickerson, from
whom they separated just before
the killing, were the ones who
did the shooting, and that they
saw him fire the shot and saw
the negro fall.
Hickerson was arrested in Par-
is. Tenn., by the chief of police
there after Chief J. W. Eaker
had telephoned a description of
the man. Detective Charles Clark
went to Paris, Tenn., yesterday
morning to bring Hickerson to
, Paducah, but be refused to come:
without requisition papers. Clar-
ence Cashon has not been caught.1
1 The Wayne negress was thel
first witness introduced by the.
prosecution. She testified that I
she and Reynolds were walking l
north on Ninth street, and that,
the four defendants met them on;
Continued on Page s.-Column 2.
should be good individuals. He
said it would be well for the
county to decide upon some good
the
more stock we have of one kind
breed of stock as a whole, as  AELD THis FALL.
the better prices we can get.
The Hon. John L. Smith, of l
thland, Ky., was Progiont-A1141 Sine the death of Judge J. T.
made a splendid talk urging the H an bery, which occurred Sunday
farmers of Calloway county te-inight, August 6 at 9:30 o'clock,
secure a county agent and to get, much discussion has resulted
a good one. He said the world'regarding whether an election
was progressing so rapidly-tel would be necessary this fall
egraph, telephone, wireless, air': 
and 
or whether Judge C. H. Bush,
ships, automobiles every-
thing in science was ahead di 
appointed by Gov. Stanley to till
the farmer and yet everything
is paid by the farmer.
With the' organization com-
pleted the meeting adjourned to
meet at Kelley school house on
Saturday, August 19, promptly
at 1 o'clock p. m.
Another meeting of the asso-
ciation will be held at the court
house in Murray on Saturday,
August 26, 2 o'clock, at which
time it is desired to complete ar-
rangements for the bringing in-
to Calloway the first carload of
pure bred cattle. It is the hope
of the promoters of the organiz-
ation that this car of cattle can
be delivered here the latter part
of September. Every stock
breeder-of-the-county-should at-
tend this meeting if possible. -
W. H. Finney, Secretary.
Hardin Man Killed.
Paducah, Ky., Aug. 15.-Clar-
ence: Smith, 24 years old. of
Glade, Marshall county, who was
seriously injured Saturday night
at Sixth and Norton streets,
when he was dragged over ten
fget by a string of ears that had
ben "kicked" by N., C. & St.
L. engine No. 203 and the upper,l
"portion of his leg stripped film.'
the body, died at the Riverside
hospital yesterday morning at
5:30 o'clock. Smith underwent
an operation Saturday night, and
the cause of his death was due
to the shock caused by the in-
juries.
James Smith, father of the de-
ceased, arrived in the city yes-
terday morning and took charge
of the body, which was embalm-
ed at the funeral parlors of Ma-
til, Efinger & Roth. The body
will be shipped to Benton for
burial today.
Smith was a member of the
Woodmen of the World at Har-
din, Ky., and was an employe of
the A. B. Smith Lumber Com-
pany mill at Hardin. He was not
married.
LIVESTOCK CLUB HEADQUARTERS
FOR CAMAY, OPENED MONDAY
At a meeting of the Calloway
County Development Association
held at Jedge Langston's office
in the court house on Saturday,
August 12, at 2:30 p. m., Mr.
Hite, of the N., C. & St. L live-
stock department, made a splen-
did talk on the profits to be de-I
rived from raising pure bred;
stock. kr. Rite was introduced
by L. Y. Woodruff, who explain-
ed the object of the meeting. He:
was heard by an enthusiastic'
bunch of men who felt that they.
were profited by hearing this ex-i
pert on livestock breeding and!
raising. Mr. Hite advised that
the farmers be careful in buying
and getting started right in this
important phase of the fumes
industry. Following1iF. Mite's
lecture. the Calloway County
Livestock Association was organ-
ized with the following officers:
L. Y. Woodruff, president. Dan-
iel McKee!, vice president: T.
Wade Crawford. secretary: H. \'.
Kennedy. tressUrer.
Mr. Hite advised thet in buy-
ing we should select stock only
of good breeoing and that they
•
were entertained of the enthu-
siasm of Kentucky democrats
for Wilson and Marshal they
were dispelled and a determina-
tion was evinced to carry the
state by such a majority as will
settle its political status for
years to come.
The quarters embrace a num-
ber of large rooms on the tenth
floor of the hotel, which has
been handsomely decerated with
flags, bunting and other orna-
ments, embellished by pictures
of the presidential nominees,
Senators James and Beckham,
the party's nominees for con-
gress and Mayor Buschmeyer, of
Louisville.
Headquartsrs were crowded
all day with democrats who came
the vaeancy, would hold the of-
fice until November, 1917. The
question has been thoroughly in-
vestigated by theiMt legsttkl•
exit of the district and It is now
generally agreed that the vacan-
cy must be filled at the Novem-
ber election of this year. Had
Judge Hanbery's death occurred
after midnight of August 6 then
the appointment of Judge Bush
would have held until November,
1917: This is established by Sic.
1522 of the statutes which, in
part, reads as follows:
"If the unexpired term will
not end at the next succeeding
annual election • • • at which
either district or state officers are
to be elected, and if three months
intervene before said succeeding
annual election at which • • •
district or state officers are tabs
elected, the office shall be filled
by appointment until said elec-
tion and then said vacancy shall
be tilled by election for the re-
mainder of the term."
Then again much controversy
has arisen about the manner of
selecting party nominees to be
voted for in the November elec-
tion. Sec. 4 of the primary elec-
tion law makes full provision for
such cases and which is as fol-
lows:
"Candidates f o r unexpired
terms to be filled at the Novem-
ber election shall be nominated
at the primary next preceding
such November election. Provid-
ed, that such vacancy occurred
not less than seventy days before
the day on which the next pri-
°spry is to be held. But if such
vacancy occurred less than sev-
enty days before the primary el-
ection, the nomination shall be
made in such manner as may be
determined by the governing au-
thority of the political parties."
With these facts fully estab-
lished there yet remains one oth-
er question that has confused the
minds of the people of the dis-
trict, but the Ledger believes
that this question is as fully an-
swered as are the other points at
issue, and after reading Sec. 23
of the democratic party law,
adopted at the state convention
held in Lexington, May 24, 1916,
we believe the public will hold
the same opinion. This section
-
State Campaign Chairman J. I 
is as follows:
Campbell Cantrill, opened head 
The executive committee in
quarters at Seelbach's.
'all appellate, senatorial, judicial
ville, Monday, when if doubts 
Louis-
and legislative districts compris-
ed of more than one county, shall
be composed of the chairmen of
the various county committees of
said counties composing said dies
tricts. and said committee shall
be the governing party authority
of said districts, and the chair-
man of the county executive com-
mittee of the county that cast
the largest democratic vote at
the last preceding November el-
ection shall be the chnirman of
said committee: and said com-
mittee shall have full authority
to say and to determine how all
nominations are made, and to de-
elare all nominees, not inconsis-
tent with the general primary
election law."
Thus it is seen that the judic-
ial district committee, which is
from all sections of the state to . 
composed of the county chairrneh
of the four counties of the die-
register 
honor to the occasio% and to
their hearty approval of, trict, has i1 within its authority
the selection of Chairman Cans,r6letna party nomination in
trill for the important and ner it may arse fit. A
ConUased on Page 4, 3rd Column primary Could be called, precinct
•
land county masa conventions or,dered or the committee can name
the nominee without either,of
these procedure.. Just what ac-
tion *ill be taken is not yet
known. By virtue of the fact
that Christian county cast the
largeat demccratic vote in this
district at the last election the
chairman of the committee of
that county becomes the chair-
• man of the judicial district com-
mittee. This committee is com-
posed of Joe Lancaster, Calloway
county: W.A. Sexton, Lyon coun-
ty; Frank Ladd, Trigg county.
and L J. Harris, of Christian
county.
R. Y. Shoemaker and It 1..
Scholes, guards iq the Eddyville
prison, both Calloway citizens,
will be retained in their present
places is the informat on corning
to friends here. About fifteen
of the present guards have been
notified that they will be dis-
eharged the first of September.
BRITAIN LIFTSTHE
111 ON TOBACCO
Washington, Aug. 10. -Great
Britain again temporarily has
lifted her ban on shipments of
Americas tobacco to Germany
and Austria through The Neth-
erlands Overseas Trust. Sena-
tor Martin, of Virginia, has been
notified by Acting Secretary of
State Polk that he has a cable-
gram from the American Embas-
sy at London saying that Great
Britain will not interfere with
shipments of American tobacco
to this Centre!, Powers through
The Netherlands, which are nec-
essary to complete unfilled con-
tracts. This action again opens
the way for further discussion
of Great Britain's permanent ac-
tion in blacklisting tobacco ship-
ments from America to Germany.
Great Britain's modification of
her order is a boon to Kentucky
tobacco growers, who have sev-
eral million dollars in order con-
tracts with German and Austrian
firms. The protest against the
black'ist order was made by Rep-
resentative Alben W. Barkley
and Senator Martin. North Car-
olina, Virginia and Tennessee
senators and congressmen aided
Kentucky in the fight
"This is a measure of relief,"
said Mr. Barkley, "as it opens
the whole subject for discussion,
and may pave the way for a com-
plete cancellation of the embar-
go. This action of Great Brit-
ain means that tobacco dealers
who contracted for delivery of
tobacco in Germany and Austria
will be enabled to meet their con-
tracts. Insofar as they will be
able to ship their tobacco out of
this country, the prices here will
be helped. Naturally with less
tobacco here, the growers will
get more for their crop this
year."
Mr. Barkley has taken the lead
In the recent fight on the tobac-
co embargo. He was in confer- -
ence with Mr. Polk again yester-
day and at that time the infor-
mation given Senator Martin to-
day was anticipated, but not an-
nounced.
Bieeivirs1 Detected Stealing ma
Bloomington, Ind..Aug, 14.-
John Sv.-earinton, a farmer who
lives southeast of this city, says
bluebirds appropriate mail from
rural letter boxes. Swearinton
says he depoated a number of
letters in the box in front of his
farm and they never reached
their destiniation. The last time
he placed a letter in the box he
decided to locate the trouble. To
his amazement he saw a blue-
bird alight on the box, hop in-
side, come out with the letter
in its bill and fly emu.
' I^






















































































































































ville, appointed by Gov. Stanley Jennie and Florence Bush, who
last Wednesday to succeed the live with their father in the tam.
late Judge J. T. Hanbery, fly home on South Main street.
ed in Murray Thursday night of He is a member of and an of.
last week and Friday morning flcer in the First Christian
convened the regular August
term of the Calloway County Cir-
cuit Court.
Since convening the court, and
owing to the fact that the term
was not begun until several days
after the date fixed under the
law, some confusion has result.
ed, but Judge Bush has demon-
strated his ability as a presiding
officer and has won the admira-
tion of both bar and citizenship.
A number of commonwealth
cases have been tried and the
business of the term expedited
as rapidly as possible. Court
will adjourn Saturday.
The Hopkinsville Kentuckian
of recent date says of Judge
Bush:
When the question of filling
the recent vacancy in the office
of circuit judge of the Third ju-
dicial district come up for speedy
consideration, public opinion at
of the term of four or five years.
as may be decided.
.Judge Bush has been twice
married and is a widower for
the second time, his last wife
having died last erring. He has
four daughters, Mrs. Franklin,
ittranAT. 11(231111/4311T, THr7 HISDAY, a Llf 1 I 'MT. 11 1010
FOUR HELD FORsaid it be guoold  beindiwv iedl lira; en.r tH
heL
e ri ECTION To BE
county to decide upon some good L 
mb roe7ed sof sktocwke asha vaewohf oolen,e ask itnhdLING NEGRO e HELD THIS FALL.
The Hon. John L. Smith, of
KIL
of California:NM-1. W. F. Wil- Paducah, 1CY„Auji. IZ. -Davis
flams of-LiTiCyfitta, 11d M_ lases Hansel, Arthur Cashon, Ed James
and Dallas Smith, all farmers of
near Paris, Tenn., were held to
the September grand jury by
County Judge JAM CS M. Lang
after evidence was heard in their
church and is teacher of the case yesterday afternoon in coun-
men's bible clue of more than Ty court. The men are charged
with the murder of Louis Rey-
nolds. a negro, of Greenville,4
Ky.,- who wee shot aown Wed-
nesday night about 9:30 o'clock
have made him famous as a bid' near Ninth and Broadway when
ble student. is said to have objected to in-
In accepting the honor confer
-he 
suiting remarks offered Anna
red upon him, Judge Bush has Laura Wayne, of Graham, Ky.,
let his friends know that he will his negress companion, by a
be a candidate before the people crowd ot either four or six white
whether the contest is this year men. Hansel, the man whom
or next year. the negro woman swears did the
shooting, was held without bond,
while Arthur Cashon, alleged to
have knocked the woman down,
was held under $1,000 bond.
• ,Smith and James were held un-
an hundred members. His know-
ledge of the bible is fully equal
to his knowledge of the law and
his lectures on Sunday morning!'
CROP REPORT AS
1
The generally dry and extreme-
ly hot weather during the month
once pointed to Judge Chas. H. of July, as
 shown by the crop re
Bush as the logical man for the Porters, give the condition of
position. Other candidates of the growing crops as fairly good
excellent qualifications were av- and a chance to be greatly bene-
ailable, but Judge Bush was at fitted' yet by good- rabic 1nu
orce recognized as the most suit- ficient showers have fallen in
able appointee from every stand- !some localities and complaint is
point and this opinion was prom- !made of heavy hail and wind-
ptly concurred in by Gov. Stan- !storms damaging crops. The late
ley. who acted without delay in corn can yet make a good crop if
making the appointment Judgel we get a good general rain. The
Bush was notified by wire that same is true.of the tobacco crop.
his commission had been sent to p t td i fil, as ures are repor e n a r y
Murray Wednesday Taifternoon 'good condition. The condition;
and he was directed to report of corn asi reported on July 1st •
there for duty at once. He left was 87 per cent, and shows on!
at 11:10 o'clock Thursday and op. A I t t 90ugust s a per cent.
ened court there Friday morning- Estimating the yield in bush-
Chas. Bush was born near La- els per acre on a ten-year aver-
layette, Ky., over the Tennessee age, the wheat yield this year is
side of the state line, October given at nine bushels, in some in-
28, 1856, and is not quite 60 stances of inferior quality. The
years of age. For 35 years he Hessian fly damaged the wheat
has practiced law in Hopkins- greatly and some localities only
vile with increasing success and give an average of three bushels.
for many years has been at the
head of the bar.
His early education was acquir-
ed in the common schools and
supplemented by a course in
Bethany College, West Va. He
read law in the office of Henry
C. Burnett in Paducah and was
admitted to the bar in 1878 and
began practice in Paducah. In
1881 he removed to Hopkinsville
and has been here ever since.
Unlike many young lawyer!,
Judge Bush avoided offices, pre-
ferring to devote himself assid-
uously to the study of law in all
of its branches. The only office
It is estimated oath will make
an average of 17 bushels and rye
ten bushels.
The acreage of Burley tobacco
is given at 92 per cent, condition
at 88 per cent, while dark tobac-
co acreage shows 93 per cent,
condition at 90 per cent The
condition of hemp is given at 96
per cent.
Grasses are generally good,
clover being given at 92 per cent,
orchard grass at 91 per cent.
Cow peas and soy beans are both
given at 90 per cent
The state averagt of the sec-
ond cutting of alfalfa is given at
he ever filled was the appointive one and a half tons per acre? The
position of commissioner of the present condition of alfalfa
Western Asylum for the Insane shows at 85 per cent.
under the old law. He has, how- Garden conditions show at 89
ever, served frequently as a spe- per cent, while potatoes are giv-
cial judge and is not without ex- en at the same.
perience on the bench. The condition of livestock is
1903 Judge Bush was a can-
didate for circuit judge, enter-
ing late in the contest after
many of his friends were com-
mitted, and was defeated by on-
ly 73 votes in a vote of 7,000.
As a general practioner he has
been ususually successful, but as
a jury lawyer his beet work at
the bar has been done. An ef-
fective pleader and a close ob-
server of all technical points of
law, his great knowledge of the
law has made him much sought
after as an advocate and he ha
been on one side or the other of
most of the important cases here
many years. His wide acquain-
tance and great popularity wi
the reople of his mill county*
other counties of the district
make him a strong candidate in
.the race for the elective portion
very good and but- Itttie-or-no
disease is report .1 as being prev-
alent. Some hog cholera exists
in localities. Reports give the
condition of livestock as follows:
Horses, 94 per cent; cattle, 95
per cent: hogs. 97 per cent;
sheep. 92 per cent
The condition of poultry is re-
ported as follows: Chickens. 92
per cent: turkey's, 84 per cent;
ducks. 88 per cent.
We have very poor prospects
for fruit Apples will not make
one-half crop. Peaches show a
condition of 65 per cent Pears
62 per cent, and grapes 86 per
cent.
Rains now would greatly aid
late corn and tobacco crops.
Farmers are urged to sow rye,
barley or wheat as early as poe-
s.b.e tor the winter pastilles.
der $500 bond.
The story told by the negro
woman who was with the negro
when he was shot, was to the
effect that the men, four or five
of them, accosted her as she was
walking north on Ninth street
with Reynolds, and that when
Reynolds objected they shot him
wn in cold blood, _
The defendants, who are rep-
resented by Attorneys Eugene
Graves, David Browning and Ir-
ene Krone, claim that two of
their companions, Clarence Cash-1
on Hickerson, fromi
whom they separated just beforei
thekilling, thewho
did the shooting,







is, Tenn., by the chief of police
there after Chief J. W. Eaker
had telephoned a description of
the man. Detective Charles Clark
went to Paris, Tenn., yesterday
morning to bring Hickerson to
Paducah, but he refused to
emn-4-11
with cut papers.Clar-
ence Cashon has not been caught
The Wayne negress was the
first witness introduced by the
prosecution. She testified that
she and Reynolds were walking
north on Ninth street, and that
the four defendants met them on




At a meeting of the Calloway
County Development Association
held at Judge Langston's office
in the court house on Saturday,
August 12, at 2:30 p. m., Mr.
Hite, of the N., C. & St L live-
stock department, made a splen-
did talk on the profits to be de-
ified from raising pure bred
stock. Mr. Hite was introduced
by L Y. Woodruff, who explain-
ed the object •if the meeting. He
was heard by an enthusiastic
bunch of men who felt that they
were profited by heariag this ex-
I pert on livestock breeding and, raising. Mr. Hite advised that
'the farmers be careful in buying
and getting started right in this
important phase of the farming
industry. Following Mr. Hite's
lecture, the Calloway County
Livestock Association was organ-
ized with the following officers:
L. Y. Woodruff, president; Dan-
iel McKee!, vice president: T.
Wade Crawford, secretary; H.‘•.
Kennedy, treasurer.
Mr. Hite advised that in buy-
ing we should select stock only
of good breeding and that they
S. Y. Shoemaker and R. I..
&holes, guards in the Eddyville
prison, both Calloway citizens,
will be retained in their present
places is the inforrnat on coming
to friends here. About fifteen
of the present guards have been
notified that they will be dis-




Britain again temporarily has
lifted her ban on shipments of
American tobacco to Germany
and Austria through The Neth-
erlands Overseas Trust Sena-
tor Martin, of Virginia, has been
notified by Acting Secretary of
State Polk that he has a cable-
gram from the American Embas-
sy at London saying that Great
Britain will not interfere with
shipments of American tobacco
to the Central Powers through
The Netherlands, which are nec-
essary to complete unfilled con-
tracts. This action again opens
-the way -for-further discussion
of Great Brita•n's permanent ac-
tion in blacklisting tobacco ship-
ments from America to Germany.
Great Britain's modification of
her order is a boon to Kentucky
tobacco growers, who have sev-
eral million dollars in order con-
tracts with German and Austrian
firms. The protest against
blacklist order was made by Rep-
resentative Alben W. Barkley
and Senator Martin. North Car-
olina, Virginia and Tennessee
senators and congressmen aided
Kentucky in the fight
'This is a measure of relief,'
said Mr. Barkley, "as it opens
the whole subject for discussion,
and may pave the way for a com-
plete cancellation of the embar-
go. This action of Great Brit-
ain means that tobacco dealers
who contracted for delivery of
tobacco in Germany and Austria
will be enabled to meet their con-
tracts. Insofar as they will be
able to ship their tobacco out of
this country, the prices here will
be helped. Naturally with less
tobacco here, the growers will.
get more for their crop this
year."
Mr. Barkley has taken the lead
in the recent fight on the tobac-
to embargo. He was in confer-
ence with Mr. Polk again yester-
day and at that time the infor-
mation given Senator Martin to-
day was anticipated, but not an- •
pounced.
thing in science was ahead of
the farmer and yet everythihg
is paid by the farmer. - ' --
With the organization com-
pleted the meeting adjourned to
meet at Kelley school house on
Saturday, August 19, promptly
at 1 o'clock p. m.
Another meeting of the asso-
ciation will be held at the court
house in Murray on Saturday,
August 26, 2 o'clock, at which
time it is desired to complete ar-
rangements for the bringing in-
to Calloway the first carload of
pure bred cattle. It is the hope
of the promoters of the organiz-
ation that this car of cattle can
be delivered here the latter part
of September. Every stock
breeder of the county should at-
tend this meeting if possible.-
W. H. Finney, Secretary.
aM•111•11•••••.--
8mithland, Ky, wupresetat and
glide a-iplendid taik urging the H 
Sins the death of Judge J. T.
an bery, which occurred Sunday
farmers of Calloway county to night, August 6, at 9:30 o'clock,
secure a county agent and to get much discussion has resulted
R good one. He said the world re
was progressing so rapidly-tel. m
or whether Judge C. H. Bush, 
garding whether an election ma
n of the judicial district com-
mittee. This committee is co-
egraph, telephone, wireless, air- 
would be necessary this fall posed
of Joe Lancaster, Calloway
ships, automobiles and v ry-.appointed by Gov. Stanley to fill 
county; WA. Sexton. Lyon court-
the vacancy, would hold the of-
y, ran Ladd, Trigg county,
fice until November, 1917: The a
L- J. Hartle, of Christian
county.
'question has been thoroughly in-
vestigated by the best legal tal-
ent of the district and it is sow
generally agreed that the vacan-
cy must be filled at the Novem-
ber election of this year, Had
Judge Hanbery's death occurred
after midnight of August 6 then
the appointment of Judge Bush
would have held until November,
1917. This is established by Sec.
1522 of the statutes which, in
parr, reads as follows:
"If the unexpired term will
not end at the next succeeding
annual election • • at which
either district or state officers are
to be elected, and if three mont•las
intervene before said succeeding
annual election at which • * •
district or state officers are to be
elected, the office shall be filled
by appointment until said elec-
tion and then said vacancy shall
be tilled by election for the re-
mainder of the term."
Then again much controversy
has arisen about the manner of
selecting party nominees to be
voted for in the November elec-




s as vita YE.Alt
Hardin Man Killed.
Paducah, Ky., Aug. 15.-Clar-
ence Smith, 24 years old, of
Glade, Marshall county, who was
seriously injured Saturday night
at Sixth and Norton streets,
when he was dragged over ten
feet by a string of cars that had
n "kicked" by -& St-
L. engine No. 203 andVe upt)-er
ition law makes full provision for
portion of his leg stripped frodisuch 
cases and which is as fol-
the body, died at the Riverside
hospital yesterday niorning
5.30 &cluck. Smitir-tmderv. ent
an operation Saturday night, and
the cause of his death was due
to the shock caused by the in-
juries.
James Smith, father of the de.
ceased, arrived in the city yes-
terday morning and took charge
of the body, which was embalm-
ed at the funeral parlors of Ma-
th, Efinger & Roth. The body
wilt beshipped to Benton for
burial today.
Smith Was a member of the
Woodmenof the World at Har-
din, Ky., and was an employe of
the A. B. Smith Lumber Com-





-- "Candidates. tor. unexpired
terms to be filled* the Novem-
ber election shall be nominated
at the primary next preceding
such November election. Provid-
ed, that such vacancy occurred
not less than seventy days before
the day on which the next pri.
wry is to be held. But if such
vacancy occurred less than sev-
enty days before the primary el-
ection, the nomination shall be
made in such manner as may be
determined by the governing au-
thority of the political parties."
With these facts fully estab-
lished there yet remains one oth-
er question that has confused the
miods of the people of the dis-
trict, but the Ledger believes
that this question is as fully an-
swered as are the other points at
issue, and after reading Sec. 23
of the democratic party law,
adopted at the state convention
held in Lexington, May 24, 1916,
we believe the public will hold
the same opinion. This section
State Campaign Chairman J. 
is as follows:
Campbell Central. opened head 
The exectitive committee in
quarters at Seelbach's. Louis-
all appellate, senatorial, judicial
ville, Monday. when if doubts
and legislative districts compris-
were entertained of the enthu-
ed of more than one county, shall
Eiiaam of Kentucky democrats
be composed of the chairmen of
-
for Wilson and Marshal they -
the various county committees of
slid counties composing said dis-
were dispelled and a determina-
tion was eviweed-to-carry the 
tricts._ and said committee shall
b
state by such a majority as will 
e the governing party authority
settle its litical status for
of said districts, and the chair-
years
cR
 to come. 
man if the ciaity-t-iiecutiVe corn.'-
mittee of the county that cast
The quarters embrace a num- the largest democratic vote at
bet of large .rooms on the tenth
floor of the hotel, which has 
the last preceding November el-
Illiselair4 Dosed Skala( maection shall be the chairman of
been handsomely decorated with
flags, bunting end other orna-
said committee; and said com-
ments, embellished by pictures 
mittee shall have full authority
of the presidential nominees, 
to say and to determine how all
Senators James and Beckham.
nominations are made, and to de-
the party's nomine for con-
dare all nominees, not inconsis-es
gress and Mayor Buschmeyer, of 
tent with the general primary
Louisville. e
lection law."
Thus it is seen that the judic-Headquarters were crowded
ial
all day with democrats who came 
district committee, which is
composed of the county chairmen
from all sections' of the state to
of the four counties of the dis-
do holior to the occasion 'ihd - to
register urea hearty approval of trict, has it within its authority
the selection of Chairman Can- on to make_a party nominati in bird alight on the hex, hop in-
trill-for the important and difli- any miweer,it, et,. fit A sid% come out with the IM
OaaiLieued on rags A, 3rd Column primary could be called pretinct in its bill and fly away. -
and county mass conventions on-
dered or the committee can name-
the nominee without either of
these procedures. Just what ac-
tion will be taken is not yet
known. By virtue of the fast
that Christian county cast the
largest demccratic vote in tit&
diatifct st iNa Test --eViictioni6-
chairman of the committee of
that county becomes the chair-
Bloomington, Ind.,Aug. 14.-
John Swearin ton, a farmer who
lives southeast of this city, says
bluebirds appropriayt mail from
rural letter boxes. Sweairinton
says he deposited a number of
letters in the box in front of his
farm and they never reacMed
their destination. The last time
he placed a letter in the box he
decided to locate the trouble. To
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In Woman's Realm
Taffeta Suit. Easily One of the Best of the Season's Productions,
I.; the One Displayed—Outfit Tbat Will Deserve the Atten-
tion of the College Girl.
fly daring to he perfectly plain, hut
etherwise not going contrary to pre-
wailing fashions, the teffista suit shown
May make chain to notewortha orig-
inality. It Is a between-seasolis affair.
Which will prove a safe investment for
the young women who must make an
early selection. it is a happy choice
_Sae the miss who Is still in school, and
ramithtiainea• ad- aka furbe-
lows.
So sewer* a model is a rarity In silk
and this one is too plain to need de-
scription. The fullnees of the skirt is
shirred into a abort yoke at the aides
aaasseseas 4
shown In the picture. Moat of these
are of 'het over rather pliable
shapes, but u hat of meGn, hatter**
piwiti or other fabric lends variety to
the showings.
Wide-brimmed sailors, Ng tarns and
hats with irregular brims appear along
With smaller simper,. The Illustration
shows a turban of satin. trimmed with
$o *cora awl Wove* Mild* 44 velvet
applied against the (rout brim and
crown. At the center of the group.
nmehroom, covered with black vel-
vet is brightened by • wide border of
colored velvet KW a wreath of small
SILK SUIT AT ITS
end back. and It fastens at the left
front. The body of the coat could not
be cut on simpler lines, and it hangs
straight trozn.the..shoulder.. It is Joined
to the peplum under a soft crushed
belt of the taffeta, fastening at the
front with a prim bow and buckle.
Round velvet-covered buttons and
small silk cord loops take cure of the
front fastening. ,
The sleeves are long and flare a little
at the band, where they are slashed in-
to rounded points. A soft collar of
pique is worn inside the rollitt collar
of silk.
As to-theettireult for street or other
wear, it is one of the most satisfactory
possessions_ Women who know now
to do decorative needlework can buy
plain suits and embellish them with em-
broideries that place them in the class
of exclusive designs. By the addition
of other trimmings and fashion fea-
tures thesplain suit may he converted
into an expression of individual taste.
AS the season grows older.
Before the cool breezes of Septem-
ber have begun to sigh with the pass-




metallic blossoms set in velvet leaves.
There is a flat band of narrow gros-
grain ribbon about the top crown flu-
-a 41441e hew at the heck.
An all-black velvet hat, at the right,
Is one of. the smartest of tailored pat-
terns. it has a collar of grosgrain rib-
bon; and a fan of velvet, finished with
little ruffles of ribbon. is perched or
the upturned brim.
Substantial Lettering.
Has it occurred to you ‘vhat attrac-
tive letters substantial tapes or braids
of almost any kind make on house-
hold linens, This is really as easy
a way of marking as any. It is neces-
sary. of course. first to mark off your
letters; a script is usually best for
braidwork, and the marking can be
done with a stout card upon which the
letter has been drawn and the outline
perforated with pins. This card will
last for many stampings with a soft
lend pencil through the perforations.
Cotten sontache. very One rickrack,
coronation, cotton rat-tail or any braid
may be worked into these,letters. The







OUTFIT FOR THE COLLEGE GIRL
-
bethink her of her giatfltting for school.
lier street suit and blouses for daily
wear Mid a tailored hat for fall must
be selected An advance of the real
Opening of the now Srn..Son But the
grentorsenf style have already launch.
ed the thinIat that she, will need. anti
$n millinery especitilly there is an
abupthinee of felt and velvet hats
sznede for- her exchortve- taisiiettt. 
Plain. laright-eniared fens mot ve-
lour& trtniineil ii--ftli-Fandit of ribbon
aw simple ornaments'. or-with -gat &ere
rations of embroidery .nre sire of
!heti- weleome already. They ere near-
-17 all brinttned hare With eomfortable-
Irrearne. and many of them -are matte
du two-toned designs, tilikt_is, the. en-
, dler brim Ii. In a timtrasting color: Be-
littles the presage) hats there hi.. the
?Wade" or tailored' hats like those
-Fr .5
•




SOUTH CAROLINA TOWNS ARE
GIVEN WARNING OF THE
DISASTER.
LAKE WAS ARTIFICIAL ONE
Water* Spread Over Uninhabited
COuntry—Heavy Rains and Floods
Caused l'exavraY Dam  is 
•
Omsk. 33)
Asheitile. N. C Lake Tors-
way darn, weakened try the recent
floods, broke Sunday night, sending a
great wall of water down the valley
toward Western South Carolina
Warainge sent out from several cities
are believed to have enabled west per-
sons in the path of the flood to reach
safety.
The lake8 an artificial body at_ la-
ter, was created In 1903 by eastern
capitalists. It covers ;;;Al acres to an
average depth of 10 feet. The daln,
an eighth of a mile long and 50 feet
high. was completely destroyed. The
town of Lake Toxaway suffered only
minor damage, though the lake was
crempkstely drained.
The released waters rushed throegh
the Toxaway River valley, a compara-
tively uninhabited section, towards the
Chuga river in South ,Carolina. An-
derson, Wallhalla. Pickens and Sen-
eca counties comprised the territory
Inunmediately threatened and warn-
ings were telesphoised to all places that
could be reached.:
Persons familiar with the territory
expressed the heifer that the waters
Would spread out over the uninhab-
ited country immediately south of
Lake Toxaway and thus minimise the
possibility of eittensive damage.
The waters ultimately will flow into
the Savannah river through its vari-
ous tributaries in Western North Car-.
°Una.
The lake was created in connection
with a suremer resort and had a shore
line of IS miles. The dam was con-
structed .at a cost of about $50,000.
A message from the railroad tele-
graph operator at Toxaway. describ-
ing the breaking of the dam, said a
section of the structure about the size
of a box car gave way without warn-
ing shortly after 7 erclock and that
the entire structure quickly collapsed
under the weight of the thousands of
tons of water. One Temkin of the
cause of the breaking was that a small
spring had seeped away the founda-
tion at a heavily pressed point.
Toxaway is the third and largest of
the lakes inathe-Weeteria-North Caro-
lina mountains to go out since July 1.
when heavy rains caused serious
floods in that section.
ALLIED ATTACKS FAIL
Berlin Claims Prisoners Taken In the
Somme Fighting.
Berlin.—Attacks by both the Brit-
ish and the French on the German
linmskin the Somme region of Aug, 9
were repulsed, according to army head-
quarters statement.
Operations on the western front are
recorded as follows:
'Artillery fighting between the
Ancre and the Somme is continuing
-with great intefrstty. tritish attempts
to attack near Bazentin-Le-Petit were
suppressed by our fire. The ,number
of unwounded Britieh prisoners that
have fallen into our hands since Aug.
8 has increased -to 13 officers and 5..40
men.
'Between Maurepas and the Somme
eight stubborn French attacks during
the afternoon and night failed.
- "On the right bank of the Meuse
(Verdun front) no Infantry activity i3
reported apart from minor hand gren-
ade eagagements.
"In an aerial fight and through anti-
aircraft gun fire, two enemy aero-
planes were shot down smell of Ba-
amunie and one south of Lille, one sear
Lenz and one near Saarbure. in Lear
taints:*
BREMEN TO CARRY SOLDIERS.
Germans Ordered to New York For
Passage On Submarine.
Appleton. Wis ---The submarine Br.'-
,WAS AN APPENDIX EXPERT
Dr. John S. Murphy of Chicago, Noted
Surgeon, Dl.. Suddenly of Heart
Failure.
Mackinac Island, kilch.—Dr. John la
Murphy of Chieago, one of the worlds
most reaowned surgeows, died here
suddenly at a hotel while on a sunnier
outing. An attack of heart disaree
was the immediate cease of death.
Or. Murphy had been In poor health
for several months and some had as-
cribed his condition to the poisoned
soup partaken at the banquet given to
Archbishop Mundelein at the Univer-
sity ('lab In Chicago last winter. His
wife was with him at the time of his
deal
The famous gunroom, who recently
Wall tail-sided by Tope Tletiedict tor
Us reeearches in surgery, was bil years
old. He first came into international
farae through his specialising In intes-
tinal disorders and invented what was
known as the Murphy button, making
possible operations which theretofore
had been deemed impossible. He was
credited by many with being the first
surgeon to perform operations for ap-
pendicitis, 14 nrh cases previously hav-
ing gone unopesiated ge quick ccmsump-
Oen or-other intestinal disorders.
Of late years Dr. Murphy had turned
his attention to joint disease. which
be treated by the serum method, hav-
ing followed the suggestion that rheu-
matism and other similar disorders
were due to pus centers In the body.
The Murphy button made It easy
for any moderately skilled practitioner
to perform the 'impossible" operation
of uniting a severed intestine.
FARM LOAN BOARD ITINERARY
Includes Only Western States For the
Present—To Visa the South •
At Later Date.
—
Washington.—It is stated at the of-
fices- f the .FederaT farm loan board
that when the itinerary of the board
is announced itawill include only the
Western states —for the present, the
South to be reached by the board
probably the latter part of September.
The itinerary begins August 21 at
Portland. Ore., and after that the cap-
ital of each state will he visited. The
hearings in the South will be at Nash-
ville, for Tennessee: at Little Rock.
for Arkansas; at Montgomery. for Ala-
abama, and Atlanta, for Georgia.
It is not likely that any Federal re-
serve hank city will be selected as a
hank city for the Federal farm loan
bank because the treasury department
does not want to confuse the work of
the Federal reserve and the Federa'
farm loan boards.
TO HAND KAISER LETTER
Autograph Note From President Wil-
son May Be of High Political
Significance.
London.—"Berlin telegrattis state
that the American ambassador. James
W. Gerard, asked an audience with
Emperor William to hand him an au-
tograph letter from President Wilson,
in which the president outlines his
wishes concerning the feeding of Po-
land," the Amsterdam correspondent
of the Exchange_ Telegraph, Company
wired_
The letter is believed to be of high
political importance, theigh no Men-
tion is made of an offer of peace me-
diation. Ambassador Gerard probably
will join the emperor at western head-
quarters.
RAILROAD STRIKE AVERTED
The Brotherhoods Accept U. S. Board_
of Mediation and Conciliation To
Mediate Differences,
New York,—The threatened strike
of the 400,000 railway employes of the
United States was averted Aug. 9 when
the railroad brotherhoods accepted a
proffer of the United States board of
mediation and conciliation to mediate
their differencfs with the ,rallroads.
If the United States board of media-
tion and conciliation falls to adjust
the differences between the railroads
of the country and their 400.000 em-
ployee. President Wilson will istIesked
to use his tersonal influence to. avert
a general-strike: This statement was
made by a representative ,of the rail-
road managers who have been neap-
listing with the men since June 1 for
a peaceful settlement.
STRIGKEN FROM BLACKLIST.
- soldiers batik to Germany. according
to a letter received bore by Fred
frourthettermair ima at. at New
York.
Cella. William Hemline and Jacobs
Jess were ordered by tlie Casrman
consul to report at once to,NeW York.
where they will be picked up by the
Bremen and taken to Germany. Certz
.said  They left immediately_ New
York.
served for. Torklah toum1q and heavier
If nsinga timid .whieb_has
derlihs1 edge, like riekrack. turn ape
braid In following the loopR, so opit




4 "Mirk. henry nitro ("Minn- eett
a shallow collar and snug protective
oolsthentill'is the smock of the mo-
ment. It reaches the skirt hem and al
far as looks Is concerned there its no
need of a skirt beneath. itsuiny serve
res-atreaverellawrith keep * detnty times
from garden staling end kitchen grime.
for the bottom of the hem is siewn to
gether. leaving slits for the feet to




Nine Villa Bandits Killed.
taretio, Texas.--Nine Villa, bandits
and---feur trolistititionalist soldiers
more killed in a sl:irmish last week
betvreen Cardenas and Tamaisipe, Mesx•
according to ihfermation brought-
beat) * T. D. - Hornbeck, a rancher
from San Leal Potosi._ _Ile Bald
learpedm no details of- the battle:
Bombe -k said trains in the Ulterior
were frequently held up by bandits
and robbed. Nine other American ref-




OVER 20,000 TROOPS TO BE ADDED
TO THE FORCES ALREADY
mama.
WILL TOTAL 175,000 MEN
It Is Said the Movement Is To Relieve
Troops Now in Mobilization
Camps--Does Not concern
Mexican Situation.
V. ashington.—AU tho national guard
units included in President, Wilaoll's
call of June 111, not yet on the Mexi-
can border, were ordered there last
week by the war department.
Between 20,000 and 24.000 additional
troops will thus be added to the bor-
der forces. National guard troops
there will number approximately 113.-
000 and the total of ell troops on the
border or in Mexico will he 176,000.
Secretary Baker made a formal an-
nouncement that the troop movement
had nothing whatever to do with the
Moslems situation as such, and was
solely to relieve thousands of troops
not held in mobilization camps only
because they lack a few recruits to
bring units up to fixed minimum
strength.
The order sends the troops from
Kentucky. Ohio and Vermont to the
border as soon as transportation can
be arranged for them and will move
all the others as soon us they are prop'
erly equipped.
War deparment (Whittle decided on
their action because the troops are
restive in camp and there seemed to
be no stitnultis to recruiting while'
there was no prospect of movement to
the border. They now expect' most of
the regiments will be filled before the
troops leave.
R50,000,000 LOAN PLANNED.
Announcement of Floatation May Be
Made On Early Date.
New. York.—Expectation was ex-
pressed in financial cirefts that with-
in a fortnight official announcement
would be made that negotiations had
been completed for a new loan. re-
ported to be $250,000,0e0 to Gre-at Brit-
ain. This loan would run for two
years, according to a summary pub-
lished here with interest at 5 per cent
,and the notes to mature in two years.
is to be offered at 99, would be obtla
gations of the American Foreign Se-
curities Company which advanced
$106,000,000 to France recently or of
a nes,. corporation with which the
same Interests would be identified.
Securities for this loan, it Is report-
ed, would include deposits of about
$300,000,4100 of-LCaladian, Argentine
and Swiss government bonds and
stocks and bonds of American railroad5
and industrial corporations and prin-
cipal and interest would be payable in
gold in New York. As in the case of
the Frenci: loan the proposed one to
Great Britain would, be distributed
snow •banke and the piablie--by
benture notes. The main -purpose of
such a loan is said to be to provide
funds for payment for munitions pur-
chasei in the United States.
Ban Is Raised Against Several Anatol-
can Firms.
Washleatom. — Several Anterlc.tua
firms hese been stricken front the
British blacklist promulgated under
the "trading with the enemy act." act-
ing Secretary Polk announced, as a
result of assurances given through the
State Department satisfying the lirtta
ish authorities that the concerns were
not involved in enemy trading.
Plan Ta Adjourn Sept. 1.
'Washington ---Septemher 1 Is the
latest date now suggiseited by senate
leaders for adjournment of congress.
MC-plan as formulated ih confer-
ences provide.: that no important legis-
lation he rent:Meted at the present
siession except the shipping. revenue,
employer's' liability and suppla- hills,
and conferenee.reborts. with—a view
'to adjournment .by the end of Ate-
mouth it would ellminsfte—ffie—ebe-
rept practices bill and the Mil to en-





TO MEET AT NORPOLK,
Southern Commercial Congress Will
Convene Dec. 11.
Washington. The eighth annual
convention of the Southern Commer-
cial Congress will be held at Norfolk
from Dec. 11 to 14. inclusive. This
was decided here by the executive of-
ficers of the congress.
"The Changed Outlook Produced by
the European War” will be the theme
cf this years meeting, and experts
from this and foreign countries will
discuss econoniiefintinciats agricul-
tural and commercial problems, it was
annouanced.
CHILD LABOR BILL PASSES. -
--- --
Senate Puts the Measure Through By
a Vote at 52 To 12.
Washington —The senate passed the.
bill to prevent interstate commerce in
products of child labor by a sote of
52 to 12. The niefteure which already
had passed the house was brought to
a vete in this senate upon the insist-
Nilson er 1 e
Democratic senate caucus once had
decided to defer its consideration un
titaperettiber. -
Opposition to theameasure had come
chiefly from southern cotton mill own-
ers, and the group of southern Dem-
ocrats who voted against it had fought
it in ettlIellt4 and matntainedtheir.oppo
anion daring the aeitate. debate on the
ground that the regulation proposed Is
unconstitutional
Further Spread of Epidemic..
New York. Spread of the epidemic
infantile -pa-rat-y*14, -bere---'snrt--1ie
heat ware. which loss gripped the city,
emoted the health department to tight-
en its quarantine regulations and to
adopt measures seeking increased vigi-
lance on the pert of Groats respoesible
for detection of the disease. .Seeseral
who,have recovered from infantile "a:
ralysis have volunteered to itiV•
quantity of their blood to be meet in '
the preparation of a serumthe tees










CharteetieL W Vs -dish Y Persou•
are known to ilavo 
been lost In the
flood In tee Wert 
Virginia woutaaille
Aug. A that rendered 
15,000 person/
homeless ..sad caused a 
property lose
ertimateti at $6,000,000. This 
authoriai
ties espresso:1 the 
belief that the
death toll might reach leo
flee eletiosal lied Cross 
offered aid
t• the need sufferers, 
but the local
and state authorities replied 
that they
believed the situation could be 
hate
died without outside 
assistance_ "
Reports Indicated that the greatest
loss of life was at Ferndale. 
where le
IntwaHritneww--te-ao-sleati._ • Iha_
number of dead at other villages mud
mialug settlements follow. 
Wale,
5; Union. 6; Miami, Dawes, 3; 
Dry- "-
Branch, 3; /lolly 11; Giles, a; 
(Wiley.
7; Leewood. I, Acme. 1, gad 
Chero-
kee. 2. Many bodies are believed 
to
have been washed down the stream
toward But Ohio river and probable
never wit/ be recovered.
The deerskin train carrying 100
Solidity school picnickers which wit
marooned between Allte_Sreftks wig"
washouts on either side, arrived at 141.
Albans on the night -of Aug. 9, aftef
Cabin :Crook 01440 or tbe r. 0.
the day coaches without food, On the
the peseengers had spent 24 hours to
railroad another passenger Mitt lies
on its side with tio tracks near it. All
the passengers escaped eareli.
Four hundred square miles were do
vastated by the flood.
The rood -occurred early Aug. s. W.
A. Smith of Ciecinnati, 5 ho was the
district, declared that water rolled
down the narrow valleys Luau treated.
and from his point of vantage on an
etigine at lasktiale, where lie and ollt.
ors had taken refuge, he saw the
roundhouse fill with 10 feet of water
in less than half an hour, while (ho
flood ix ltiereht. ed from hill to hill acrossj va
Hodses -Were swept from-their faint-
datlons and .women and childred- bur.
rfediy leaving their homes Were In
some instances drowned before they
could reach the MRS.. The waters
flooded the carbide supply of a moving •
picture theater at h:skdale atal it et-•
ploded, blowing the place to pieces.
Loaded coal cars were jananed one
aralnst the other in indescribable rea- g
fusion. The Cabin Creek Coal Com-
pany lost 125 cars of coal at. rrans
Fart. A street carvinal company 
isi 
show-
elgesaptedI.netora left all of its equipnien
m 
Ss
and ani als, although the performers
5.000.000 ARE PRISONER?
Dr. Mott, Secretary International Cone
mittee. Y. M. C. A., Visits Camps
of All Belligerent Countries.
New York.—More than i.400.4)
priacuers. double the number of men
engaged in any previous war that the
world has known, are now confined in
prison camps of the belligerent na-
tions, according to Dr. John R. hiuttailik
general secretary of the international
committee of the Y. M. C. A_ who ar.
rived here on the Danish steamship
Oscar II.. from Copenhagen. Dr. Mott
has visited the- prison camps of near-
ball the countries a- war "since Ma‘y,',
Dr. Mott said that of the prisoners
Germany has the greatest number, ap-
proximately 1.750.000. Russia, wills
about 1,500,000 -cornea next. then Aus-
tria, with 1,000.u00, followed in order
by Prance, Daly, Great Britain andi
Turkey. Russia's prisoners, he added*.
are rapidly increasing, more than too,.
1.00 having been added to the camps
since the beginning of the last Rua,
stan drive. in six w-eek-S, 11r. Mcitf
added, 230,a00 passed through Rie.v.
MAY BE 'INVESTIGATED,
Prediction That Bread Prices Will in-
crease Causes Inquiry.
Washington.—Whether there saalea
be a federal investigation of the hig
cost of flour and prOspective increase
In bread prices depends largely upont
the-report of Commissioner Burley.,
now in Chicago making informal in-
quiries for the federal trade commies
sion:
Mr. Hurley went to ?liicsata partic-
irlarly to seek definite. information at
the headquarters: of the National Bak-
ers' Association concerning statements
during the association's convention
salt La he City  that  ill price of hrestsoon would be increased. Officials of
the commiselon said, liewever. that he;
ef flour and bread pra-ea.
-
Formes .U.-&-faemiter Dead.
;Omaha, Neb.--John M. Thur.-tens--
United States senator front Nebraska,
from 1S9; to 1901, died at his home
here. He was 69, lie was horn at -
Montpelier, Vt • Aug 21, 1S47. 111
was one of Preeident Niclettiley's clip*
eat advisers and duriug ilia service in
congress won rational notice as alkorator.
- DAVID KAHN DE—AD,
Headed International Banking Firm of
leotard Freres.
-Pail/a—David Kehti, heed of the in-
baking firm of Lazar*
Fritres. Is ilead.
-Nee-- -Toth --- Della- RA' 'hit- head orthe International beating house., of La-rard Freres, Whose; death in Parie is
reporthi mn a catikt digNtlf tl, ilea a .6American citizen Ile 5i* born
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Nentuctilans to Greet Wilson at Med.-
•nville September 4, When Lincoln
Farm and Cabin Will SA Meseta!
By the Goveternents—
Western Newspaper Valois News Ilerviee.
Louisville. Ky.-Final. arrangements
for the acceetance by President Wood-
row Wilson on Monday, September 4,
Of Lincoln Farm and the cabin in
levhIch Abraham Lincoln was Dorn
were completed by William Marshall
BuHitt, chairman of the general cone
tir =Mee in charge of the reception t
o
the President, and those In charge of
the estrenumies expect a record-break.
ibig crowd to greet the President and
other notables on the tuumurable oc-
Fasion at Hodgenville.
! Following is the program prepared
y Chairman HuIlitt *ad the Commit-, _
goo and given out:
. Invocation- The Rey. Charles H.
Ilemphill, of lendriville,. president of
;the Presbyterian Theological Semi-
Mary.
. Introduction of the Hon. Joseph W.
'olk, president of the Lincoln Farm
Association,Gn. John B. Castleman,
of Louisville. In ti. five-minute talk.
i Address--The lion. Mr. Folk.
i Address-"Abraham Lincoln and
the South," Senator John Sharp Wil-
liams. of Misehreippl.
, Presentation of the deed to Lincoln
Perm to the nation Robert J. Collier,
o hairman of the Executive Committee
• of the Lincoln Farm Association. .
I _ Acceptance of the deed of gift, the
*Ion. Newton W. Baker, Secretary! of
....War.
, Address and acceptance of the gift
• on behalf of the naLon, Preiticient
Woodrow Wilson.
i Benediction-Probably Archbishop
U. J. Glennon, of St. Louis.
It waeannounced by Chairman Bul-
litt that the exercises will begin
promptly at 11:30 o'clock in order
that the President and his party can
leave Hodgeeville in time to reach
Washington the next morning.
20.000 AT CAMPAIGN OPENING
Clark County aonunitteell -Hard at
Work to Make Affair a Suceeee.
Ve-ichester, Ky.-With the Demo-
cratic state campaign, opening in this
city September 9th, plans for the big
event are progressing rapidly and with
complete satisfaction. Chairman John
E. Garner, of the local committee, and
scores of Democrats on various com-
mittees are working night and day in
their efforts to make the opening one
,of the biggest affairs of the kind ever
held in the state. The opening will be
held at the fairgrounds, and prepara-
tions are being made to entertain be-
tween .15,001) and 20,000 people.
LUMBER PLANT FOR LEXINGTON.
Cost of Proposed Factory Is Approx-
imately $200,000, Says S. E. Patton.
Lexington. Ky.-Plans are under
way tor building a modern manufac-
turing plant on the site of the old
Lexington & Eastern roundhouse by
the Forest Lumber Co., at a probable
cost of $200,000. S. E. Patton, t this
county, president and manager of the
company, said that if satisfactory ar-
rangements can be made the plant will
be built in this city, instead of Louis-
ville, which is also bidding for it.
DISCORDANT, PERHAPS.
Louisville, KY A number of
young persons driving home from
church on the Preston street road
were singing Mrs. James Ice,
wife of a farmer, and her daughter
Julia were driving to market. A
mule was their beast of burden.
The mule pricked up his ears at
the sound of the chorus, pawed the
ground fur a moment and than ran
•way, presumably for a more quiet
place. The mule ran over an em•
bankment aid into • barb wire
teem. Mrs. Ice was kicked on the
right -ankle. The bones were so
badly fractured that amputation
May be secessary. Miss Julia Ice
escaped without injury.
GOVERNOR'S ENTERTAINMENT
State's Chief Executive to Be Host to
Colleagues at Lexington.
Lexington, Ky. -Extensive plans for
the Southern Appalachian good roads'
convention, which begins in this city
September 5, are being made by Gov-
ernor Stanley and State Road Com-
missioner Rodman Wiley, according to
Secretary ii. L. Burch, of the Lexing
ton Board of Commerce, who returned
from a visit to Frankfort Every en-
couragement is being given to coun-
tries in the southern part of the street
to speed up their road construction
for the benefit of delegates who may
desire to pass through by automobile,
and road routes will be published as
guides for automobiles coshing from
the south.
(Joy. Stanley will appoint 1,001) dele-
gates to the convention. The eight
governors who have been invited will
be entertained by Governor Stanley
dering their visit to Lexington. a spe-
cial fund having been appropriated
by the general assembly for this and
similar purposes. In addition to the
delegates, it is expected that there
will be a great gathering-here of road
contractors, road machinery manufac-
turers and road 'experts from the gov-
ernment department: Demonstra-
tions of road building will be one of
the features of the convention.
WINCHESTER TO VOTE ON BONDS,
Council Calls Election to Pass on
Water Work. Issue of $180,000.
Winchester, ky.—The Winchester
council voted to call a special election
for November ̀7 to pass on the ques-
tion of issuing bonds to the amount of
$180,000 to run for thirty years and
to pay interest at the rate of 5 per
cent for the purpose of establishing
a trennicipal water plant or parChasing
the present plant. the mains in either
case to be extended to the Kentucky
river.
JUoGE BUSH IS APPOINTED.
Hopktesville, Ky.-As'stas generally
expected, Dote Stanley aired Judge
Charles Bush that the latter had been
appointed to act as judge of the ju-
dicial district composed of Christian.
Trigg, Lyon and Callowate counties.
until an election is held to elect • suc-
cessor to Judge J. T. Hanberry, who
died here. A little over five years re
mains of Judge Hanberry's term.
GOOD TOBACCO CROP THIS YEAR.
CAMPUS IMPROVEMENTS RUSHED
Reconstruction of Winslow Street
Will Be Completed by Fall.
ecee-Or.
TIM =MT LZDOZR, MURRAY, KY,
MINIMUM PEACE STRENGTH
A
Systeenatie Camelia* for Guardsmen
Begun----Governor Asks *be riffs
to List Eligible Men.
Fort Thoniar, My -The Fehtucky
National Guard will be recruited tag to
its minimum peace strength before
September, as a remelt of • systematio
canvass which has been put into effect
Col. William A. Colston, commanding
akar of the First Regiment, wbu is In
charge of recruiting bore. said. The
first step in the canvass was taken
when Gov. A. 0. Stanley mailed to the
sheriff of each of the 120 counties of
Kentucky a letter requesting them to
prepare In duplicate detailed lists set-
ting forth the eligible men In their re
specify. counties. One of these lists
,ts to -be- submitted le AdIC Gee,- -J.-
Tandy Ellis, at Fort Thomas, while
the other Is to be given the county
Judge serving the same counties as the
different sheriffs. These judges have
been requested by Gov. Stanley to
form and head local committees to
boost recruiting, and to report when
they have a sufficient number of
prospects to deserve a visit by a re-
(Tutting party. "If each of the l21)
counties aeold produce ten men by
reason of ter Can vas& the result would
be twice as many men as the Kentucky
brigade needs," Col. Colston stated.
Lexington. Ky.-The clearing of the
old McLaughlin-Calvert corner at the
intersection of Winslow and Lime-
stone streets, preparatory to terrac-
ing the property and including it in
the general improvement scheme at
the University of Kentucky. Is well
under way. The dirt is being removed
to the rear of the lot to fill a large
depression. Clay Hall, an old boys'
dormitory, has already been turn down
and the debris is being moved away
to make way for the scraper The
steps from the university's main walk
to the proposed walk from the univer-
sity to Patterson Hall. the girls' dor-
mitory, have already been completed.
although the stalk itself will not be
laid for some time.
PETROLEUM INCREASE LARGE 
PriceHas Been Lowered by 20 Cents
a Barrel During Past Ten Days.
Barbourville. Ky.-Kentucky's pe-
troleum production has been largely
increased as a result of improved pipe
line facilities. July runs for districts
connected -by pipe lines totaled 83,698
barrels. With the additibn of produc-
tion from scattered districts where
twat car Knee provide-the only meth-
od of transportation, the month's
yield fell but little short of 100,000
barrels. This total more than twice
exceeds the average production of last
year. New marketine facileies inc-
lude the construction of an additional
four-inch pipe line from Wolfe county
into the Esti' district and the erection
of two 12,0e0 barrel storage tanks in
the latter field.
Mt. Sterling, Ky.-Good seasonable
weather within the last ten days has
helped tobacco considerably and all
indications promise a good crop. There
is a large acreage of tobacco this *pa-
tron in Montgomery county; and the
Outlook is etteouraging. Growers be-,
Here that prises .will he excellent It
is reported that in Bath county crops
hatOro been bought by epeoulators at
prices around 15 rents per pound.
Well peeled tobacco men say that the
---ommirturPot-
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COUNTY SCHOOLS START AUG. 28.
Bouon Teachers' Contracts Will Be
Ready for Signing Aug. 23 and 24.
Paris, Ky.-The thirty white schools
and thirteen colored schools In the
county will begin on Monday. August
28. The contracts for the white teach
-
ers will be ready to be signed on Au-
gust 23 and 24 in the office of County
School Superintendent Miss Mabel
Robbins. The colored teachers' 
con-
tracts will be ready on the following
two days. The white teachers'
tute will convene at the Paris Court-
house. September 4 Prof. C. R.
Melcher. dean of men at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky eill be the instruc
-
tor. Professor Mercher was instruc
-
tor et the Institute last year and 
the
teachers were highly pleased evit
h
him.
MAN MISSING FIFTEEN YEARS
Returns To Find Wife Remarried
and Daughters Grown.
DOG LICENSES 
State Heeeltals Pleisulring Aid.
In the event an extra session of the
legislature is called by Uovereur Stan-
NET $45 949 
ley to consider a revision of the tax
Kentucky State Tax Commierion. of-
system to be rei ommenderd by the
forts will be made by the State Boat
of Curare' of Charitable Institutions
to have the call include tituch-needed
relief for the three state hospitals and
the Feeble Minded Institute at Freak-
fort. In discuselog the difference in
operation between Kentucky and Ohio
Judge Garrett El Wall, of Maysville,
president of the board, while in Louie-
-Ville recently, said that while the in-
stitutions in both states were under
boards of control, all new buildings
and improvements in Ohio are made
from special appropriations authorised
by the Ohio legislature. while In Ken-
tucky Dew buildings and improvis-
ers peevided by Aka hoard frOMIL. 
the amount allowed to care for the
unfortanate wards of the state. Un-
der the system In Kentucky the pea
t
per capita is $165 a year, and out of
this sum all salaries and tr'ipeuses of
every kind nee y to operate the
institutions are paid. and in addition
to the salaries and necessary expenses
the board 'was compelled to rigidly
economise in order to make neede
d
Improvements at the various institu-
tions for the protection of the Pli
Gents.
STATE SCHOOL FUND ENRICHED
BY TAX FROM KENTUCKY
CANINES.
NUMEROUS DM VI PILE
• e




walked out of his home in Louisville
15 years ago and never returned. His
wife ultimately thought he was dead
and taught his daughters. 4 and 9
years old then, to believe be was. He
entered the grocery of his brother,
Wood Gronefield, here and asked about
his Wally. Wood told him his wife
had remarried after getting a divorce,
and his daughters wore now Mee.
Wick Seabolt and Mrs. Forrest Wheel-
er, both of Fern Creek, Louisville.
After his diaappearance Grosefieldseen-
listed In the army at St. Louis and
was stationed in Manila and Japan.
He has been traveling. through Amer-
ica since, he told his brother.
WILL MINE GOLD IN KENTUCKY.
BOURBON PAIR MAY YET LIVE.
Paris, Ks.-In order that the old
Bourbon fair May not '<Tame to exist
 , a movement waslettarted here
to form a company, capItalized at
$10,000. divided into 200 shares, at $60
each, to, buy the fairgrounds, which
wat sold to the People's Deposit Bank
at a To'reel sale An option has been
secured on ihe falrgtotiltliti -by the- prte
Motet's of the project for exactly the
sum paid by the bank, and it the plan
IS successful the grounds will be
henget and converted into a park or
rented out for amusements.
Winchester, Ky. -David Wiseman,
former resident of Estil county, but
who has been in the gold mining busi-
ness in British Columbia for many
years. discovered gold ore in Estill
county several days ago, and a report
from the United States assayers says
it will run be 50 to the ton. Wiseman
says it can be mined profitably at
$1.50 per ton, and will organize a com-
pany at- otice to develop the territory,
TO PAY BAPTIST CHURCH DEBT.
Paris, Ky.-At a home-coming meet-
ing of the members of the Paris Bap-
tist church an offering was taken for
the purpose of liquidating a debt-'of
$2,200 on the church. The sum of
$1,800 was raised or pledged, leaving
a balance of $600, which it is thought
will be raised daring the present week.
INJURIES MAY PROVE FATAL.
Pikeville, Ky.-Kenna Chapman,
traveling salesman for the Patton Mill-
fig Co., of Catletteburg, suffered in-
juries which may prove to be fatal,
when he fell from the third-story win-
dow of the Hotel Jefferson here while




Marion, Ky.-The sixty-two rural
schools of this county open this week
except the Marion High School, the
Marion Graded School and the Dycus-
burg Graded School which alit begin
September 4.
KENTUCKY BREVITIES
Louieville. Ky.-Following receipt of
hundreds of complaints from consum-
ers that short-weight ice was being de-
livered. ice manufacturers told City
Attorney Beckley they will reply to an
"ultimatum" that meltage will not be
considered as an excuse for short
weight
feiseeial Frenkfort correepunditinee I
Frankfort.-From 116,078, does tax-
ed in Kentucky in 1915 the state
school fund, after deducting payments
for sheep killed, received $46,949.48.
Last year the fund received $39,622.45.
Bath, Bourbeq. Clark. Clay, Fayette,
Fleming, leranfilin. Fulton. Grant, Har-
rison, Lincoln, Madison, Mason, Mont-
gomery, Nicholas, Oldham, Owen. Rob-
ertson. Rockcastle, Seott, Spencer,
Warren, Washington and Webster con-
tributed nothing to the school fund,
their .1(4 tax receipts having been ex-
haunted in payment of sheep claims.
Pike county eeinluee contributed
most heavily toward education, the
school fund receiving $2,40tree2 from
that eounty. Ohio came next with
$1.403 lit, Graves third with $1,527.53,
and Lawrence fourth with $1.wie 32.
Boyle county *ma the, lowest con-
tributor, turning in $5 31. Jefferson
county's dog tax contribution was
$285.36, after paying sheep claims.
Conference On Tuberculosis.
The state tuberculosis commission
at a meeting has decided to assist ta
promoting the Mississippi Valley Con-
ference on Tuberculosis, which will be
held in Louisvilletictober 4, 5 and 6.
The commission also made arrange-
ments to give impetus to the move-
ment for the erection of a sanatorium
In 'the Seventh dietriet. coniposed of
twelve counties lying near ad tribu-
tary to Covington and Newport. The
fiscal courts of the counties have
agreed to the project. which was fos-
tered .by Col. L. M. Maus, secretary
of the commission, and a conference
will be held August 23. Governor
Stanley and m'embers of the commis-
sion will attend. Col. Maus said if
the project succeeds it will put Ken-
tucky in the advance in the work of
eradicating tuberculosis, as the suc-
cess of that venture will encourag
e
other districts to erect sanatoria,
which can be operated at a minimum
expense. Governor Stanley appointed
Lexington. Ky.-The Sullivan Con'
streition company. of Atlanta. (la,
aneorge C Carey, of Carey .S: Reed,1
of Lexington. have been awarded the '
contract for construction of a sewage
disposal plant here at a price of $207.- I
184 ee This is the biggest contra.




Announcement has been made by
Mrs terra Wilson Stewart. of Frank-
fort, president of the Kentucky Illit-
eracy Commission, that all moonlight
schools in the state have opened. The
term will continue for twenty-four
evenings, fear days out of each week,
and tbe hours will be frotn 7 to 9
o'clock. Encouraging reports come
from all over the state as to the num--
ber of pupils who have iffignified their
Intention of attending the schools, and
a large number of teachers have also
volunteered their help in the work.
In Clay county, every day school
teachers has volunteered for service
for the third successive year, and they
are expecting to teach at least 1,000
pupils to read and write 'before the
end of the term Leslie and Cumber-
land counties also have taken the
1,0e0 mark as their goal. while Mc-
Creary has the slogaii-"No Illiteracy
In McCreary County In 1917." The
commission is furniehleg instruction,
and equipments for the schools.
Or, Keller Accepts.
Governor Stanley has appointed Col.
11_ C. Oldham, of Winchester. member
of the State Tubercelosts Commission,
to succeed Dr. US V.. Williams, of
Frankfort. whose term would not have
expired until July 12. 1919, and Dr.
H. S. Keller, of Frankfort, to succeed
C. L. Adler, of Louisville, whose term
would have expired July 1'2, 1917. Dr.
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PORT OF MISSING WHEELS
Writer Throws Some New
the Eventual Fate
Bicycles.
Perhaps you have wondered what
has become of all the old bicycles. Not
so long ago everybody had one-fa-
ther, mother, children and aunts from
the country. And then, in the night.
Col. S. C. Oldham. of Winchester. Williams and Mr. Adle
r resigned. Dr. 
motor cars got cheaper and all the
'member of the commission, to succeed 
year from um I tricycles diaappearett 
Like the Palm
'Keller resigned this
whose - tens would expire July 
12. oconmtmheiss,i„omn,msit:iting that he had be
en i'lletleh suits they
sion sinee its creation 
IdeeeeThere are bicYcles everywhere
.
are ail here In Flor-
Dr. U. V. Williams,- of Frienkfor
t
flat, hard beautiful roads, on
1919, and Dr. H. S. Keller, ef Frank
- at a sacrifice of his personal affairs, 
on the 
fort, to succeed C. L. Adler. of Louis
- and felt that he could not give any 
the curbstones, leaning against th
e
piazzas, In the streets. If the mo-
ville whose term would have exp
ired
July 12. 1917. Dr. 'Williams and 
Mr.
Adler resigned.
more- of ETA time Tait- He accepted
reappointment at the urgent request
of Governor Stanley.
Stanley to Aid In Recruiting. 14,9
03 Deaths ti July 1.
Governor Stanley, at the solicitation A
 total of '14,903 deaths in Kentucky
of Col. W. A. Colston. of the Firs
t during the first half of the year 1916
Regiment, who called on him, will do h
as been reported to the Bureau of
all in his power to encourage the re- %
eta! Statistics. This does not in-
cruiting In the Kentucky Nati
onal elude, however, a number of delayed
Guard. and will request county au
- certificates, which will increase that
thoritie.a to lend a haml.,as suggeste
d number materially. Deaths from pneu-
by the federal government in 'Witte
 monta, leroncho-pnetimonia and in--
tions to recruiting officers. Gover
nor fluenza were comparatively high be-
Stanley will write to the sheriffs. re- caus
e of the wide prevalence of thcise
questing them to furnish lists of 
men diseases during the spring months.
eligible for military duty from wh
ich Deaths from typhoid fever and sum-
may be selected those physically
 fit rner complaints, however, have been
and free from responsibility for
 de- comparatively low. A special inspect-
pendents. and he will ask the county or o
f the bureau is now making a can-
judges to head local committ
ees to vassitooking up possible violations of
aid the recruiting officers, eVi
th, the the Tice- to prevent any comity from
lists thus provided the recruit
ing of- sending in an incomplete record.
ficers will personally solicit the 
men
to join the ranks. Col. Colst
on and
D. B. Rose also discussed havi
ng the
brigade at the State Fair on 
gover-
nors and military day. If the 
brigade
is recruited to the necessary 
strength
by that time. as the officers 
believe
It will be ready for border dut
y, they
think no trouble will be ex
perienced school fund $2,409.02 from this source..
in getting the brigade to 
Louisville. Boyle county paid the lowest tax, that
from which point it can be sent
 to rhirref $5.31. Some of the counties of the
border. state, where the 
best dog kennela,are
located, failed to collect any dog tax.
Road Commissioner Makes Re
port Among these were Fayette. Bourb
on,
Bath, Clark. Clay. Fleming, Franklin.
Fulton, Grant, Harrison. Linreen,
Madison, Mason. Montgomery. Nicho-
las. Oldham. Owen. Robertson, Rock-
castle. Scott. Spencer. Warren, Wash
ington and Webster counties.
During the period covered by the
 re-
port there have been surveyed 
47,1
ronnty 
es of macadam reconstr
uction;
organized bens 
259 miles macadam construction; 
179
with T. S. Newman as president; B. F. 
miles earth road: 77 mile,, 
gravel
road; 2'; miles bituminous road
; 2
%mime secretary. and J. A. Ashworth. miles concrete and 2 ruileZhrick. The
treasurer. The fair will be held in estimatedecust. of this is $2.057,11:2.06
.
October. Si farmers' clubs will be
the state aid road and bridge
The report goes into detala regard-
organized 'In the county to assist in hot
making the fair a success. wort.
The report of the Commissioner 
of
Public Roads, covering • peried 
from
1913 to 191e has just been issue
d. The
report estimates that the 64.000 
miles
of inter-county Peat highways 
will. be
completed in six years. When the in
-
ter-county seat aestem was fi
rst be-
gun, it was estimated that it 
would Sues to Recovers
---t
'eke ten years to complete the
 work. Suit wee filed here by, Willi
am
Loehle, of Frankfort, against S. T. Cas-
tleman. president of the Samson En-
gineering Company of Louisville. and
the directors of the company to re ,
cover $7.000. Loehle claims to have '
turned over to Castleman $7,000 of
Kentu/cky Public Service bonds for an
equal amount of stock in the engineer
tag company. He alleges that Castle
man deceived him as to the value o'
the. srelek.
Paris, Ky.- e. E. Borland. who con'
ducted 
Prison Officials To Be Removed.
a paint aid wall paper eetab- Fifty employes of the penitentiaries
lishment here, filed a deed of volun- will be fired September 1. but the
tatty bankruptcy In the United States
District Court at Frankfort Aesets
prison commission will not fill the Ye-
about $2,000, with liabilities epproxi-
caneies until the !text meeting of th
e
matey $2,635.
hoard. 'Zack Alhottom is the only 
will be paid-in tees for services when
change in the high officials of th
e rendered. The law provides that 
the
Georgetown. Ky.-By order he 
Edgyville prison. He lilies the 'Attie Med
ical ese.aminer _ shall _SCA  Mealy(
of t 
e_ral Bankruptcy court Trustee J.
1.. Luke has announced that the Lan-
caster Hotel.with its househeld effect*.
is to he sold tet *melon on August 
to be, reappointed at the Frank
eort 1 The Bank of Sturgie, eapitalited a
t
lumitehttary. Mack Phythian, W
. C. $25,000, has been granted a -eilitrbee
The hotel is a flve-story briek tante:
lure, containing about 150 mime. • 
Hawkins and George Noland still be iby 
State Banking Commissioner 12eo.
eppeinted, • G. Spe
er.
Kentucky Dog Tax.
The state school fund has been
swelled by $45.949.43 collected as
taxes on does. Last year the-dogs of
the state netted the school fund $39,-
622.46. Pike county leads the list with
the number of dogs, turning into the
Tear, mem thee the dewing", et eosin
Wr. W. IP. Webas. • etersiesse Id
hie seletimers. Mr. J•MAYS lisiserta was hp
mei a sorialea with tenets trisslie thM
agalsiiss teas aeries& aad eke Near
IPSO elle Chat tame'. Ow fie --
,___ dreaded lia
Vase hap isle bow
es'e. deeded es try cast ism. Ithe keit salmi
atabloadaaJoid 14 hatotly am tie Port ia
01:41 is are to do Mr tweet work
beim health thaw tor III•r• bd.
Ileetlneep r me it. Erb weer
will Mee see eisse." Rise
baler sage she Wens to beentve all
ems. labia Stens-Viese.' Thiess.
warm on tap merref seri
averstisee are navel br a
GM Otellrattee. the frost to
WIWI . Try Peelle Vitae se see
-set -baosiatad mtereates.
all WM
THACKER MEDICINE CO.• 0
GOWN. remogra. Town. 4
or and rheerfulneas often disappear whoa
the kidneys are out or order or diseased.
Tyr good yotsult• Pr Kilmer's
Ilwamp-Root the great kidney remedy.
At druggists. Sample etas bottle by Par-
er! Post, also pamphlet.
Address Dr. Khmer & Co..einghamtom
N. T., and etarlost ten coma. When writ-
ing mention this MIMI:
Made Medical Examinee..
Dr. Milton Board. of Louisville, 1154
been appointed medical exa
miner te-
ther Workmen's Compensation Board
.




  ......._ 
Avoid the Knife!
of C. S. Glenn. who becomes cler,I
L More than $3,000 annually.1
tor car has swept them from the north-
figures since the enedfinic started was
Men. women-find children -kin Dice-tie.
.
whirl about the street, tingling their
little bells and the motor-car driver
s
leek out for them. Just beyond 
the
vernrela at Palm Beach were hundreds
of bicycles waiting to be hired. 
Out
on the shaded roads were other h
un-
dreds bearing their gayly attired bur
-
dens.
In the lobby, where I was making my
Cite to the desk. 'were dozens of 
wom-
en dressed for wheeling.-Marga
ret
Tuttle, in Saturday Evening Post.
As It Appears to Motorists.
Reeld-I see toe len! eel States con
-
tains 2.210.000 miles of public r
oads.
Green-I aonder how much of this
amount the chickens think they o
wn?
A king in the hand is worth thre
e
In the pack.
'Fite-other wardens will be _rea_ppoIn
t-
ed. One Rogers le the only warden Ban




It Has Saved Thousands
of Suffering Women.
Keine, trouble preen




Many are not aware of the
ill effects of coffee drinking
until a bilious attack, frequent
headaches, nervousness, or
some othei ailment starts
them thinking.
•-• '
Ten days off coffee and on
POSTUM
—the pure food-drink
show anyone, by the better
health that follows, how coffee


















Illassese at the puototBoo at Murray, Iontucky, tot transoslaalna throarb
the emits as seeped class malliot.
_
THURSDAY. AUGUST
IENTUCKYRANS ORDER TO MOVE
4TH IN REVENUES IS SUSPENDED.
Washingtoo, Aug. 13.-Intern- Washirgton, August lb.-Theal revenue collections at the, war dePartment today -suspend-_Louisville. headquarters of the ed its order providing-for -the
CROWS ROOST IN KENTUCKY
IN CONSIOERABE NUMBERS
A recent government report
estimates the number ot crows
in winter moats at Guthrie, Ky.,
as thousands of birds in the ce-
dars and oaks; large numbers at
Harrodsburg and several roostsi
In and near Lexington with al-
total 1,000 to 1.500 birds in each
roost.
The most favored haunt of*
these sable feathered scourgers
seems to be near Veraailles,
where government experts esti-
mate their numbers at abut
1,000,000 birds.
--Thri-e-birds make daily flights,
_
"It Win be a source of great for miles in search of iood, but
Fifth district of Kentucky dur- mo%ement of the Kentucky, Oh. i
to me when full relief their clanish nature causes them
ing the fiscal year ending June io ad Vermont national guard
30 mere exceeded in only four , to the Mexican border. It took can be given to these men who to seek a common roostmg place.other districts in the United this action in compliance withStates and its possessions. ac- the recommendation made bycording to official figures contain- Gen. Funston, who sent the fol-ed in a preliminary report which lowing to the war department:been made public by W. H. "In view of posaibility of aOshron, commissioner of intern- general railroad strike, I desiread revenue. _ to call attention to the war de--During the twelve-month per- pertinent to difficulties that williod ending on the date mentioned follow in maintaining food aun-tie collections for the Fifth dis- ply, not only of troops in thistrict of Kentucky, as was report- department, but of the civilianed at that time by Collector T. population as well. These bor-Scott Mayes, of Louisville, ag- der states produce but little food-gnegated $20,659,297.85. The Sec- stuffs except cattle. In view ofAuld and Third districts of New the foregoing I recommend thatYork, both located at New York national guard organizationsCity, were first and third, res- which are about to start for bor-pectively, in regard to total co'- der stations be retained in theirsections, the Fifth Illinois dile 1 mobilization camps until suchtee. at Peoria, being secord, " time as the question of a generaland the First Illinois district, at strike shall have been determin-Chicago, being fourth.
Collections at the four districts
Washington, Aug. 12.-All the
tapping the Fifth district of
'Kentucky were: Second, Newinational guard units included in transportation can be obtained, but in the late summer and ear-York, $92,476,733.33; .Fifth, 111.1President Wilson's call of June "All department commanders ly fall a few shots tired from aini I 18, not yet on the Mexican bor-
ois, $28,962 297.85; Third, New have been directed to send all shotgun into the roost usuaily re-der, were ordered there today by
York, U7,407.542.01, and First, other national guard troops in suits in breaking up the roost.the war department..111inois, $2'7,280,779 86. their reapective departments tBetween 20,000 and 25,000 ad- o-
Kentucky stands fcurth in the Bt• the border as soon as they are 
"Rat Killing Day" to le, Oleeraed.: ments; weuld sell either or both.,tist of total collections by states, .ditional troops will thus he add- equipped well, orchard, sfock barn I* An additional excellented to the border forces. Nation, 
and transportation can Cadiz is evidentlyinfested \vith feature of our optical
with $37.242,180.89. New York, be obtained." rodents, and in-order that there 
and tobacco barn on each place. Iwith *104,910,489.dji Illinois, 
It was stated at the war de- 'might be some concerted action 
Notice, 100 acres of this for $1,- •
BE 
guard troops there will num- service is. that our glass-465,278.404,68, and Permsylvan. ber approximately 125,000, and partment that under these orders upon the part of the whole citi• 
100, well improved. plenty house es are
room 
U 
three brick chimneya, they lit both the eyes
a.4,817,504.27, tepped Ken- the total of all troops on the bor- national guard regiments held at tzt-nehip of that city in an. en- .'4'.plenty timber; this place is most- and 'the "face perfectly
tacky in the orrderonamed. der or in Mexico will be 175,000. state mobilization points would deavor to exterminate the pests 1y upland and is partially broken... ,ottAyan
Tire ordinary revenue, exc:us• Secretary Baker made a form- be sent to the border withOut la mass meeting-113a been called 1f. } ialiei;lateetaireFor information aides T. J. 'fit the result of scentiaa, thor-
Irerik-cd emergeneyaTrevenue and
eatairp 
tal announcement that the troop waiting until they were remuit-itiovement had nothing whatever ed to the mobilized strength. _ 
' 
the purpose of killing the rats. F. D. 1. 
o
to set aside one certain day for earwier.4, 1)-acennan, Tenn., II. j.t. ough tests by a competent ;
oration and individual in-
Militia to El Pail). 
The Rectard of last week says:
—I am the Io-
7974* Optometrist 30U wiil obtain •
them here. -*-
-cane tax, totalled $35,870,n87.11 to do with the Mexican situation
Hood, Fain & Hood
Lumber Company
Located at the Old ILL Dick
Stand, Near Rowlett's Factory
4
Kinds of tiiilding Material, Lumber
Builders' Hardware, Paints, Oils, Etc.
We Believe we Can Save You Money.
We Know we will Treat You Square.
BOURBON HOG CHOLERA REMEDY
l'revents and Cures
. CHOLERA, WORMS, COUGH, THUMPS.
It destroys disease germs. regulate* the bowels. •ids digestion aoct
causes bogs to fatten quickly. I.e it in the feed and drink and your
hogs will never have cholera. Costs only 5c. a month for e AO% hog
Don't watt until they get sick. Repo giving your bogs this medicinesew and keep them free from worms and d.se.se. At All Drug's 
BOURBON REMEDY COMPANY, Lexie/tee. Rs.,
Sold in Murray by H. D. THORNTON.
0 00 D  cipitoo.:bit4.41.:•••)*•:•••:•*•:-Pe.•••:•*•:•40.
*
•:.*
4.Secured or Your Money Back i *.)If you take the Draughon Training, nu) ; *train:lig that liuntniwys ito-u lii.lorno. You :
ti•...Ian take It di rtilleue or by Hula. Write ItP-tacte 




in Kentucky, Illinois with $45,. as such, and was solely to re-,773 68, and New Yark, with neve thoisands of troops now 
:7
436,579,000.27, were the cilia- held in mobilization camps onlyslates to top Kentucky in that because they lack a few recruits
Ito bring units up to fixed mini-
respect
Emergency revenue and income mum strength.
tax collections in Kentucky, how- Today's order sends the troopsecer, feil far below ti-e marks set from KentuckY, Ohio and Ver-by loamerous other states. The mont to the border as soon aserneegency tax in Kentucky was transportation can be arranged4195.135.49, while in New Y90 for them and will moye_411-the'
--
appear and that there will be
such a restoration of order and
security on the frontier as will
permit the speedy return of theee
citizen soldiers to their several
civilian pursuits.
"In the meantime, this depart.
ment has taken steps to mitigate
and relieve as far as possible the
unusual and exceptional hard-
ships which have arisen in' cies-
es especially subject to distress
by reason of the service den2and-
ed. To the extent that thatcan
be done, in fact, it will be dime,
but the primary consideration
must be the safety of our border
and the preservation and protec-
tion of the lives of our cit'zens_ _ there.
have placed themselves subject
to this call of duty, and in the
meantime I am filled with admi-
ration for the spirit with which
the militia has met the call, and
with which they are performing
an important and necessary ser-





ern department, has been direct-
ed to send Kentucky troops to
the border as soon as they can
be equipped and transportaticn
can be obtained and to see that
special attention is given to get-
ting Vermont troops to the bor-
der as soon as possible.
"Cemmanding general, central
department, has been directed
to send Ohio troops to the border
as soon as they are equipped and
ft was - T23, 13l , al. 50, fifteen
other states reporting more than
,000, 000.
The emergency revenue cO)-
lexted in Kentucky was divided !troops are restive in camp and ful puint out tonight that ht and assist in makin the and biennial yellow: hulled and
as followE: Wines, champagne, I
liquors, cordials, etc., $20001.59;
leersented liquors, a50 cents sd-
'Stigma' per barrel, $336,127.-33:
:special taxes relating to menu-
Lactate and sale of tobacco, cig-
ar e and cigarettes, $42,3C8.76;
nierial taxes, including bankers,
brokers, theaters, bowling alleys ,
etc.. $87,843 60. Schedule A, doc-
taanentary stamps, et., $274 142.-
arerSehectule B. perfumery,
ctrametice, etc., $34,691.47.
Gatperation inceme tax for
Kentucky aggregated $411,845
44, twelve states collecting $1 -
000,000 or more, and six, other
states reporting in excess' of
.$54-0/.000. New York, with $14,-
4 47,802 46. led the field. 1, come
taut paid by individual's in Ken- :
tuaky amounted to $165.112.75...
Ktntucky ranking twehtaesev-,- -
ugh in that respect., Individuals
/pa7d $30,252,255 39 income tax
in New York.
Kentucky's collectiors by dia.:-
-05cts
'Second aistr:e. Jos4 T. Grif-
34.1h. Collector, at Ovnrsbo-e. $4,-
38,272.29; Fifth district. Thom-
aisC Mayes, collector. at Lou:s-
4.71e. $20,659,87.5 67; Sixth dis-lrict. Charlton B. Thompson, coleiiflatter. at Covington. $5,052614.- 111111k Seventh district. Ben Mar--OWL collector, at Lexington,072.59; gighth district.W. Hughes, collector, at
--'4111losville, $2.515,345.74.
This flocking together is more
marked in cold weather than at
any other time of the year. Their I
chief ration in winter is corn,
which fact puts them in great
disfavor with the farmer. The
Corn consumed by these winged
pests is a considerable quantity.
In this state where the corn is
left in shocks for some time in
the fall and winter, losses from
the crows' foraging, especially
when the shock is not made pro•
perly, is very great. Regions
near the big roosts suffer moat I
trom the marauders. However,
it has been said that the loss in
-corn and other crops consumed
by the crows is offset in a large
measure by the nomber of grass-
hoppers the birds Consume in
the summer.
. It Is swell known fact that
,a crow is a difficult bird to kill,
"At the suggestion of a num- 1San Antonio. Tex., August 12. her of eiOzeria nf Cadiz -a meet-I-Practically all of the 25.0%0 ing will be held at the courttroops ordered today by the war house in-Cadiz Friday night,department to proceed to the Aug. 11, at 8 o'clock to fix a dayborder Nvill be sent to El Paso, at some time in the near future,General Frederick Funstan an- to be known as "Rat Killing'flounced tonight. A few will be Day." Rath destroy much prop-stationed at Dem*, N. M. lerty during the year and it willWhen the new movement i 1 not be denied that afight againstccirnpleted there will be an arzny-Ithis ravage can not be succeasful
OS ITI ON
Land for Sale.
200 acres, near Buchanan, tr,,
Tenn.; price $3,500: two settle- 4'
Nuraery toe k.
cal_mr3eatafiv_ a the Vienna, .
Ill., Nursery and can supply your
needs in all kinds of nursery
stock. This firm has a very fine,
line of two year old stock of ap-
pies and peaches at 20e and oth-
er fruits accordingly cheap. In
ornamental shrubery of every
kind they make a specialty. Any-
thing you need they have and I
will appreciate your order.-2.OrTheiai as soon as they are prop- ;of about 70.000 men at El Paso,lunles% all the people go into it -
. roac , urras. y. , . ierty quipped.'s Sweet Clover Seed.
i including national guardsmen and fix a day when everybody iWar department officials de- Ito fight the pests. So everybody,
and regulars.
' both white and colared, are urg-
cided on their action because the Military men here were care- d t tt d h .there seemed to be no stimulus
to recruiting while there was no
prospect of movement to the bor-
der. They now expect most of
the regiments will be filled be- '
for the troops leave.
Secretary Baker today made
public a letter to a correspond-
ent whose name was not disclos-
ed, who had suggested that the
government should discharge the
state soldiers who desired to .re-
turn to their business careers.
The secretary wrote:
"A call to arms upon any body
of men in the country, except
the regular army, who make a
profession of the military life,
would irievitably interrupt busi-
ness, professional and personal
careers, and it is impossible to
imagine any situation in which
the organized militia or national
guard of the several states could
be summoned into the federal
service without hardship and in-
convenience, and yet both the
constitution of the United States
and the laws made pursuant
thereto recognize these militia
and national guard units as the
secondary reliance of the govern-
ment for the protection of the
Interests of the United States
' F 'd
• gahell'e is absolutely no significance fight to exterminate Mr. Rat inin the movement. They explain- and around Cadiz.," 
nnhulled. Special scarifield seed
__akar fall sowing. Also-pure sweeted that while the massing of so  ,
large a body of troops at El Paso-
would be the natural strategy in
case of hostilities because of that
city's location at the northern
, end of the Mexican Central and
Mexican Northwestern railways,
'it was now only a part of the
, general mobilization. To have
'sent the 25,000 men elsewhere
; would have been illogical and
; would have spoiled the "war
'practice" which already they as-
sert has vastly increased the, country's military efficiency.
At the same time. it was said,
1the troops weuld be in a position
where they could do the most
good if they ever were needed
for active simviee.
Just as soon as the new detach- state, have been visiting his bro-ments arrive at El Paso they
will -be used with other guards-
men already there, exclusive. of
' the Pennsylvania division.' te
'form three new divisions. Each
'of the divisions will fall consist- Choate's Stock &IL
Direct from grower. White,
Coldwater Items. I clover extracted honey. Prices I„ I and circulars sent free. - John 'Profa. Carlton and Adam b be- I A. Sheehan, R. D. No. 4, Fal- ,gan their school at this place last', mourn, Ky. 834* 1
,
Monday with a good attendance. ' 
iI For,Sale.-Grist mill and corn .Lester Turner, who is employ- l crusher: complete outfit with 6- 'ed_by the Adams Express Co., is horse power Fairbanks - Morsetaking h;s vacation with his fa- gasoline engine. Everything isther and mother. ',nearly new and will sell at a bar- ICook & Zeh have sold their kain. For terms and price ad- isaw mill to Bazzell & Dixon. dress R. Downs, Murray, Ky. . IMr. Dallas Nina-and wife have Cheapest accident insurance-moved back to their place. We
are glad to have them back. 
Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil. For
burns, scalds, cuts and emergen-Wesley Pendergrass has pur- cis. All druggists sell it. 25cchased an automobile. Look out and fec.
young ladies.
Mr. Charlie Zeh and daughter,
Miss- Florence, of New York
ther, I. L. Zeh, the past week.
Connie Black and family have
returned home from a visit to
relatives in Arkansas.
erably short of paper strength Mao tiy., Aug. I1.--Thebut it is estimated that each will forty-seven head of mules and;have from 17.0°I) to ISA° men• sixty-seven head of cattle at-Moat disfigtirini—skin erup.- tached by Sheriff Sullivan in anI tions, scref -1a. action instituted against Chote,
and the lives of the citizens of_ etc.. are due to impure blood,the country. . 





who mutilated Henry Campbell,
a young farmer, several weeks uss
ago, sold for $5' °°° Saturday, 
Cliummuuuntimmitummulimmummiiiiimiumuill
McElwrath, purchased the
cattle and stock. _ SOLD BY H. WEAR
I
t. CORRECT -GLAsaaana-ON-eate---
,; LY-the other kind lever




Shoe Shop for Sa1e.
I am offering my shoe repair-
ing ship in Murray for sale. I
, have a mcdern shop in every re-
spect, equipped with electrically
driven outfit. It is conveniently
locatect and will sell building or
rent to purcharet Of shop. Best
stand in Western Kentucky with
large patronage. Am selling to
enable me to take a much need-
ed vacation. Price and terms to
interested persons on applica-
tion. -Lee Lucas, Murray, Ky.
For Sale.-60 acre,farm 1 mile-west of Almo on rural route; 40
acres fresh land; good house cf3 rooms; good stables, good framebarn; good water; 45 acres in

















in the system destroys energy and makes the most vigorousworker feel lazy. Unless corrected it brings on "the chills."
rj HERBINE
Is a Powerful Medicine



































d and drink and your
month for eh hog
ur boss thts medtetn•























































Stops Pain At Once
For Man and Beast
25r— 50e. $1. At AU Dealers.
•
MISS Virginia 1\ ear, of Mur-
ray, who has been the guest of
Miss Eunice Foy for the past few
days, returned to her home yes-
terday.—May field Times.
Mrs. E. J. Summers, of Hen-
ry, Tenn., was received at the
Islurray Surgical Hospital Mon-
day night of this week for an John L. Smith, of Smithland, here in charge of the exhibit.'
car. These addresses were 
de.._sions that year. On July 1, 1916.operation. K d t • f this number of Kentucky pea-
Miss Esther Belle Cummins, of Western Kentucky, was in the livered at the Methodist church
and splendid audiences wereBarlow, Ky., spent a few days city the latter part of the past
present. "Health and in the city the past week the week on business connected with
guesr. of J. H. Coleman and fain-this office. Mr. Smith appeared
fly. before the grand jury and called





BEGINNING SATURDAY, AUGUST 19, we will
for ONE WEEK make special prices on all Wool-
ens; also special prices on the making. Note
these prices and then use your -own goocilndg-
ment as to whether it will pay you or not to have
your fall skirts made now, these prices for ONE
WEEK ONLY, they are bound to cost you more
later.
All 50 cent Wool Suiting and Poplins, for
one week only  39c
59c
All 75 cent Woolens, for one week only
Alr$1.00 Wool Suiting and Poplins, for one
week only  79c
99c
$1.29
All $1.25 Wool Suiting and Poplins, for one
week only 
All $1.50 Wool Suiting and Poplins, for
one week only 
All $1 25 Black Taffeta Silk, for one
week only  $1 .00
NOTICE: Any of above goods bought
at these prices during: the week from August 19
to August 26, we will, then, for $1.00 extra,
make the skirt for you in any way you want it
made. The regular price for making these skirts
is from $2.00 to $3.50 each. So by buying your
skirts this week you will not only mike a big
saving in your woolens, but save irom $1.00 to
$2.00 in the making. Now don't -wait, for the
peices hold good for ONLY ONE WEEK.








C' rd of Tharks. !
i
Happi-
ness," was the subject of the 1 
To Drs. Starks and Gravesend!
will moult or shed their feathers.
Now is the time that your hensverrent an aggregate of $4,14R,-  _-
Tuesday night talk, and ''A,Clean - 
the host of devoted and faithful;
neighbors and friends who soi This process is rather slow and
nature should be assisted. B. A.City," was the basis of the ad- e Set Him Right.
dress Wednesday night. It is re-1 
loyally and unstintedly gave.
,Thomas' Poultry Reedy willspecial prices on skirts for one and game laws and urged that
gretable that every citizen of the The Rev. Dr. M. E. Dodd, of , 
their time And attentions in ad-
!help your hens to moult causing
,wee:, and during the time will body to indict all persons against . h h d' • • t • to u dear beioved' -
•
••••••MD.
LOCAL &lid PERSONAL : 
,
••••••••••••••••••••••*; E. F. Blanks and wife, .of l Potts & Belcher, butchers and
Trezevant, Tenn.', spent the past bakers have about completed the, 
II/kit:DA Disssisses Salt.r
• week in the city the guests of installation of a modern cold sto-1 When the old fair association
••••••••••• OOOOO • OOOOOOOOO their daughters, Mrs. Virgil rage plant in their place of bu- went into liquidation it was de-
Bryan, of the New Murray Ho- siness. The plant is the first ev-!cided to sell its holdings at pub-
tel. and Mrs. H. H. Schroeder. er installed in this county and is, lie sale. However, this action
Miss Hilda Williams left the sufficiently large to accomin )(late was not taken until it was agreed
past week forChicago where she their business for several years. by the stockholders that the prop-
will spend some time the guest Murray is to be congratulated erty should only be transferred
her brother Dellon Williams,who upon the advanct step taken by to the purchaser within sixty
Is a student in the Rush Medical these gentlemen. • days after the sale, and the or-
College. - ----_— 1 C. E Walker, who lives near der of sale provided that ie case
T. E. Coleman and family, of.
,
 Blood, claims to have one of the a new organization should be
Paducah, arrived in Murray last' best mules in his part of the formed for the purpose of con-
Sunday. Mr. Coleman returned 'county. Turning the an loose : ducting a fair that in that event
to his home Sunday night while ,I after a day's work the mule wal-1 the property must be transferred
his family are here this week the bowed  and  turned nine times And_to such organization.
guests of B. G. Humphreys and would have continued had his The property was sold &tor-
family.  Owner not whiped him up, be.. I day, March 18, and wns bid in
Robert Bowden and wife, of lieving that he was suffering of ! by Mr. W. L Whitnell. Within
Fairfax, Minn., arrived in the colic. Bruce Holland vouches fora short while a company was or-
ganized for the purpose of tak-
ing over the property and con-
ducting a fair. In the meantime
Mr. Whitnell took possession of
the property and refused to sur-
render it to the new company.
A suit of ouster was instituted
and in a trial before County
Judge Langston the new fair
company was given a verdict.
Whitnell appealed the case to
circuit court and executed a cov-
enant bond. When the case was
called this week in the circuit
court it was dismissed upon the
order of Mr. Whitnell. A deed
trious, competent printer. At
present he is employed in 
will be made to the new organiz•
the 
News & Truths office. Miss Ir- 
ation by the directors of the old
fair association, but owing to
van is a daughter of Ethan Ir- the late date it will not be pcssi-
van and wife and is an admire-
We young lady and has a host of 
ble for the new company to hold
a fair this fall.
friends in the city and county. -
Bucv Bros. will pay 15c trade
for frying chickens this week. 2..
Mrs. Thomas Files, of Nash-
ville, is in the city the guest of
her uncle, Frank Brown.
Mrs. Clifford Melugin has been
the guest of friends in Prince-
ton. Ky., during the past week.
Miss Ina Wallace, of Benton,
was the guest of Miss Gracie
Huees last Sunday.
Granville rook, of Hopki
vide, Ky., spent several days of
this wetk in this city tlhe guest
of relatives and friends.
Rev. R. W. Hood and wife. of
Dyersburg, Tenn., spent the past
week in the city and county the
guests of relatives.
Mrs. Fannie Stanfield, of May-
field, has been the guest of her
mother, Mrs. J. G. Hart, the
past ten days.
0 When you want quality in your
portraits, there is no better in
quality than those Sepia portraits
made at Myers Studio.
Mrs. E. J. Dinwiddie, of Mc-
Kinzie, Tenn., is a patient for
treatment in the Murray Surgic- turned home Tuesday of this
al Hospital.
Mies Lorena May Moore, of
Summerville, Tenn., has been in
the city the past week the guest
of Miss Juanita Wells.
Miss Gladys Owen left Mon..
day morning for Paris, Teen., to
spend the week the guest of rel-
atives and friends.
John A. Washer, wife and son,
of near Kirksey, spent several
days of the past week in Trigg
county the guests of relatives._
week from Nashville, Tenn..
where they attended the annual
camp meeting of the Adventist
church, of which they are mem-
bers.
Rev. Cleanth Brooks and wife,
of Mayfield, were in the city
Monday of this week enroute
home from Paris, Tenn., where
they visited his father. Rev.
Brooks was formerly pastor of
the Methodist church of this city
and has many friends here.
You _fellows who have been
Mr. Walker's story.
Johnnie Karr and Miss Lettie
Irvan,were united in marriage
Wednesday evening at the home
of Rev. H. B. Taylor, who per-
formed the ceremony in the pres-
ence of members of the families
and a few friends. Mr. Karr is
city the past week to spend some
time the guests of his parents,
Mr. Bowden and wife, who live
in the Wells property near the
fair grounds.
Rev. It W. Hocd will preach
at the Methodist church Sunday
mornrhg at 11 o'clock. Rev.
Hood is pastor of the Methodist la son of J. C. Karr, the painter,
church, of Dyersburg, Tenn.. and land is one of the best known
is one of the ablcst ministers of young men in the city. He was
the Memphis conference. an employe of the Ledger office
J. R. Kennedy and wife re- for several years, having serv-
ed as foreman in the composing
room, and is an honest, indus-
The Ledger joins their friends
in extending happiest congratu-
lations.
The exhibit car of the Kentuc-
ky Tuberculosis Commission was
in Murray and open to the pub-
lie Tuesday and Wednesday ofpromising to bring in stove wood the states, died 'during the last
fiscal year according to the re-
port issued yesterday by the COM-
miasioner of pensions.
His statement shows that on
June O. 19t5. there were 19,431
on subscription are hereby noti- this. week. Scores of our people
availed themselves of the privi-fied to come on with the e•ood.
lege and visited the car at theWe're burning chips now and
it's a hard job boiling -bosom railway station. Two splendid
addresses were delivered Tues.and beans" with such fuel.
We're expecting at least a half day Tenteicky soldiers On the rollsand Wednesday nights by
dozen loads by Saturday night. Mr. Joseph Severance, who was. . who received $4,313,894 in pen
944 Pensioners Dead.
Washington, August 12. —Nine
hundred and forty-four Kentucky
pensioners. the majority of them
veterans who fought in the fed-
eral army in the war between
make the skirt for $1. Read the whom sufficient evidence could
advertisement in this issue. be secured.
- - Walter Cook and Wife, of near Erna Langston, son of Dentry •casions.Coldwater, left Monday of this Sheriff Dick Langston, sustained
week for Upton, Ky., where they a broken arm Wednesday after- Indictments are Returned.
noon of this week while endeav-will spend some time the guests
of his brother and sister.
Lost. — On the Murray and
Wadeaboro road, Monday Aug.
7, child's white pique hat with
the accident occurred at theblue ribbon bow. Finder please 
garape.notify Mrs. %V. G. Ivan, Hardin,
Ky. •
Mrs. Cora Wilson Stewart, of
moonlight school fame, has been
selected to hold the Lyon county
teacher.' institute which con-
venes Augusr-21.
Dr. Clifford Morris and. wife,
of Puryear. Tenn., spent several
days the past week in the city
the guest. of her parents, A. B.
Beale and wife.
Dr. C. 0. Gingko left the past
• week for Hot Springs, Ark..
where he will spend some time
taking the baths at this famous
resort.
WIll Titsley, resident of
Stewart county near Burnpas
Mills, was in the county on busi-
ness the east week. Will former-
ly lived in Calloway a few miles
Mat of Murray.
RAVE ,YOU BEEN SICK?
Then you realize the utter weaknas
that robs ambition, destroys appetite,
and makes work a burden.
To restore that strength and stamina that
is so essential, nothing has ever' equaled
or compared with Scott's Rmulsion, be-
cause its strength - sustaining nourish-
setuit invigorates the blood to distribute
enemy throughout the body while its tonic
value sharpens the appetite and restorer
health in • natural, permanent way.
II you are run down tired, nervous
cring to crank a Ford car. The
engine of the machine back fired
resulting in the injury. The car
is owned by Hobert Graham and
To farmers who grow broom
corn :—Cut your corn when seed
is in the bloom; spread thin in
the barn or loft to cure; bring
your corn to me, will make it IQ
on the shares if it is good corn
or for 12ic per broom, or will
pay market price for corn. It
takes good corn to make good
brooms.—R. E. Clayton 8172*
Marvin Farmer and Martin
Carter, members Co. 1.4, K. N.
G.; who have been stationed at
Ft. Thomas, since the call for
mobilization, have been honora-
bly discharged and arrived home
last Saturday. Both young men
were discharged because of the
fact that they had wives who
were dependent upon them for
support.
Quite a delegation of Murray
fans motored to Mayfield last
Sunday to witness a double-head-
er between the Mayfield team
and a supposed all-star team com-
posed of the members of the de-
funct kitty clubs. Fact of the
business the game played was
about the rottenest exhibition of
the national sport that has been
attemp'ed in this section in many
years and the Murray contingent
returned home after the, tirst
game. The team opposing May-
"tnimrkedO  iack IsUellith' et Smet's field WA3 frum Lynnville. Sedalia
shooting and wounding of Jas.
Burnett, while Allbritten is cha-
rged with the wilful murder of
Lucy Allen, colored, whose de-
composed body was found in the
woods near the Henry Hodge have been expected, it was filled
farm west of Pine Bluff last with drummers," he said. "I
May. A number of other indict- soon found out many of the tray-
ments for minor offenees have elers had been attending a sales-
also been returned. men's convention. Some of them
The grand jury is composed of passed down the aisle making
G. W. Overby, John A. Washer, themselves acquainted. One of
J. E. Eaker, Robert King, J. W. them, an unusually pleasant look-
Falwell, Jesse Meador, C. M. ; ing man approached me and
Witherspoon, E. J. Lassiter,
D. Purdom, Mike Farmer, P. E.
J-1asked me the usual question,
Stubblefield and Juvan Williams. 'Who are you witb?' I replied
The jury is expected to finish its that I was with Lord, church it
labors and adjourn today. ; Company. We had quite a plees-
Trial :.as entered into Thurs- l ant conversation and everything
day morning against Hobert All-, ran along smoothly until he ask-
britten, charged with the mur; ed me, 'Does your house handle
der of Lucy Allen, colored. This whisky only, or all kinds of Ii-
case will Orobably consume the quors?.' , Alien I set him right."
remainder of this term.
county could not visit the exhib-. p . in , them to shed earlier and be ready
it car and also be present and at the Broadway Baptist 
church; mother. Mrs. S. A. Oglesby,
Ito lay when eggs are highest inyesterday and who formerly was , her sickness and death, we here-.hear Mreaeverance on both oc- pastor otthe 'twenty second-ind bY tender our sincerest thanks'
the
yi 
winter. If this remedy does
Walnut street Baptist church of and deepest gratitude with thenot make good, we will.—Sexn!
this city, believes in being con-prayers that the richest blessings ,Bms. , 
; genial on all occasions. He does of this life, together with the For Sale.-50-acre farm 6 miles
l The grand jury this week re- not in the least mind being mis- life to come, may be upon each . north of Murray on Almo and
ed • d• • itaken for one whose calling is' of you, is our preyera.—Her Chit- Kirksey road; 3-mom dwelling,..gainst uor-
dis Cole, of the southwest part other than the ministry and ev-.dren.
 on occasions will indulge in aof the county, and Hobert Ail-j'
britten, of the east side. ColeTlittle innocent deception. 
Farmer Shoots Himself.
While
is charged with the malicious in Louisville last week he relat- Hopkinsville, Ky., Aug. 14.—
S. H. Ward, 50 years old, com-
mitted suicide on his farm be-
tween Pembroke and Fairview.
His barn was burned Friday and For Sale.-47-acre farm, well
six mules, farm implements and improved and in high state of
provender was destroyed. Ward cultivation, located 6 miles north
of Murray; 5-room house, other
Improvements good, fine water,
good young orchard, 7 acres in
timber, 34 acres in grass. For
ed a humorous incident in this
connection:
"I boarded a train leaving
Jackson, Tenn., where I was at-
tending college and, as might
—courieournai.
• Merciful Prank of the Lightnisg.usTANC Liberty, Ky., Aug. I2.—D. G.
Elliott, while mowing hay, cut
off two of his pet dog's legs, and
'while he and another man were
discussing the dog's plight, a
ltolt of lightning hit the dog,
knocked down the bystander and ,
also Kr. Elliott from the mowing
machine. Neither Mr. ,Elliott
ilisashisa to-day. It Istria /rout alcolmi.
testa "Ay«. seas•ma. •• I • and ,cjba,,, 
I MENTinor his friend were seriously in-
stoners received during the last
fiscal year from the federal gov-
Get Ready.
6 stall stables, 2 new tobacco
barns, good water, good orchard,
15 acres in timber: land all fresh
and in fine state of cultivation;
17 acres in grass. Terms and
price on application to R. L.
Jackson, Almo, Rt. 2. 727e
was much disturbed over the
fire and insisted it was due to
incendiaries. Another theory is
that lightning set the building
on fire. Ward's body was found terms and price, see or write A.
in a cabin. He had blown the S.-Blalock, Almo, Rt. 2. :72712*
Warming.
Kentucky is being invaded by
peddlers who go from house to










Bitters. Ask your druggist. Association of Op
Price $1.00. I tometrista. Incorporated.
top of his head off with a shot-













Quickest train Memphis toZallaa;
Cotton Belt Route all the way; no
change of cars. Li:eves Memphis 10:10
p. m. Arrives Dallas 1130 a. m. next
morning, Ft. Won't 1:25, p. m. '
Cotton Belt ROute szerning teazel toTesna,lagresh:
'tee a. n Tra eu ias from Southeast ameeziese 1
Law fares to Tawas, Lamisima.0/Jakma•
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Ls. LT: ant rittn tort:II:rill CROWS ROOST IN KENTUCKYTHE MURRAY LEDGER 0, L..::. . 
socurRY on the frontier as will
and
IN CONSIOERABE NUMBERS.... 
. .•




citizen eoldiers to their several A recent government report Hood, Fain & H
,.., ..„.. ..._ ,
-. . i Ir Illallite4 Al the pootodtee at Murray, Kentucky, for transmission snroueti civilian pursuits.
CO.. J. JENNINGS, , Erarrost.— ..._ 
















KENTUCKY RAMS • ORDER 10 MOVE4THAIREvE-Nuts-t-- is suspENDEn edbe.d,To.the. extent that that can! The most favored haunt of
- . 
- • - 'unusual and -exceptional 'herds Harrodsburg and several roosts
U• but the primary consideration I seems to be near VersailleeKtei
'
ships which have arisen in clas. in and near Lexington vsith a
es especially subject to distress
by report of the service demand-iruast•
must be the safety of our bunter! where *rove' nment 4:xports eati•
ill be done.' these sable feathered scourger'
-a
i 
total 1,000 to 1,500 birds in each, 
LumbCompany
  • 
Stand, Near Rowlett's Factory
Located at the Olci •D..1E-Dia
.,.. , .. . "In the meantime, this depart. in winter roosts at Guthrie, KY..' i • the mails as second class matter, ;
, tsl
4. , . i ---.........--:-_-_-----: •=..-.- :_- • -----= - ment has taken steps to mitigate as thousands of birds in the cc-. _ THURSDAY. AI GU:, I' I ;, me and relieve as far as possible the dare and oaks; large numbers at
,
.---Q: revenue collections at the war department today suspend.' tion of the lives of our citizens 1.000.000 birds. 
f
i Fifth district of Kentucke dula me‘ement of the Kt•ntucky, Oh. t "It will be a source of great / for miles in search ia tood, but 
All Kinds of Building Material, Lumber
.._ t .....4 These birds make (hale. ilightsLouisville headquarters of "the`, ed its erder providing 'for the t there. .
Builders' Hardware, Paints, Oils, Etc.




ine the fiscal year ending June io arid Vermont national guard happiness to me when full relief their clayish nature causer them
30 were exceeded in only four to the Mexican border. It took can be given to these men who to seek a cuilimun rouetieg plice. '
other districts in United . e ' compliance • I have lac el themselves subject afhis docking together is' more —.—
• •
. t. 
States and its possessions. ac- • the recommendation made by to this call of duty, and in the marked ih cold weather than at
_
,
- e We Believe we Can Save You Money.
i cording to official figures contain- Cien. Funston, who sent the fol. meantime 1 am tilled with adnialany other time of the ear. Their' ' I. ration for the spirit with which chief ration in winter is- corn,
ell in a preliminary report which liming to the war department:
- E ' Osbron, comniissioner of Intern-,-generalrailroad strike, -I desire with which they are performing disfavor with the farmer. The . 
Wo.Know. we will Treat You Square.
•
. , • km been made public by W. H. "In view of possibility of a the militia has met the call, and whieh fact puts them in great •
. .1, -- ' al revenue. - • to call attention to the *wee de- an important and necessary ser. corn consumed by these winged 
•
l• I- hiring the twelve-month pei% 
i 
pertinent to difficulties that will vice to their countee at this Pests is a considerable quantity. . .iod ending on the date mentioned; follow in maintaining food sup- time.'!--..•- - u the collections for the Fifth dig- ' ply, not only of troops in this
trict of Kentucky, as was report- j department, but of the civilian; ed at that time by Collector T. 'population as well. These bor-
• • Scott Mayes, of Louisville, sir—der stateleproduce but little food-_ 
• greguted $20,G59,297.85. The Sec- stuffs except cattle. In view of
- mid and Third districts of New the foregoing I recommend that
•
York. both located at New York national guard organizations
• City, were first and third, res- which are about to start for bor-a'
electively, in regard to total co'.. der stations be retained in their
actions, the Fifth Illinois dia. mobilization camps until such
• 
tract. at Peoria, being sword; time as the question of a general der as soon as possible.end the First Illinois district, at strike shall have been determin- "Cenimanding goneral. central hoppers the birds consume in




BOURBON HOG CHOLERA REMEDY
l'reernta and Curets
. CHOLERA, WORMS,_ COUGH, THUMPS.
it dewy,' ',Mil, fel/tittles the bowels, aids il.ge•tion
tilosee home to fatten quietly. I it in the teed and drink aini }out
boas will never h.'', "okra. Coyt4 wily cr. • month for er.h hog.
Don't v it until thee aet auk. Ream asiss0s Veer bee• "s" "rd."
Se
ci
w and keep Mein OW MDR "Sn't disirewo. At All Drusgtetar-
11101J1111011 ORMSBY coorma. 10.51.41,m. 
•
Seld in Murray by H. D. THORNTON.
In this state where the corn is
The followingannouncement left in shocks for some time in
was made: the fall and winter, losses from
"Commanding general, east- the crows' foraging, especially
ern department, has been direct- when the shock is not made pro-
ed to send Kentucky troops to Perla, is very great. Regions
the border as soon as they can near the big roosts suffer most
be equipped and transportatien from the marauders. However,
can be obtained and to see that a has been said that the loss in
special attention is given to gel- eon an other crops consume •
ting-Verniont troops to the Lore ! b the crows is offset in a large 




Secured or Your Money Book
4 l 1
. 




se Ohio -troops e r er it is a well knowti fact thrit-- ,,,n tatri"t  sri" rt. t..- ;




department, has been directed 
••-•
Chieliga. being fourth. _ ed."i 
ecileetions at the four dig-bids
6 *
e
Rentucky were: Second, New - transportation can be obtained, but in the late summer and ear- -
11/11A1HiligirS PU111111'11. fitaiNgitei LOLLEUli s
Parlarah, li).national guard Units included in 
as soon as they are equipped and a crow is. a dsfilcult bird to kill,
- . II; 1--, _ 0
topping the.. Fifth district of
•
•sI: I *
- • `President Wilson's call of June. Land for Sale.
*
-York, $42,475,733.33; Fifth, Id- . "All department commanders ly fall a few shots tired from a ..• •:•• , . Yoala U7.407,542.01. and First,
i the war department. 
other national gtiard troops.: in suits in breaking up the..reiost. Tenn20 .0; priceaer 
acres,
8 $:, 
:.n51(a)r: hBvticbo :enure; :1'. 
  -. .
*
. inois. $28,952 297.85:Third, New . not yet on the Mexican bor. have been directed to send alliehotgun into the roost usaaily re- 
4,
. 
der, were ordered there today _4
•••*
Illinois, S22,280,779 86. . their -respective departments to 
a
Between 20.000 and 25,000 ad- "Rat Killing Day" to b: Oleerbed.: ments; would sell either or both.___ _. z_ArnAidmii.,441.4:4 i 1
. is.'SS(4,817,504.27, tepped Ken-
. mita *404,910,489.62: Illinoie,
. 
Kentucky stands fcurth in the
•Sie-s5.1.'78 404.68, arid - Peru:sylvan-
tacky in the order named. .
arse e':7 emergency -revenue and
t 'az of total collectior a by states,'
Tite ordinary revenue exclus- 
der °rip Mexico will be 175.000.
ditional troops will thus h add.
ed To the border forcee. Nation-
al guard troops there will num-
ber approximately 125;000, and
the total of all troops on the ber-
et announcemerft that the troo
Secretary BatWeariiade a form be
waiting until the sere recruit-.
snatiorial guard regiments held at
!state mobilization point's weuld
equipped and trans-or-Moil can - Cadiz is evidenIfy-inleated with '
partment that under these orders
 sent' to the border without
It was stated at the war de-
upen the part of the whole cid- ! rem .
might.be some concerted action No.
deavor to exterminitcthe---
a mass meeting has been culled Fer-aji
zsiishilte.af that 'city in an en- • - • it and the • tact. Teri:telly e
to set aside one certain daei sfer•• 
. 
_ _ .. ._ l Geod-welle-orchard, -stock-berm-
:Pei" ' lit elpia a and is partially broken- I 7..
'plenty timber; this place is moet-s*
Notice, 100 acres of this for $1,-
well improved. plenty
infoin-iatisie a idreis T. J. t.
three brick chimney?,
service
i I .they lit lit ii . ii)e eyes .,
,. the res;Ilt of se.t.thi, ... IhOt.- *
If N ou v.-•aat glaSS(.4 inat are a,
is that our giass- ;
I NG - •,:;
* _
the border as soon as they.' arel .
thee . of our optical 3
,..., -0i izb $37.-242-, 180 89. New York, be obtained:" , rodents. and in order that there' 





in Kentucky, Illinois with $45,- as spell, and was -solely to re- 
to the neelsitizeo s gth.
Militia to El Paso.
- 
sthe purpose of killing the rats. es. D. 1.
: "At the siefgestion of a /bum- -
The Record of last week says: i - ' e
Sarefere, Bachanan, Tenn., R. ; . sqgit tents -1+y nemmiestent
_ 
ems e iiptoinetriet sou wid obtain a





seerporation and Erasitival fie aistaaeraeritheid nothing whatever
'tenise tax, totalled $a5,870,eea I i to do•with the Mexican situation -
e CORRECT CLASSES ON- i 
_
held in tnobiliaation camps only -Practi II 11 f ' - 
o ar iz a meet- eal reersceitative -of the V.enna,
Nuraery :stuck. -I- uni the 10- a
set. 71 can s 
* , 
a 
the oilier kind never *
...
I
I t -4"St 37 68 d q - ,;3 . an .ew York, with !ieve thsusanali Of 'troops flow San Antonio. Tex, Au gut 12. ber of citizens f C 1'•fal
I , because they lack a few recruits troops ordered today by the war house in Cadiz Friday 
Ill•Nur • y a d •• uPply your a h" -
t I36,579,C00.27. were 'the cnly ca v a o the 25,000 ing will be held at the court a . leave our establishment.. 0 le,night., 1 need's la ell kinds cif - tIUTSery ',.;
il
States to top Kentucky in that
ORVIS C WELLS .1f--4 ' 
respect. . , to bring uniLs up to fixed mini- department to proceed to the Aug. al, at 8 o'clock to fix a doyiborder will be sent to El Pap, at some time in the near' future'
, stock. This firm has avery fine a
OPTOMELIIST e
*i tax collections in Kentucky, how- ! Today's order sends the troops General Frederick Funstan an- to be known as "Rat Killing' 
line of two year old stock of ap- a
ples nnd peaches at 20e and oth- e•
, ' - • 
Emergency revenue and income mum strength.. , 
*- ewer...fell far held's' the marks set from Kentucky, Ohio and: Ver- nounced tonight. A feW will be Day." Rats destroy much Imola' ornamental shrubery of every  
er fruits accordingly cheap. In *ees.s.:aeeeeeeeeeeeeee.:ee:ee:e.sby aumerous other states. The : rnont to the border as coon as stationed at Deming, N. M. • erty during-the year and it will kind they make a specialty. Any-
.2
Shoe, Shop for Sale.for them and will move all the 
thing you need they have and I
eietneekeney_eamese-Kesieueey was transportation can be arranged When the new movement is not be denied that a fightagainst.4795.135.49, while in New York! completed there will be -an army this ravage can not be suceeasful will appreciate your order.-J.
IM O. •
equipped. including national guardsmen and fix a day when everybody iy 
C. Broach, Merray. Ky. d'2,1' I anaoffering my shoe repair-
,- it was -M:i31.431•50, fifteen !others as soon as they are prop- 'of about 70.000 men at El Paso, unless all the people go into it _
ing shep in Murray -for-sale: I._.._
;r41:7 ',•:-- '.- --- other states reporting more than I er'Y
have a modern shop in everry re-
War department officials de- and regulars. 
Sweet Clover Seed.al ,000,000. Ito fight the pests.' So everybody, s. 
-
The emergenceirevenue col, cided on their action because the Military men here were 
care-! both white and colored, are urg- i-- - s---. • 
ed to attend the meeting Friday: 
Direct from gro\ver. White, (spreLtneoquetit yedIt7ii.th enievetnriiecnatlyv •in Kentucky 
And biennial yeacev: hulled and i
located suad Will sell building or -
v,.agi divided i troops are restive in camp and ful' to point out tonight that, night and iissist in making the.Ishere seemed to be no stimulus,. _ s...._ , aeseeroaaa; Stu recrulteng-While there was no 
theeeis absolutely no significance , tight to exterminate air. Rat in unhulled. Special scarineld seed
:eats, • e - .as follow Wines, champagne, :
rent to purchaser of shop. Best
taeuors, cordial-es-etc.• , and around Cadiz." i for fall sowing. Also-pure sweet
pekes stand in Western ntucky'With




large patronage. Am selling to
; der. They now expect most of large a body of troops at El Paso! 
' clover extracted honey.
the regiments will be filled be would be the natural strategy in Profs. Carlton and Adams be-1
!and circulars sent free. - John
T --- ' -•''.:.-- . etitianal per barrel, $336,127.,33
enable nie to take a much need-
speeiel taxes relating to manu-I 
1
ed vacation. Price terms to
- case of hostilities because of that 
A. Sheehan, R. D. No. „4,. Fal- ,
• 
. ' for the troops leave. gan their school at this place last mouth, Ky.___ are and cigarettes, a . , 3 1
factare and sale of tobacco, cig-
-42 3C8.76; I bccre' tary Baker today made city as location at the northern 1‘I ionday with a good attendance. -I 
_




public a letter to a corresponds For Sale.-Grist mill and corn!lef 
apecial taxes, including bankers, ! end of the Mexican Central and i Lester Turner, who is employ- 
.,
ent whose name was not diselos- crusher: complete outfit with
..
brokers, theaters, bowling alleys . Mexican Northwestern railways, led by the Adams Express Co., is
For Sale.-60 acre. farm 1 mile 
. .
:ea, who had suggested that the horse power Fairbanks- Morse;
etc.. $87.843 50; Schedule A. doe- it was now only a part of the I taking h;s vacation with his fa- gasoline engine. Everything is west of Almo on rural route; 40 
.
.• .,
ritary stamps, etc., $274 162.- -̀government should discharge the
i acres fresh land; good house cf
- t - . i t ast. and Schedule 13, perfumery, 
general mobilization. To have Ither and mother.
3 room*: good stables. good frame
state soldiers who desired to re sent the 25,000 men elsewhere' 
nearly new and will sell at a bar-': - • T. 
. .
c esnaeties, etc.. $34.691.47. 
saw mill to Bazzell & Dixon. - dress R. _Deems, Murray, Ky.
Cook & /eh have sold their gain. For terms and price ad-,
Own; good water; 45 acres in
' turn to their- business careers. would have been illogical and If e The secretary wrote: ' would have spoiled the "war'
(APi per Alen income tax for
: Mr. Dallas Nix and wife have Cheapest accident insurance- I cultivation, balance .in timber.
1-a' ',- te-- . f._Saentucky aggregated $411,845 - • A call to arms ,upon any body practice which already they es- , • • i ..,
t s 
!nose ac tot ieir pace. e Dr. Thomas Eclectric Oil. For ' A ill sell this place at a bargain _ - • 4 -1 -
•: 44. twslve states collecting al - - of Men in the •country, except sert has vastly increased the
, 1,. 1 . 
are glad to have them back. i burns, scalds, cuts and Emergen- as I own another farm. Call on • r -
tersa,000 or more, and •six other the regular army, who make a' country's military efficiency. 
s
. .. , • 3• • states reporting in excess* of , profession of the military l'' i At the same time.. it was said,
• Wesley Pendergrass has pur- cies. All druggists sell it. 25c l er write W. M. Thomason, Almo,
Rt. a, for price and terms. mai 2'
.. - i aasS0.000. New York, with $14,-- would. inevitably interrupt , buai- the troops would be in a position 
chased an automobile. Look out and 5 'c.
*__
,, tax 'teed by individuals in Kee- careers, and it is imaitiasible to' good if they ever were ceeded
you;ires. ladies.
ri Zeh and daughter, 
0111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIMIRIIIIIII1111111111111K1
'147,802 4a, led the field. I, come nesa..Profesaional and personal where they could do the nuiSt
se 1 i t tuSky amounted to $165,112.75 imagine any situation in which for active shrvice.• • • • . Miss - Florence, of New York - 
-
ae
. ! i '
ae i ' . - leentiray ranking twente-sev- tiee organized militia or nate:sisal Just Is soon as the new detach-Moth in that reepect. Individuals, gamed of the several states could Ments arrive at El Paso they PI • I. 
state. have been visiting his bro- , =
er,  L Zell, the past week. ! =





;paid ,$39.252.255 39 incOMC , tax, be ;summoned into the federal will be:used with other guards- Connie Black and family have --a 
in the system .destroys ener






- . - ' t, -i-, :'.. f '-- ..0 4 in New York. e.- - - service without hardship andlin- men already there, -exeletaive of returned home, from a visit to -  eliCentuoky'recoPectiors by die- convenience, and yet both the4he rehnvetvania APS
- i - - -







. Soviets kollow e - - -- --- -, ' constitution- of the United States. cirm three new divisions,- Each ,
.. __ _•_.





ifith. colleetor..at Ow a.sboso, aa. thereto recogneals-t ese militia erably short of paper strength Ma:, ield. Ky.. Aug. 14.-The =
Sasond diati-a'a Josh T. Grif- and the' 'lawsmade pursuant of the divisions will iall consid- I 4•11
.44/410








- lalta.272.29; Fifth district, Thom. and national guasd units as the but it is estimated that each will
The malarial germ cann,It exist in the systeacmhunder tfie411,rch• 
.—....-..
—.
forty-seven head of mules' and =
!trig influence.of Herlaine. It purities the' at.
fi





trick Charlton B. Thompson...en!. interests'. of the United States
: t: 
' as C Mayes, collector, at 'Lotas.4 seCondary reliance of the govern- !have from 17,000 to-18.0Q0 men.--sabe, $20,659,875.67; Sixth dis. rnent for the protection of the' Most disfieuring---skin crap- 
sixty-seven head of cattle at-1 =
tached by Sheriff Sullivan in an i =
h condition. Price 50 cent.. •












brim* at Covington, $5.052,611.- '
effic Seventh district, Ben Mar-
11 t Lexington, ,
' the country.
and the lives of the citizen e of etc.eare due to impure Wood, who mutilated Henry -Campbell, I E JAS. r. BALLARD.
dens, scrofula': pimples. rashes, action instituted against Cltote, i Fe,







I . --: Arm W. Hughes,. collector. at
il €86%072-59; 'Eighth district The-
inconveniences and hopes that
The departtheet regrets these . cleansing blood tonic, is well
rec. ommended. $1.00 .at all A. McElwrath purchased the
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LOCAL and PERSONAL 1
•• • •••••4 ***** • ***** 4644
Bucv lime. will pay 16a trade
for frying chickens this week. 2*
Mrs. Thomas Files, of Nash-
ville, is in the city the guest of
her uncle, Frank Brown.
Mrs. Clifford Melugin has been
the truest of-friends in Prince-
ton. Ky., &thing the past week.,
  • titst-laa Wallace., of Benton,.
wu the guest' of Mise Gracie
Bugles last Sunday.
Granville Cook, of Hopkins.
Ky., spent several days of
this weels.in  this city *le guest
of relatives and friends.
Rev. It. W. Hood and wife. of
Dyersburg, Tenn., spent the past
week in the city and county the
guests of relatives.
Mrs. Fannie Stanfield, of May-
field, has been the guest of her
mother, Mrs. J. G. Aart, the
past tin days.
When you want 1ualityfiiyour
9ortraits, there is no better in
quality than those Sepia portraits
made at Myers Studio, _ •
Mrs. E. J. Ditiwiddle,. of Mc-
Kinzie, Tenn., is a patient for
F. F. Blanks and wife, of
Tresevant. Tenn.', spout the past
week in the city the guests of
their daughters, Mrs. Virgil
Bryan, of the New. Murray 110.
tel, and Mrs. H. H. Schroeder.
Miss Hilda Williams left the
past week fur Chicaeo where she
will spend some time the guest
her brother Dellon WIlliams.who
Is a student in the Rush Medical
College.
T. I. Coleman and fetidly, of
Paducah, arrived in Murray_laat
$unday. Mr. Coleman
to his home Sunday night while
his ftanily are here this week the
guests of B. G. Humphreys and
family._ _
Iti&rt Bowden and life, of
Fairfax. Minn., arrived in the,
city the past week to spend some
time the guests of his parents,
Mr. Bowden and wife, who live
in the Wells property near tile,
fair grounds.
Rev. It. W. Hoed will preach!
at the Methodist church Sunday
morning  at 11 o'clock. Rey.
Hood is pastor of the Methodist
church, of-Dyereburg, Tenn., and
Is one of the *blast ministers of
the Memphit conference.
J. R. Kennedy and wife re-
treatment in the Murray Surgic• turned home ruesday of this
al Hospital. week from Nashville, Tenn.,
where they attended the annual
NliseLorena May Moore, of
Summerville, Tenn., has 
meeting of the Adventist
been hielimPchurch, of which they are mowthe city the past week the guest
of Miss Juanita Wells. 
hers.
Miss Gladys Owen left Mon-
day morning for Paris, Tenn., to
-spend the week the guest of ref-
ato es and friends.
. John A. Washer, wife and son,
of near Kirksey, spent sevoral
class of the past week in Trigg
county the guests of relatives•
Mists Virginia Wear, of Mur-
ray, who has been lobe- guest of-
Miss Eunice Foy for the past few
days, returned to her home yes.
terday.- May field Times.
Potts & Belcher, butchers and
bakers have ;bout completed the
installation of a modern cold sto: I
rage plant in their place of bu.
14•1111. The plant is the first wt.!
re Installed In this county and is
sufficiently large tuaccommodete
their business for several yeers.
Murray is to be congratulated
upon the advance step taken by
these gentlemen.
C. E. Walker, who Heys near
11Inod, claims to have one of the
beet mules In hii 'Hirt of the
comity. Turning the animalloose
after h day's work the mule wal-
lowed and tallied nine timeisind,
would have continued had his
owner not whiped him up, be- -
that.ho was stiffering
colic. Bruce--Holland vouehes for
Mr, Walker's story.
Johnnie Karr and Miss Lettie
Irvan were united in marriage
Wednesday evening at the home
of Rev. II. B. Taylor, who per-
formed the ceremony in the pres-
ence of members tit the families
and !few_ friends. „„-Mr. Karr is
a son of J. C. Karr, the painter,
and is one of the best known
young men is the city. He was
an employe of the Ledger office
for several years, having serv-
ed as foreman in the composing
room, and is an honest, indus-
trious, competent printer. At
-present he ia employed in
News & Truth. otliee. Miss Ir-
van is a daughter of Ethan Ir.
van and wife and is an admira-I
t the late date it will not be peed.
b'e young' lady and has a host of a fair this fall.
ble for the new company to hold
friends in the city and county,
The Ledger joina their friends
in extending happiest congratu•
!talons.
The exhibit car of the Kentuc-
ky.Tubereulosis Commission was
in Murray and open to th 
'
pub-
he Tuesday and Wednes ay fpromising to bring In stove wood o• the states, died durin_g- the lastthis week. Scores of ou peonleori-subscription are hereby noti- 'fiscal year according to the re-
tied to come on with the e•oud. availed themselves of the privi• port teemed yesterday by the  corn-
We're lerrnirrg- thins -an&1  anit-Vitlite"leI—rar-at the miesioner of pension!.
. it's a hard job boiling ..essarn I railway station. I'm) splendid . His.statement shows that onMrs. E. J. Summers, of Hen- and beans" with such fuel. i addresses were delivered Tues• .1une 30, 19t5. there were 19,431ry, Tenn., watt received at the We're expecting at least a half . daY and Wednesday nights.h-' --Y Kentucky soldiers on the rolls,Murray Surgical Hospital Mon- I dozen loads by Saturday night. Mr. Joseph Severanees who woe, who received $1,313,891 in pe-n-'day night of this week for an • John L. Smith, of Sinithland, 1 here in charge of the exhibit! ' ' th t ar On Jelv I 1916 Ioperation.
Miss Eether Belle Cummins, of
Barlow, Ky.. spent a few days
in the city the past week the
guest of J. H. Coleman and fam-
ily.
a•llington & Co. will make
special prices on skirts for one
weei:, and during the time will
make the skirt for $1. Read the
advertisement in this issue.
Walter Cook end wife. of near
Lost. - On the Murray and
Wadesboro road, Monday Aug.
7, child's a bite pique hat with
blue ribbon bow. Finder please
notify•Mrs. W;--astvan, Hardin,
Mrs. Cora Wilson Stewart, of
moonlight ,school fame, has been
seleeted to hold the Lyon county
• teachers' institute which con-
venes August 21.
Dr. Clifford Morris and- wife,
of Puryear, Tenn., spent several
days the past week in the city
the guest. of her parents, A.-B.
Bealeand wife.
Dr. C. 0. Gingles left the past
• week for Hot Springs, Ark.,
where he will spend some time
taking the baths at this famous
resort.
W ,1; Tinsley, a resident .of
Stewart county near Burnpas
Mills. was in the county on busi-
ness the  raatweek. Will former-
ly lived in Calloway a few miles
• ear. of Murray.
Ky., deputy game v,•aAen for
Western Kentucky, was . in the
city the latter part of the ,past
week on Isiainess connected with
his office. Mr. Smith appeared
before the grand jury and called
attention to violations of the fish
and -game laws and urged that dress Wednesday night. It is re-
body to indict all persons against gretable that every citizen of the
county could not visit the exhib-I whom sufficient evidence could
be secured. it car and also be present and
hear Mr. Severance on both cc-Erna Langston, son of Deputy
Coldwater, left Monday of this Sheriff Dick Langston, sustained 
casiors.
week for Upton,' Ky., where they &broken arm Wednesday after- Indictments are Returned.
will spend some time the guests noon of this week while endeav-
of his brother and sister. cring to crank a Ford car. The
turned indictments against -Cor1 taken for one whose calling ass
engine of the machine back fired
'resulting in the injury. The car dis Cole, of the southwest part' other than the ministry and ev-is owned by Hobert Graham and of the county, and Hobert All- en on occasions will indulge in a, •
HAVE ,YOU BEEN SICK?
Then you realize the utter weaknS)ss
that robs ambition, destroys appetite,
and makes work a burden.
To restore t bat strength and stamina that
Is so too...ritiai, nothing has ever equaled
or compared with Scott's Emulsion, be-
* cense its strength -sustaining nourish-
ment invigorates the blood to distribute
'wherry throughout the body while its tonic
valise sharpens the appetite and restores
health in a natural, permanent way.
If you are run down, tired, nervous,
overworked or lack strength. get Scott's
Blitulaion to-day, It is tree frosts a1oia4L
omit soiree. vicrisiara. C. I 44
so
•
Rev• Cleanth Brooks and wife,
of Mayfield, were in the city
Mondays of this eeek enroutel home from Paris, ,Tenn., where
they visited his lethentssitev.
Brooks Was formerly pastor of
the Methodist church of this city
and has many friends here.
You fellows who have been
tha accident occurred at the
Downs garage. - --
To farmers who grow -broom
corn:-Cut your corn when seed
is in the bloom; spread thin in
britten, of the east side. Cole
of-charged with the malicious
shooting and wounding of Jall.
Burnett, while Allbritten is cha-
rged with the wilful murder of
the barn or loft to cure; bring Lucy Allen, colored, whose de-
your corn to me, will make it up composed body was found in the
on the shares if it is good corn woods near the Henry Hodgeor for 12ic per broom, or will farm west of Pine Bluff last
pay market price for corn. It may. A' number of other indict-
takes good corn to make good merits for minor offenses have
broome.-R. E. Clayton 8172* also been--returned.
Marvin Farmer and Martin The granchaury is composed of
Carter, members Co. L, K. N. G. W. Overby. John A. Washer,
G., who have been stationed at J. E. Eaker, Robert King, J. W.Falwell Jesse Meador, C. M.Ft. Thomas, since the call for withers'poos, E. J. Lassiter, J.
mobilization, have been honora- D. Purdom, Mike Farmer, P. -E.
bly discharged and arrived home Stubblefield and Juvan Williams.
Iasi Saturday. Both young men The jury is expected to finish its
were discharged because of the.
fact that they had wives who! Trial was entered into Thurs. ant conversation and everything
were dependent upon them for day morning against Hobert All- rail along smocthly until he ask-.,
support. britten, charged with the mur- ed me, 'Does your houso handle
Quite a delegation of Murray 
der of Lucy Allen, colored. This whisky only, or all kinds of h.
case will probably consume the quors?' Then I set him right."fans motored to Mayfield last remainder of this term.
Sunday to witness a double-head-
er between the :vlayfield team - Merciful Prank of the Lightniog.
The grand jury this week re-
labors and adjourn today.
WIttnell Diastases Snit.
When the old fair association
went into liquidation it was de.
tided to sell its holdings at pub-
lic sale. However, this action
warn not taken until it was agreed
by the sOwkheltiern that the prop-
erty should only be transferred
to the purchaser within -iliitY
!lays after the sale, and the or-
der of male pruvided that in case
a rew erginization should be
storm et fur the purpose of con-
ductl I; it fair that in that event
the r ,,r..rty meat be transferred
v, each organisation. 
_
Thy prolwrty was soli •Satur-
tilos March and was bid in
Vhttnetts -Withint
a short while a company was or.
wonted for the purpose of tak-
ing over the property and con-
ducting a fair. In the meantime
Mr. Whitnell took possesidon of
the property and refused to sur-
render it to the new company.
I A suit of ouster_ was instituted
and in a trial before County
Judge Langston the new fair
Compliny was given a verdict.
W-hitnell appealed the ease-  to
circuit court and executed a cov-
enant bond. When the case was
called this week in the circuit
court it was dismissed upon the
order of Mr. Whitnell. A deed
will be made to.the nevorgani-
átlón by The directors of the old




BEGINNING SATURDAY, AUGUST 19, we will
for ONE WEEK make special prices on all Wl-
ens; also special prices on the making. Note
these prices and then use your own good judg-
ment as to whether it  will pay You or not to have
your fall skirts made nollhese prices for ONE
WEEK ONLY, they are bound to cost you more
later.
All 50 cent Wool Suiting and Poplins, for 39
one week only 
os-- All 75 cent Woolens, for one week only .59c
All $1.00 Wool Suiting and Poplins', foroneweek onty  
- All $1 25 woo! Suittnsand.Popitas.,for one fin,
week only  77L
Al/$1.:O) Wool Suiting and Poplins, for
one week only 
All 25 Black Taffeta Silk, for oneweek o
S1.29
SI.00
NO111( Any of above goods bought
at these prices during the week from August 19
to August 26, .we will, .then, for $1.00 extra,
make the skirt for you in any .way you want it
made. The regular price 'for making these skirts
944 Pensioners Dead. is from $2,00 to $3.50 each. So by buying..yourskirts this week you will not only make a big
-Washington; Angost H. -.Nine  -saving in yourwoolena, but save irony:IMO to
hundred and forty-four Kentucky $2.00 in the making. Now don't wait, for the
peniionere. the majority of them peices hold good for ONLY ONE WEEK.
veterans who fought in the fed- 
DON'T FORGET THE PLACE OR DATEeral army in the war between
little innocent deception. While
in Louisville last week he relats
ed a humorous incident in this
connection:
"I boarded a train leaving
Jackson, Tenn., where I was at-
tending college and, as might
have been expected, it was tilled
with drummers," he said. "I
soon found out many of the trav-
elers had been attending a sales-
men's convention. Some of them
' passed down the aisle making
themselves acquainted. One of
• them, an unusually pleasant look-
ing man, approached me and
asked me the usual question.
I 'Who are you with?' I replied
that I was with Lord, Church &
Company. We had quite a pleas-
NC Liberty, Ky.,' Aug•"12.-D. G.funct kitty clubs. Fact of the Elliott, while mowing hay, cut
business the game played was
about the rottenest exhibition of
the national sport that has been
attempted in this section in may
years and the Murray contingent
returned home after the first
game. The tear: opposing May-
field woo item Lynnville, Sedalia
and Cabe. , '
and a supposed all-star team coin-




Stops Pain At Once
For Man and Beast
2 5c. 50c. $1. At All Dealers.
_
Off two of his pet dog's legs, and
, while he and another man were
• discussing the dog's Plight, a
, bolt of lightning hit the dog,
knocked down the bystander and
also Mr. Elliott from the mowing
machine. Neither Mr. Elliott
nor his friend were seriously.in-
jured, but the dog was. kined.
'
•
--ear: -These adilueenve -were de- . 
. ,
.
livered at the Methodist' chuich 
this number of Kentucky pen-
, sinners received during the last .
and splendid audiences were I fiscal Card of Tharks. Get Ready.
present. "Health and . Ilappi- I err 
,iirye.tar from the tfedoef..ziail ig.iosv.-•
. a aggregate • • . i __ . an . a‘es
will moult or shed their feathers.
Nowsis thp tirnelaaLyCittr hens
, . ri-- ,
Tuesday night talk, and "A Clean
nese," was the subject of the: zis,). 
- 14 . To--... 1-Irss Starks d ra • • and .'
the host of devoted and faithful
process is rather slow andCity," was the basis of the ad- 
neighbors and friends who so This
nature should be assisted. B. A.loyally and ' unstintedly gavel
adlington & Company
4 MURRAY KENTUCKY
August 19th to 26th
e Set Him Right.
•
Thomas' Poultry Remedy willThe Rev, Dr. M. E. Dodd, of , their-6mo and attentions in ad-
help yoisr.hens to moult causingShreveport, La., who preaehed ministering te cur dear heipved
in them to shed earlier and be readyat the Broadway Baptist church mother. Mrs. S. A. Oglesby,
to lay when eggs are highest inyesterday and who formerly was, her sickness and death, we here.!
the winter. If this remedy does!pastor of the Twenty second and by tender our sincerest thanks.
not make good, we will.-SextonWalnut street Baptist church of and deepest gratitude with the
Bros.this city, believes in being _con-,' prayers that the richest blessings
genial on all occasions. He does of this life, together with the j Fier Sale.-50-acre farm 6 miles
'not in the least Mind being mis- life to come, may be upon each north of Murray on Almo and
of yousd-seur prayers.-Her Chi4-1-K--ieleeey-roade 3-roorn-
dren. 6 stall stables, 2 new tobacco
Farmer Shoots Himself.
Hopkins-Me, Kr, Aug. it-
s. H. Ward, 50 years old, com-
mitted suicide on his farm be-
tween Pembroke and Fairview.
His barn was burned Friday and
barns, good water, good orchard,
15 acres in timber; land all fresh
and in fine state of cultivation;
17 _acres in grass. Terms and
price on application to R. L.
Jackson, Alms. Rt. 2. 7278.
For Sale.-47-acre farm, well
six mules, farm implements and improved and in high state of
provender was destroyed. Ward cultivation, located 6 miles north
was much disturbed over the of Murray; 5-room house, other
fire and insisted it was due to improvements good, fine water,
incendiaries. Another theory is good young orchard, 7 acres in
that lightning set the building timber, 34 acres in grass. For
on fire Ward's b.xty was found terms and price, see or write A.
in a cabin. He had blown the S. Blalock, Almo, Rt. 2. 72712*
top of his head off with a shot-
gun. He leaves a wife and one' 
Warning.
I Kentucky is being invaded byson.
' peddlers who go from house to
Feel langstid, weak, run down? house pretending to fit glasses.
Headache? Stomache "off"? A The public is warned to buy
only from optometristsgood remedy is Burdock Blood g.lasses•at estereis ed places orbusiness.
Bittere. Ask your druggist. 
 
-Kentucky Association of Op-
Price $1.00. I tometrists, Incorporated.
Quickest train Memphis to Dallas;
Cotton Belt Route all the way; no
china of cars. Leaves Memphis 10:10
m. Arrives Dallas 11:50 a. m. next
-the only li
operating sad Fr.Worth 1:25 p.m.
through transs Cotto,s
from Memphis 
Belt Route tisoitting Mit* to Tema, irave• )4
9:44 a. ;Ix. Trams from Southeast connect at Mem A.
to Tomas. Low fares to Texas, Louisiana,Oklalsologi
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SYNOPSIS.
—17—
Humphrey van weydeet, critic and dilet-
Mem, atwis hitnse44 aboard the swilisit
pehootter moist, Captain Wolf Lerma.
Issued to Japan waters The 'spirits
es him cabin hot "for the geed et his
" Welt has... • satunan rag makes
haste ter • philosophic discussion
Hump's intimacy with Welt
• carnival of brutality breaks
IM ship Wolf proves himself
ruts up is made estatetrer H mplbeitip and proves that K. has
"to stand on his own legs.- Two
:21L the vessel in one of the email
young woman sad tour num.
Intreteses of • steamer we've, are ree
teed from a entail boat. Tit. deeertees
r
re sighted. but Wolf stands away and
eeves them to drown. Maud. Breweter,
reecued girl, seem the °auk towed over-
aide to give him a beta and his foot
bitten on' by g shark as he Is hauled
aboard, gee begins to realise her danger
i
tilot hank of Wolf. Van weydri
th
n reel-
that he levee Maude. Wolf'. broer,
th baraea, rousse on the ses./Ing
Founds la the Steam sealer Macedonia.
hogs" the sea and Wolf captures see-
of his boats The ohms( runs sway




H. led a lost cause, and he wtp not
afraid of God's thunderbolts," Wolf
Larsen was saying. "Hurled into bell,
be was unbeaten. A third of God's
angels he had led with him, and
straightway he Incited man to rebel
against God, and gained for himself
and bell the major portion of all the
generations of man. Why was he beat-
en out of heaven! Because be was less
brave than God! less proud? less
aspiring? MN • thousand times no!
Clod was 1/16191 powerful, as he said.
Nthom thunder bath made greater. But
Lucifer was a free spirit. To serve
was to suffocate. He preferred mut-
feriug in freedom to all the happiness
of a comfortable servility. He did not
cars to serve God. He cared to serve
nothing. He was no figurehead. He
stood on his own legs. He was an in-
dividual."
"The first anarchist," Maud laughed,
rising and preparing to withdraw to
her stateroom.
"Then it is good to be an anarchist!"
be cried. He. too, had risen, and he
stood facing her, where she had paused
at the door of her room, as he went
4011:
" 'Here at last
We shall be free; the Almighty hath not
built
More for his envy; will not drive us
hence:
Ware we may reign secure; and in me
choice
reign Is worth ambition, though in
hen:
'Setter to reign In hell than serve in
heaven.'"
It was the defiant cry of a mighty
spirit The cabin still rang with his
voice, as he stood there, swaying, his
bronzed face shining, his head up and
-dominant, and his eyes, golden and
maasculine, intensely masculine and in-
sistently soft, flashing upon Maud at
the door.
Again that unnamable and unmis-
takable terror was in her eyes, and she
said, almost in a whisper, "You are
Lucifer."
The door closed and she was gone.
Xstood staring after her for a min-then returned to himself and to
•
"Ill relieve Louis at the wheel," be
said shortly, "and cell upon you to re-
lieve at midnight. Better turn in now
and get some sleep."
wrongs and humiliation' flashed upon
me with a Mailing brightness. all that
I bail WNW and others had suffered
It WI MIK all the enormity Or air
man's very existence. I sprang on
lila. blindly, insanely, and drove the
knife into his shoulder. I knew then.
that it was no mere than a flesh wound
— had felt the steel grate on his shoul-
der-blade—and I raised the knife to
strike at a more vital part.
But Maud had seen my first blow,
and she cried, "Don't! Please don't!"
I dropped my arm for a moment, and
• moment only. Again the knife was
raised. and Wolf Larsen would have
surely died had she not stepped be
tween. Her arms were around me, her
hair we/ brushing my face. My pulse
rushed up in an unwonted manner, yet
my rage mounted vrtth it. She looked
use bravely in the eyes.
"For my sake," she begged.
"I would kill him for your sake!" I
cried, trying to tree my arm without
hurting her.
"Hush!" she said, and laid her fin-
gers lightly on my lips. I could have
kissed them, had I dared, even then.
In my rage, the touch of them was so
sweet, so very sweet. "Please, please,"
she pleaded, and she disarmed me by
the words, as I was to discover they
would ever disarm me.
I stepped back, separating from her,
and replaced the knife in its sheath.
I looked at Wolf Larsen. He still
pressed his left hand against his fore
head. It covered his eyes. His head
was bowed. He seemed to have grown
limp. His body was sagging at the
hips, his great shoulders were droop-
ing and. shrinking forward.
"Vali Weyden!" he called hoarsely.
and with a note of fright in his voice.
"Oh, Van Weyden! where are your'
I looked at Maud. She did
speak, but nodded her-
"Here I am," I answered, stepping
to his side. "What is the matter?"
"Help me to a seat," he said, in the
same hoarse, frightened voice.
"I am a sick man. • very sick man.
Hump," he said, as he left my sustain-
ing grip and sank into a chair.
Veltat is the matter?" I asked, rest-
ing my hand on hie shoulder. "What
can I do for your
But he shook off my hand with an
irritated movement, and for a long
CHAPTER XXIII.
I knew not what had aroused me,
but I found myself out of my bunk, on
my feet, wide awake, my soul vibrat-
ing to the warning of danger as it
Might have thrilled to a trumpet call.
I threw open the door. The cabin light
was burning low. I saw Maud. my
Maud, straining and struggling and
crushed in the embrace of Wolf Lar-
sen's arms. I could see the vain bedt
and flutter of her as she strove, press-
ing her face against his breast, to
escape from him. All this I saw on
the very instant of seeing and as I
Wang forward.
I struck him with my fist, on the
face, as he raised his head, but it was
a puny blow. He roared In it ferocious,
animal-like way, and gave inc a shove
with his hand. It-was only a shove, a
flirt of the wrist, yet so tremendous
was his strength that I was hurled
backward as from a catapult. I struck
the door of the stateroom which had
formerly been Mugridge's, splintering
and smashing the panels with the im-
pact of my body. I struggled to my
_feet, with difficulty dragging myself
clear of the wrecked door. unaware of
any hurt whatever. I was conscious
only of an overmastering rage. I think
I, too, cried aloud, as I drew the knife
at my hip and sprang forward a sec-
ond time.
But something had happened. They
were reeling apart. I was close upon
him, my knife uplifted, but I withheld
the blow. I was puzzled by the strange
nese of it. Maud was leaning against
the walk 0110 hand out for support;
but be was staggering, his left hand
pressed against his forehead and cole
ering his eyes, and with the right be
was groping about him in a defied sort
of way. It struck against -the wall,
and his body seemed to expresea mug-
andopbgairel rellf at the cop
tact, as though he had found his bear-
ings, his location in space as wail as
something against which to loan.
Then I raw red again. All ay
I Saw Maud—Crushed In the Embrace
of Wolf Larsen's Arms.
time I stood by his side in silence.
51aud was looking on, her face awed
and frightened. What had happened
to him we could not Imagine.
"Hump," he said at last, "I must get
into my bunk. Lend me a hand. I'll
be all right in a little while. It's those
damn headaches, I believe I was
afraid of them. I had a feeling—no, I
don't know what I'm talking about.
Help me into my bunk."
But when I got him into his bunk
he again buried his face in his hands,
covering his eyes, and as I turned to
go I could hear him murmuring, "I am
a sick man, a very sick man."
Maud looked at me inquiringly as
I emerged. I shook my head, Impale:
"Something has happened to him.
What, I don't know. He Is helpless,
and frightened, I imagine, for the first
time in hi* life. It must have occurred
before he received the knife-thrust,
which tutarle only a superficial wound.
You must have seen what happened."
She shook her head. "I saw noth-
ing. It is just as mysterious to me.
He suddenly released me and stag-
gered away. But what atoll we do?
What shall I do?" -
"If you will wait, please, until I come
back." I answered.
I went on deck. „Louis waistr the
wheel.
"You may go for'ard anct, turn in,"
I said, taking it from him.
He was quick to obey, and I found
myself alone on the deck of the Ghost
As quietly as was possible. I clewed up
the. topsails, IdiveresUbs-fislaig-jib .anct
staysail. baelharibe Ife-oser, andllat-
toned the mainsail. Then I went be
low to Maud. I placed my finger on
my lips for silence, and entered Wolf
+11.• 1.1, MP
v
larson's room Ile was in tee ease
position in which I had lett hint, and
his head was rociusi—oluloot writh-
ing—from side V/ side.
"Anything I can do for you?" I
asked.
He made no reply at emit but on my
repeating the question he answered,
"No, 110, I'm all right. Leave me alone
till teeming"
But as I turned to go I noted that his
head had resumed its rocking motion
Maud was waiting patiently for me.
sad I It It notice, with a thrill of )oy,
of the queenly poise of her head and
her glorious, calm eyes. Calm and
sere they were a• her spirit itself.
-Will you trust yourself to me for
a journey of Ms hundred miles or so?"
I asked.
_"You mean—T" she asked,11■11 I
thew she had guessed aright.
"Tee. I moon Just that," I iiogned.
"There Is nothing Ion tor us but the
open boat."
"For me, you mow" she said. "You
are certainly as safe berg as you have
been."
"No, there Is nothing left tor us but
the 0-pen boat," I iterated stoutly.
"Will you please dress as warmly as
you can, at ones, and make into a
bundle whatever you wish to bring
with you?"
"And sake an MOW added, as
she turned toward her stateroom.
The lazaretto was directly beneath
the cabin, and, opening the trapdoor
in the floor and carrying a candle with
me, I cropped down and began over-
hauling the ship's stores. I selected
mainly from the canned goods, and by
the time I was ready, willing hands
were extended from above to receive
what I passed up.
We worked in silence. I helped my-
self als9 to blankets, mittens, (disking,
caps, and such things, from the slop'
chest. It was no light adventure, this
trusting ourselves In a small boat to
so raw and stormy • sea, and it was
imperative that we should guard our-
selves against cold and wet.
We worked feverishly at carrying
our plunder Z:in deck and depositing It
amidships, so feverishly that Maud,
whose strength was hardly a positive
quantity, had to give over, exhausted,
and sit on the steps at the break of the
poop. This did, not serve to recover
her, and she lay on her back, on the
hard deck. arms 'stretched out and
whole body relaxed. It was a trick I.
remembered of my sister, and I knew'
she would soon be herself again.
knew, also, that weapons would not
come amiss. and I reentered Wolf lAr-
son's stateroom to get his rifle and
shotgun. I spoke to him, but he made
no answer, though his head was still
rocking from side to side and he was
not asleep.
"Good-by, Lucifer," I whispered to
Myself as I softly closed the door,
Next to obtain was a stock of Sift-
munition—an easy matter, though I
had to enter the steerage companion-
way to do It. Here the hunters stored
the ammunition boxes they carried in
the boats, and here, but a few feet
from their noisy revels, I' took posses-
sion of two boxes.
Next, to lower a boat. Not so
simple a task for one mart. Having
cast off the lashings, I hoisted first on
the forward ',ale, then on the aft,
till the boat cleared the rail, when I
lowered aoay, one tackle and then the
other, for a couple of feet, till it hung
snugly, above the water, against the
schooner's side. I made certain that
it contained the proper equipment of
oars, rowlocks and sail. Water was
a cqnsideration, and. 1 robbed every
boat aboard of its breaker. As there
were nine boats all told, it meant that
we should have .plenty of water, and
ballast 48 well, though there was the
chance that the boat would be over-
loaded, what of the generous supply of
other things I was 
A few minutes sufficed to finish the
loading. and I lowered the boat into
the water. As I helped Maud over the
rail and felt her form close to mine,
it was all I could do to keep from cry-
ing out, "I love you! I love you!"
Truly Humphrey Van Weyden was at
last in love, I thought, as her fingers
clung to mine while I lowered her
down to the boat. I held on to the rail
with one hand and supported her
weight with the other, and I was proud
at the moment of the feat. It was a
strength I had not possessed a few
months before, on the day I sad good.
by to Charley Furuseth and started
for San Francisco on the 111-fated
Martinez. "
As the boat ascended on a sea, her
feet touched and I released her hands.
I cast off the tackles and leaped after
her. I had never rowed in my life, but
I put out the oars and at the expense
of much effort got the boat clear of
the Ghost. Then I experimented with
the sail. I had seen the boat steerers
and hunters set their spritsails many
times, yet this was my first attempt.
What took them pcosibly two minutes
took the twenty, but in the end I suc-
ceeded in setting and trimming it, and
with the steering oar in my hands
hauled' on the wind
"There lies Japan,"
"straight before us."
"Humphrey Van Weyden," she said.
"you are a brave man."
"Nay," I answered, "It is you who
are a brave woman."
We turned our heads, swayed by a
Common impulse to see the last of the
Ghost. Her low hull lifted and rolled
to windward on a sea; her canvas
loomed darkly in the night; her
lashed wheel creaked as the rudder
kicked; then eight and sound of her




"-*111 eta' 111The -tatter Of -name- Into an
extended recital of our suffering in the
small boat during the many days we
were driven and drifted., here and
• ..4.1
there, **Pam the .411,
ezpanee of ocean. Th• high NOE
blew front the northwest for tweet?
four hours. when it fell calm. and IS
the night sprang up front the smith
west This was dead in our teeth. but
I took in the sea anchor I had roughly
made and set sail, hauling a course os
the wind which took us in a south-
soutteasterly dirsotIon. It was as
even choice between this and the west'
northwesterly course which the weld
permitted, but the warm airs Of the
south fanned my Madre foe IMAIM
sea and swayed my decisiCilw
In three hours--It was imitated,
well remember, and as dark as I hag
ever seen It on the sea--the wind, still
blowing out of the eouthweet, roes ta
rlously, and once ants I was cow
potted to not the iies.anehoe.
-found as UM=
and the oeeall lashed white, the
pitching, obsoot on one, to Ito dreg
We wife in imminent danger of being
swamped by the whitecaps. As It waa,
iniray and spume came aboard in such
quantities that I balled without twee&
Hon. The blankets were soaking. Ili-
"Oood-by, Lucifer," I whispered to My
*elf, as I Softly Closed the Door.
erythIng was wet except Maud. and
she, in ollekine, rubber boots, and sou'-
wester, was dry, all but her face and
hands and a stray wisp of hair. She
relieved me at the balling hole front
time to time, and bravely she threw
out the water and faced the storm. All
things are relative. It was no more
than a stiff blow, but to us, fighting
for life in our frail craft, ft was indeed
a storm.
Cold and cheerio's, the wind beat-
ing on our feces, the white sets roar-
ing by, we struggled through the
day. Night came, but neither of um
slept. Day came, and still the wind
beat on our faces and the white seas
roared past By the second night
Maud was falling asleep from exhume
Wm. I covered her with ollekins and
a tarpaulin. She was comparatively
dry, but she was numb with the cold
I feared greatly that she might die 111
the night; but day broke, cold and
cheerless, with the same clouded sky
and beating wind and roaring seas.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
CARLYLE CALLED US BORES
Equality Developed Monotony of Type
In Country's Second Epeolle,-Wate-
His Assertion.
Prof. Max Farrand of Yale, lectur•
Mg on "American Traits" as developed
in the epoch of 1812 to 1840, said
at Lowell institute recently, the Kan-
eas City Star observes:.
'Equality of status ts. of course.
not a characteristic, but a Condition:
yet it is a factor which has led to
the development of important Ameri-
can traits. Here, where, if absolute
equality did not exist, at least there
was far greater equality than there
was anything else; where, if there was
not equality of opportunity for all,
there was at least some opportunity
for all, the European relationship of
superior and inferior classes could not
long continue. The inferior' Of today
were too likely to become the 'supe-
rior' of tomorrow.
"This meant, of course, a great stim-
ulus to independence, and developed
the people's self-reliance. Independ-
ence is one of the most conspicuoue
American traits, and it has been not
without unpleasant manifestations. It
has induced a lack of respect for au-
thority and for elders, and the exist-
ence of equality has tended to a re
markable monotony among the people
who developed these opportunities, till
Carlyle could say: 'Americans have
begotten, with a rapidito beyond re-
corded example, 18,050,000 of the great-
at*. bores ever seen in the world be
fore.' -
"Yet in contrail with this deadly
equality, the existence of opportunity
for all individuals also led to a strong
individualism among Americans, giv-
ing each man a chance to develop
what was in him. Hence our love
for the self-made man, and hence th(







Sentiment In the Deuellui Statile M.
coming Mort and More Favorable -
te the President, Says State-.
meet to the Public
Drift of opon le doubtful states
is toward the reellection of Prettitient
N1'llson, according to a statement Is-
sued by the Democratic national Cola-
mittee. The statement rays:
"The I'rsigreasimi' iii IMO polled 4.-•
119,967 votes. Thal was at4,551 tnore
votes than Were Cast for President
-Taft. of siourse, the leindereltip aud
the personality, of 0.1..nel Roosevelt
had much to do with bringing forkli
such strength of the ladepentient Note
then,
"t'olonel Itormeireifili-enet at It two..
Ile lien denertiel the party which he
Itimialf created. Disappointment at
the colonel's action has grown to re-
sentment.
"The Progreseivei tins rending the
record. 'I'lley are waking up to the
fact that oluitriver IllIVIIUCV luta been
matte along .t heir highway of reform—
and It is n Ftearly, conetetent mimes
during the last four years—have come
through the Democratic party. The
Progressives are steilying the Demo-
cratic candidate, fuel they are awak-
ening to tie' realization that he is the
one real progressive in the field."
The drift In the doubtful states is
townrd Wilson, the statement says.
"Michigan, this year," it coutinuele
"gives every promise of beige e
Ina fighting gri iund for IJemocrucy.
Reports from the different cities are
feet accumulating to prove this.
"The presence of Woodrow Wilson
at Detroit, the insurrection of the Pro-
grennives tweak:it the Perkins-Roosevelt
delivery, awl the greet prosperity ev-
erywhere throughout Itlichigan are
leaning etnnigly in feeler of Democ-
racy.
"51echanies who were getting 52 and
$3 three yearn ago are now receiving
$4 to PI anal they are crintent with
prieeint conditkum.
"The mobilization of the treope to-
ward the kl.ixienn border has sent a
ineesage botiiii flint no other single net
eoutrii to, impress the people of Mlehl-
gnu with the full benefits to the nu-
tlee of the Wilmau peace policy. _
"It looks very clearly from an of
theme reasons as if Michigan with its
fernier 75.04k) Reputilican plurality
CO17Iti he converted into a goed work•
ing plundity for Democracy and Wood-
row
"A close observer of the emulltione
in Ohio is even more emerintic in the
declaration that Ohio will he n posi-
tive asset to the Woorireee'Wiltion elec-
tion this year. Some of the most con-
servative businese men of Cleve-Intel,
Toledo and other important cities tire
making the open declaration that Ohio
will be Democratic this year.
"The appointment of the. secretary of
war and the recent nppoIntment of the
Supreme court justice, both of whom
are held in high exteem by the people
of Ohio, will give an added incentive
for the Ohioans to join the ranks of
the new Democracy of Woodrow Wil-
son.
"The Golden state, too, tins all the
earmarks of helog added te the Demo.
(-mile ranks. On account of the greet
disaffection caused by the P rterree-
sive convention, California is sorely
nettled to a degree dun it has never
been in recent years.
"Slasenchusettele turning over with
disaffection toward the stntelpatters.
Niattliew Hale, one of the most con-
spicuous of the Progrefetives, has open-
ly come forth against any Progressive-
Hughes combination. The feeling in
Boston, Lowell, Lynn, Fall 'River,
Springfield, and Holyoke, where many
Progressives abide, is very strong in
its resentment against the apparent
bargain nnd sale of the Progressives
ut the Chicago convention."
Commercial.
"That fellow Dauber's work is als
solutety rotten," exclaimed one of his
brother artists. "He has no feeling
for true art. All he tares for is tc
pander to the degraded taste or the
philistine public"
"What's the reason for this venom
i:145 affalnet Dauber?" ask*
the =MI who weeeptel the otuele mite
door.
"What? Haven't you beard? Ms




Toe Long, and Vague let 
Suggesting Al.
Orations fier the Policies 
lie
Critieltes.
Ur, 'higher would have 
been more
merciful to a country 
plutised
etveparown gulfs of htet 
awl very
faintly ['Operated In polities 
ta pi-wr-
est It he bad cut his 
notitic^lleo
Ogettch shorter, but-4emethly the 
Pe'
dolt moiler will be groat/dui te it 
for
1- refilseratiug effect. This 
Is not to
say that it is not as able and 
terrible
te" document as his difficult 
task al'
lows, That task is to solder a 
spilt
party; to try- to creole losers In 
the
presence of the *vat 
constructive
polities that have been put on 
the
-statute books in Mr. Wilson'. 
ad•
tuluistrallon lo to breathe life into 
the
ghost lames evoked in the 
hove of
tanking the voters forget ,the 
taupe
Biotic and un-American course -of
'ergo n part of the Itepublican 
party
iii cengreee In refusing to 
sutitiort
Mr. Yi'llnetes eireertioa of the 
Hittite
sir American citizen.' upon the
semi; to expluin to it 
prosperouit
leenile that 'bey have no right to be
prosperims under Is Ihiniocrittic whittle
latratisin and eithimt the 'shelter of the
Neil of high protection._ Mr, litt119011
is hated where he fait afford to bet
vague alien he suitgratik Ile tat Si kW
dove suggest, alternatively of ----potb-
cies Jig criticises. •
- Little that is hew sittamre III.
'speech. It la tualtily is composite or
the well-known m•isrirau of Itepublients
gages end the couvertel Progreselver
chiefs. The voices cif Mr. Itimirevelt,
of Senator sit thinnest- Harding
anti the Home Market club may be
detected hi It, Senator Full; indeed.-
seamy to be the titian prompter.
The Difference.
One evil which the Republican
party's calamity experts will not fail
to fnsten on the Democratic adminis-
tration is the appearance of man-eat-
ers in northern waters.
Whether this irruption is due to the
low tariff or to the president's inepti-
tude and vacillation or to the general
cussedness of Democracy, we cannot
say; but certainly it Is something hor-
rifying, and even Well atreet views it
with alarm.
Let us remember, however, that in
the good old slays of standpatisrn the-
sharks were all on hand, and most of
them enjoyed an immunity which no-
body now extends to the seagoing va-
riety. •
It is almost impossible to please
these Republicans. They could not
sleep nights until the National Guard
was ordered So the border, and now,
because It Islied brought home before
Its work is finished, they are threat-
ening to make a campaign Issue of it,,
Mr. Hughes tins accepted the nomi-
nation, but the country will hardly ac-
cept Mr. litighete speech.
Thr:Ifew York Progressives proved
that the personal inspiration of the
colonel Is not necessary to a fight
0
Can He Heal the Wound?
For a cundithite nomination
was doe to n purely tint I fbi iii demand,
nratiq: worked up by it few eelitioners
n•Ith nehorly knows what privete end.
to /14'tIrl., Mr. Ilughem moat he milita-
ted to be (101'4 wonderfully well in
this first great task that mould have
coatroated anyone In his place: the
attempt to livid the gaping wound in
his' party. Dinner with Colonel Roose-
velt on it Werinesiley evening. lunch-
14111 W1111 exiliresident Tuft on Pridny,
ench couterence follower' by an en-
thusiastic Statement of. support from
the wining guest—who dee emelt
have u.ccomplislied this feat? The CX--
justiet• WWI postmen...is itself in 5001111-
Ing the battle-cry milted the onelt.lit
foe, hut for the actual fighting he
is making the one preparation that
is funsinineatnl, the millicethin of all
the neves that triiiiid1111/Illy belong
1111114.r the lintItIPC 111' carrice. This
Pulls-')' will doubtless appear also in
the rompretithin lit the ciunpnign com-
mittee, mem which the most precut.
nent Progressives Who, fun be got
"0..t.v., will be found.- Such a step
11400.111S elementary, but one is not al-
torgher gum:11444i tel read that Chair-
111110 'Wiles,' "was compelled to ad-
vance very strong nrinunents in fe-
ver of" it hefere the Itepubilean steer-
ing emiimittee VIM! ti 1140 brIsught round.
The.' I lId Gnaril might ate well accus-
tom itself to surrendering in the be
ginning,
Woodrow Wilson and Business.
Charles Sumner Bird's distress fiver
the Injury done to AmeHenn busiteins,
or soon to be done in _the future, by
the Wilson administration, simnel he
contemplated In the light of the sub-
Joined 'detriment In Mr. Ititroitem Bon-
ten Neves bureau--and 5I r. Bernet is
iiiintirer of Woodrow wilson:
"The week of July 15, 1916, should
be monist.. iii financial history in con-
nection with the federal reoserve act.
For 11N-111-st time the New York
Money TniirteeT dominate* the towhee
market. The Bunk of Englund rate
was nth-mimed to 6 per cent, beetiuse
money went to 5 per cent in New York.
With our exports expended 82.000.-
000010 per annum, the United
States under the Federal Reserve act
Is today the donikitint money factor in
the world."
These things slit not jibe. For, as
the one man chiefly responsible for
the federal reserve act. tinder which
the United States '1s today the domi-
nant money factor We the world,"
Woodrow Wilson wilt never be known
in history as the "enemy" of American
business, Stlistterer Mr. Bird may say
of him in this campaign.—Springileit.
Republican.
Wonderful Cause and Result.
After all is said, It is to the tolmin-
istration of Woodrow IVilson, to its
remarkable achievements amid unpar-
alleled difficulties and trials, to the
patience, skill anti sagacity of its re-
markable president, to the strong holdwhich it has established in the grati-
tude and confidence ofthe American
people. that we.owe this dnique and
reluctant performance of the Repub-lican party. If we had not had Wood-row Wilson in, the presidential chair
during the four most criticel yeare
of the inst half-certury of American
history, Mr.•Hughef would have been
undisturbed in his jielle,a1 
station,taicheeter Herald (Ind).
Look at These Names.
Members of the defunct Progressiveparty will rend the namee of the Menwho named William -B. Wirrox chair.man of the Republican national coin.
TmitteeA6aiou•sithofin(Ziroerastd. 
0;Til%te..yit.treme.frtseitu;
Crime, . Stassnchusette; Charlei
Wnrren, Michigan; Alvah It. Martin,
IS.spi'inetZ;1 04444iiiiirsen.lvt.cati nu. e_liyhentso,(Herrrtleg:nevel joisaLsespos...niinernoisotaray.thsltttelirtinlllajt:,ntil.ast.;
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Thu newspaper life of !trent Ward-
man, who became publisher of the
New York Bun when It was purthamel
by Frank Mungey, has been for the
moat pert a steady, day-by-day affair.
But it had one lively interlude, during
the Spunlish-Awerican war. Mr.
Wanimen, then editor of the New
York Press, enlisted as a private, and
was sent at nrst to Cbattanooga. Of
his stay there a little story is related.
Wardutub bid Ordered one
of bit reporters to the enetimptnent
for inetructions on a certain story, and,
am fate would have it, the day of the
reporter's arrival at the cutup was
Private Wartituan's day for 'gentry duty
In front of the eotutnandant's tent. It
also happened that the commatelant
and the reporter were old friends, and
the latter received an Invitation to
dinner In the soldier's tent, with a
cold bottle ttn the side.
Naturally the reporter made the
SINK it die ~ion. Se found many occasions for passing in 
and out of the
_ diet. 'slather every time he passed Suntry Wardman, wh
o was obliged by
11111111ags ernarteier to return the salute. It Is maid that a broad grin ornamented
the ilaateres of the reporter every time the tent flap closed behind 
him, but
MM. Wart:lasso took It all In the line of duty.
Liter Mr. Wardmen was commissioned a lieutenant and sent to Porto
Rice. where he stew lighting and so well comilleted himself that he was mete
Boned Is orders and commended fur gallantry.
Col. Spencer Cosby, United States
milttary uttnehe nt Perim, hue been
sneaking in a hoarse whimper of late,
anti his friends are congrittulatIng hint
Cu losing *elating more than his voice.
When the tiernmn army begun the
Ilse of petition glittelt, 011onel Cosby
Miami the keen interest of his brother
military inveetigutorm in the new ele-
ment of warfare, and determined to
test the gases on himself. He was
'Oven the opportunity by the French
army chemists, who had wimples of the
three kinds used, direct from the front.
The two less deully varieties were
tried, and colonel Cosby found them
not especially overpowering.
They had now reached the deadly
gas which clutches and kills. The
chemist paused.
"You will not try this," he said,
appealingly.
"Yee, all of them," said the colonel
positively.
"Then we must be very cautious," said the chemist. "Place yourself about
a foot away from the bottle. I will mime the Outs stopper the slightest possible
fraction of an Inch, so that only an insignificant portion of gun can escape--but
It will be enough. Now, ready!"
He drew the stopper the slightest particle, and only for an instant, with
Colonel Cosby u foot away. But in that instant the colonel felt he had heels
burled back .1.1) feet. Tongues of fire were eating at his throat, and ten thou-
sand needles were darting nround his neck. It aerated as though Ilve vitriol
had been emptied in his mouth and was coursing through his veins. His whole
vocal system was paralyzed. This infinitesimal portion of the deadly gas had,
to an !extant, overpowered him.
NEW ENVOY TO TURKEY --45":
Keeping up the custom of seeding
a public-epirited, broad-minded, phil-
anthropic Jew to represent the United
States in Turkey. the president has ap-
pointed Abram I. Elkus, a well-katrern
New York lawyer, as ambassador to
succeed Henry Morgenthitu, who made
a dIstinguletexi record for himself and
his country during trying times at °con-
stant! nettle.
Mr. Ellena, who has a high reputa-
tion as a lawyer, is teenier member of
the firm of F2:Itum. Gleason & Pros-
kauer, and is known especially for his
work its counsel for the state factory
Investigating consetiesion, a position
which he held from 1911 till 1915. lie
has drafted Nome 30 bills, all of which
were ̀ enacted into law, mitigating the
evils of child labor, especially in
canneries and tenement houses anti
prohibiting undue work and night work
for women.
Mr. Elkus was born in New York
city on Auguitt 6, 1867, attended New York college and Columb
ia university
and was admitted to the bur In 1888.
He Is nesociated as member or director practically with every 
Jewish
philanthropic organizutioniin New York city. He is vice president of th
e
Free Synagogue and a trustee of the Baron de Hirsch fund.
Mr. Elkus was married in 1896 to Gertrude R. Hess of N
ew York. They
have two daughters, Ethel J. and Katharine, and one son. Jame
s lelt•4$ Elkus.
STARTS A CHARITABLE FAD
 seeseetweete
Madame Bak hmetetY, the wife of the
Russian ambassador, has taken a flyer
Is fashions, and in introducing to the
rich and exclusive set at Newport the
brilliantly colored cotton and silk
shawls *much as the peasants of her
adopted country wear, she has at the
same time given a stimulus to the cot-
ton trade which should materially in-
crease the Russian market for Ameri-
can cotton.
When women of fashion are more
or less taking on the accouterments of
war in the style of their hats and
coats and the picturesque dress of the
peasants of many of the countries at'
war, this innovation of Mme. itakme-
ter In the way of a light wrap for
either morning or evening has become
a charity as well as n fad, for the
manufacture of these shawls or scarfs
helps the cottage peasant industriert
of Russia, furnishing work to hundreds
of women and children while the men  
are at the front. These shawls -are a part of the
In certain districts of ftbaste., sad are ..ogietimos
costume worn by peasants
made a Mike
•,•
IN HIM WAS LIFE"
Supreme Proof of the. Messiah.
ship Is to Be Found in the
Words of St. Luke.
"Go and show John again those
thitoni which ye du hear and see. The
blind receive their sight, and the
Mac walk, the lepers are demised and
the deaf hear, the dead are raised
up, and the pour hays the (Ionia
preached unto thent."-.1111 Luke T
That is a most pathetic list. -11,
reorients the army of the ineollie
plow Every member of the army IN
characterised by some conepteuous
defect. Something is wanting. In
every one there is a black gap. The
blind, the lame, the leper. the deaf,
the dead. Use _pour. /every tins has
something missing; every tine grippes
for his lost piece of silver; mud my
telt affirms that every one thole the
mIseing piece In Christ. "The blind
receive their eight, ad the hone walk.
the lepers are eleuneed, and the deaf
beer, the dealt are raised up, and the
Prior have the Gospel preached unto
them." Says the Apostle Paul: "We
are complete in him." The Christ fits
into our need, and fills us out to per-
fectien. "In hint was life." All the
missing pewee of life are dlseovered
and recovered in him.
That Is the supreme proof of the
Merielahehip. "Art thou, he that
should come?" "Go and tell John
that men and women are turning to
Me in their imperfeetiena and die
fermity. and they are all finding in
Me the thing they meek, They tire-dis-
covering themmeivem in Me!"
Every time who comet. to the Mas-
ter with nu empty vessel goes away
With It filled. That is the fest Orlin
which lice behind the words of my
text. Every human need nay be in-
ter/wefts' its an lielex Of till. M11.411.1..14
sevaith. EV er Y need hats it'. vienple-
meld In Ishii. Am 1 blind? In hint I
rimy find energy. Ant I dent? In hen
I nutty find hewing. Am n I lepreum? In
him I they ;find henith. What dove
this meun? It mount that all remtor-
Ing end reviving forces center in him
personality, anti issue from the en-
ergy of his own tranneendeut will. IV
Melina that hi. claims to be the fouto
itmabodin, ever creating, never impover
Christ Always at Nis Seat.
Such Is the claim. Is his entire
life consistent with the claim? One
might be almost reluctant to apply
such an exacting test. Wam he iii-
ways the fountain? Was he always
strong, creative, authoritative, full?
Was he never an empty cistern? This
we know, (hut all other men tire only
occasionally fountains. The water
.rdellines falls theta. Now the fowl-
tain is playing, and now the precious
flow has ceased. You know how 
express tt in our familiar speech.___Wae,
say: "Men are not always at theft'
best." They have their momenta on
the mnunt, but they travel :natty flat,
monotonous tulles before they reach
the mount. They are not always at
their 'best. How was it with the
Christ? Ili' was always at the betel
There is only one mood at your dis-
port& when you Judge the Christ. The
positive and the comparative moods
are -obsolete. You; can only use the
superlative. The fountain is lw aye
flowing, always full!
The Christ Is a specialist in every
direction of human need. Just as the
great ocean flow. into the differently
shaped creeke and crannies and coven
of our wide-stretching shores, anti fills
theme with its fulness, so the (Meese
of the creative life flows into our very'
varied and many-shaped vessels. arid
transforms them from defect and true-
arty into partakers of the divine com-
pleteness. "lie knew what one Is
maw" says the Apostle John; he
Waters our weak pointi. ilaid the fella-
titan sonde its restoring and reviving
influence straight away to the gaping
gap. That is the great glory of the
Oulselaa religion. Every man may
find in_qtrist the remedy for his own
defect:le_ Virtue goes out of the Lord,
and the vivifying, • saving health
makes for the part that is maimed -or
disenned or dead. Art thou blind?
Canst thou not see the beauty of the
beautiful, or the ugliness of the ,tin-
lovely? What le thy defect? What
doet thou need? "What wilt thou that
I should do unto thee?" "1e1r1!.'41mt
I might receive i my sight "And im-
mediately he ttcei'ved his sight, and
followed Jesus ita the bray." Art thou
lame? Should thy name be Mr, Halt
log?
All Power In Him.
Has thy will not resoluteness?
Dost thou remain In paralyzing inac-
tivity? Take thy defect to the foun-
tain, and the virtue of thy Saviour
shall straightly minister to thy need.
He maketh the "lame to walk." He
changes infirmity into firmness. "He
makes our feet like hinds' feet," swift
and sure-footed, and establishes us in
the pure and lofty place. Art thou
leprous? Is thy spirit loathsome? Is
thy soul a sty, when it was purposed
to be n temple? Whitt dosz. thou need?
"1 will; be thou clean." The fountain
sends the watere of life right away to
the seat of need, and the individual
emptiness is swallowed up by the di-
vine fulness. "Of his fulness h..A-et we
all received, anti grace for grace."
What dost thou lack? What is
missing? What is thy lost piece of
!nicer? Thou hard been inteeping for
It and seeking for it amid the dust.
heaps of the world. "Ask, and it shall
be given you; seek, and ye shall find;
knock, and it shall be opened unto
you." Every one finds the--miesing
piece in hial.—Rev. 4. IL Jewett, D.D.
-
lung trouble, pled freqratly with lessor
' My wife has beyn a heel cALomEL mAKEs you sick NH!Improved Beyond Expectations
rhages," says Mr. N. f Curren-um of MOO
Penasylveala Ave , Nashville. Tees. "We
had lamest prima im hope of her over beteg
sty better. 11110 INS While four bottles
LusgVita, sad she has sever had an-
(Aker 'hemorrhage, or eves symptom. fhe
has improved beyond oar eapeetatiose, has
pined is Shah. sad we tire shown sure she
will soon be sound and well" Mr. Cur-
shy sad 1. connected with J law
refute I. a pronsiseat lumber e. el this
soft 1 Co. Take Leag-Vitp
tem, asthma, and kiadred treettirt
your gimlet does not have it in skim& tend
us II 75 for • thirty day treatuseet or write
I., booklet today. Nashville Medleise
ON Dept. Y, Nashville, Tens, Adv.
He Won't Vete.
"I don't Ili. the looks of thoe• Ite•
psi !lean nimiluees," mail the barber Si
he gaged at their bewhlekered per"
traits.
"But," remarked the matt In the
chair, "how do you know but what the
wiloicratic notnitioes use safety
ritzerari
There is No Art In Taking Medicine.
just follow directions on every bot-
tle of "Plantation" Chili Tonic and
see bow quickly those dreadful chills
will leave you It leaves the liver in
healthy condition and yet contains no
Calomel. Price lec.—Adv. 
The rattlesnake never shrinks truss
danger. It simply re-coils,
IT'S MERCURY AND SALIVATES
Straighten Up! Don't Lose a II
Liver and Bowels With
aye Work! Clean Your Sluggish
"Dodson's Liver Tons."
Ugh Calomel makes you sick Take
a dose of the vile, dangerous drug to
night and unnerve, you may loos a
day's work.
Calimel is mercury or quicksilver
which causes necrosis of the bones
Calomel, when it comes tat, aintact
with sour bile crashes into It. rea-
ing It up This is when -ou feel tb - t
awful nausea and cramping, I* you
feel sluggish and "all knocked eel; if
your liver is torpid and bowel. Omnl.
pated or you have headae.e, dhainess,
coated tongue. U breath 111 he4 .f
stomach sour, just try a spoonful it
harmless Dodson's Liver Tone.
"Here's my guarantee--o'o to say
drug store or dealer and get a 60-cent
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone. Take
a spoonful tonight and if it doesn't
straightss you right ap and maks rah
feel ens and vigoreue by meralag I
want you to so back to the stele sad
get your money. Dodge... Liver Teas
is destroying the sale of cialellael
cause it is real liver medicine; entire.
ly vegetable, therefore it Ceiba Oa*
vats or m )- you sick. •
I maltreat& (ha. one spoosful of
Dodeon's Liver Toot will put your slug.
gish liver to work and clean your bow.
el of that sour bile and constipated
waste which is clogging your system
and maktng-yott feet attestable i guars
ante* that a bottle of Dodson's Liver
Tone will keep your satire family feels
ing fine for months. Olve it to roe.
children. It is harmless; doesn't gripe
and they like 'Lc pleasant taste.—Ada
Looks it.
Flatitush—Thia paper says correc-
tions nettle recetitly in leaps of Green-
land have shown it to be about Me-
lee) eqtytre miles larger (luau formerly
lete.tved.
Bensouhund —Why. I didn't -know
(iteetilend bed been having a war of
aggression recently. •
BANISH PIMPLES QUICKLY
Rosily and Cheaply by Using Cuticurs
Soap sad Ointment. Trim! Free.
" Smear the pimples lightly-Unbelief.
cure Ointment on end of finger and
allow It to remain on five minutes.
Then batbe with hot water and Cuti-
cure Soap and continue some minutes.
This treatment is best upon rising and
retiring, but is effective at any time.
Free sainple each by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept, Le
Boston. Bold everywhere.—Adv.
Sleepy Philadelphia.
Church- I t but Philittielphin pro-
duces yearly 'theta Noisome) yards of
runlet os.
Gotham—And there's even a nap to
them.
WOMAN'S CROWNING GLORY
Is her hair. If yours is streaked with
ngly, grizzly. gray hairs, 2110 "La Cre-
ole" Hair Dressing and change it in
the natural way. Price 31.00.—Adv.
His Choice.
"A had beginning attains a good end-
ing."
"That may be, but If I can have my
choice. I'll take the fine start every
Tihe Strong Withstand the Heat of
Summer Better Than the Weak
Old people who are feeble, awl younger
people who are weak, will be strengthened
toad enabled to go through the depress-
ing heat of summer by taking regularly
'Grove's Tasteless Chill 'Tonic. It purifies
and enriches the blood and builds up the
'whole system. eoc.
A man will invariably smile at your
jokes if invited to "smile" at your ex-
DEATH LURKS IN A WEAK HEART,
so on first symptoms use "Renovine"
and be cured. Delay and pay the awful
pemalty. "Benefit's!" is the heart's
remedy. Price $1.00 and b0c.—Adv.
When a mother tells a bachelor
shout the eute thing her baby did, he
--never says Just what he thinks.


















A FRIEND IN NEBO.
For instant relief and speedy cure
mo "Milialpelppi" Diarrhoea CordiSi.
Plus Illiand .—Adv. •
A genius is a man who can do al-
alert anything but Make a :Iv11111
'I'he man in the na/1111 is the only,
chap who seems to thrive On a highs
ball.
STOP THOU SHARP SHOOTING PAIN. .
"Feminine" is the wonder worker ire di
female disorders. Price el Dosed sot
Buy materials that last
ertictin-tee
Fully guaranteed mime - in, an salliTtill.1111.dealers
—best KooTing everywhere
responsibility at reesonable pri
ses
General Roofing Manufaelaning Cotnpany
Workre tartest manufacturers of nooffeeised inasigag Fawn
Tort Olt Magee 1401•4440 is al L.. lt.. 
Il 
C=Clia= =pa Pmillta• abalima





Memphis, August 22,23 and 24
A program of wide interest, including addresses
by men of national reputation on live topics—
Ciedits„ Window Dressing,
  Sifter Farming, Co-operation
The entertainment features will include Band
Concerts, Fireworks on river, Boat Excursions,
Vaudeville, Roof Garden Dances, Automobile
Parade and Ride through Overton Park, Base-
ball by Southern League Clubs, Matinee Harness
Races and Barbecue (rain or shine) at Tri-State
Fair Grounds.
GREATEST GATHERING OF MERCHANTS IN THE SOUTH
"13ottePtoConte Than to Wish You Had"
Remember the dates —Special rates on all railroads





Castoria is a harmless snbstitnte for Castor 011,- Pare:
gone, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. IS
contains neither °pitting Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishuesa. For snore than thirty years it
Las been in constant use for the relief of Conetipation,
Flatulency, 'Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
Diarrhcea. It regulates the Stomach and Dowels,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The ChIldrett's Panacea—The Mother's Friend,
GENUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS




Let us figure with you on that bill of
Lumber, whether for repairs or  new
building. Screen doors, wire, paint.
Anything for building -purposes.




1 P. A. HARTPhysician and SuraeonSpecial Attention
to Diseases of
EYE, EAR, NOSE arid THROAT
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For any itchiness of the skin,
for skin rashes, chap. pimples,
'tr., try Doan's Ointment. 50c
stall drug stores.
FOUR HELD FOR KILLING
t't)n tin urit From First rage
the sidewalk and began to jeer
and mock her. "I wouldn't do
that, if I was you," said Rey-
nolds, when Arthur Cashon
knocked her to the pavement.
"What have you got to do with
it?" someone asked, and then
Hansel pulled his revolver from
his hip pocket and shot at Rey-
nolds. Four or five shots were
fired, she said, and Reynolds




are succeptible to bowel troubles
which runs them down and it
takes a long time for them to re-
cover. For them to grow and
thrive they must be in good con-
dition from the suckling stage
to marketing. B. A. Thomas'
Stock Remedy corrects these
troubles, cleans out their systems
and causes them to reach the
marketing stage in the earliest
possible time. We sell qt.—Sex-
ton Bros.
Earners Warned Regarding Seed.
—
Washington, D. C., Aug. 14.—
Samples of lots of crimson clov-
er seed now on the market teiit'
ed recently by the U. S.Depart-
ment of Agriculture usually have
contained about one-third dead
seed, and in manysamples more
than two-thirds of the seed was
dead. It is important,therefore,
that farmers know the quality
of the crimson clover seed they
intend to sow.
Every lot of seed should be
tested for germination, and then
seeded heavily enough to insure
getting a stand. If the present
supply of seed of low germina-
tion is sown without testing,and
at a usual rate of seeding, poor
stands and failures will follow
even under favorable weather
conditions.
The Next Issue of
The Bell Directory
GOES TO PRESS SOON
Every Reit subscriber, almost without exception. is able
to buy the goods advertised in this directory. Reserve

















contieitiod From lst Page
cult position, and it was the un-
animous opinion that he was the
right man in the right place and
that his efforts to bring all fac-
tions together would result Is
the elimination of Kentucky
from the soealled doubtful col-
umn, leaving no leg for boastful
'republicans to stand upon in their
claim for supremacy in the state.
Reports from all the districts
now held by democrats were full
of comfort and joy and showed
that the party is fully alive to
the importance of re-electing
Wilson and the nominess for
congress, who are ably support-
ing him in his efforts to faith-
fully serve a common country,
and the indications are that the
delegation will remain as it is.
if not one addition.
Among the democrats in at-
tendance were Gov. A. 0. Stan-
ley, Lieut. Gov. Black, with oth-
er state officials, Congressman
Harvey Helm, of the Eighth dis-
trict; Chairman Chas. A Har-
•din, of Harrodsburg, with 
bereof the state and executive
committees; Mayor J. H. Busch-.
eyer, the city officials and oth-
er Louisville citizens; represen-
tatives and prominent Ten gen-
erally. The gathering was a real





determined that they would
leave nothing undone to thor-
oughly redeem the state.
It was a most gratifying and
auspicious opening of a cam-
paign that is sure to result iii
the state giving to Wilson and
Marshall and old-time democrats
Tc majority:
News Cemaission oo Union.
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 14. -
The personnel of the Southern
Methodist Episcopal Church com-
mission of twenty-five clergy and
laymen to confer with a similar
commission of the Methodist Ep-
iscopal Church and effe:t union,
was announced here today. It
includes Bishops A. W. Wilson,
E. E. Hoss, Collins Deny, E. D.
Morgan and W. A. Chandler.
The joint commission expects to
meet in December.
GO NO FARTHER
Getting Ready fer Fair.
Mayfield, Ky., Aug. 10.—The
Mayfield Fair Association is get-
ting everything in readiness fur
the Mayfield Fair, which will be
held four days, beginning Sep-
tember 27, The grandstand will
be repaired and improved, while
the race course will be made one
of the finest in the state. The
Great Metropolitan Carnival Co.
will be at the fair grounds the
entire week. Officers of thrfafr
association just elected are: R.
F. McClain, president; J. M. An-
drew, vice president; H. C. At=
rib tton, secretary and treasurer.
Pensions for West Kentuckian.
; Among the new pensions gran-
ted by State Confederate Pen-
sion Commissioner W. J. Stone,
i of Frankfort, the following in
west Kentucky have been an-
nounced: J. M. Angle, of Padu-
cah; .1.--Mo Blackman, of Fulton;
W. R. Clayton, of Murray; Eliz-
abeth Dossett, of Paducah; Wit
a Ezell. o t r; W. R. w•
YT
f M !be   0 the Income from this source was 
the state hig %say
ens, of Benton; S. B. Parker, of
Hickman; Marthe A. Phelps, of
Calvert City; Ben J. Chapman,
of Kevil,
Those named above will par-
ticipate in the August distribu-
tion.
Route 4.
We are having plenty of dry
weather and the farineweeem
to be very busy catching tobacco
worms this week.
Mrs. Bernice Putman visited
on Route 5 the past week.
. Mr. Don Nix is visiting his
two boys in Arkansas this week.
Joe Tidwell is all smiles; it is
another plow boy at his house.
Bowman Clanton and Dick
Miller left for Detroit, Mich.,
recently to seek employment.
We wish them much success.
Professor Bedwell held a sing-
ing school at Mason's Chapel the
past week.--Humbug.
Founder Never Results
when Farris' Colic Remedy is
used for it does not contain op-
iates which constipate, -but-Is
laxative in its action. It is drop-
ped on the horse's tongue—cures
by absorption. We sell it on the
money back plan.—Sexton Bros.
Choate Held in Bead.
Mayfield, Ky., Aug. 16.—Byrd
Choate, charged with mutilating
Henry Campbell near Wingo a
few weeks ago, waived his ex-
amining trial before County
Judge Gregory this afternoon
and was held to the November
grand jury in bond of $5,000.
Campbell was present in the court
room, but is yet weak and can-
not walk without assistance.
The court room was filled, and
every person entering the room
was searched by officers.
A lazy liver leads to chronic
dyspepsia and constipation —
weakens the whole system.
Doan's Regulets (25c per box)
act mildly on the liver and bowel
At all drug stores.
Leaves di to His Wife.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Au- 16.—
The will of the late Judge T.
Hanbery, a very brief document
1-written in his own hand, dated
May 11, 1916, was admitted to
The Evidence is at Your Door, probate yesterday in the office of
County Clerk Harris. The will
leaves all of his estate to his
vvifs, Mrs. Nola Day Hanbery,
and names her executrix of the
will without bond.
Farm for Sale.—Four farms
ranging in size from 80 to 260
acres, all adjoining. A bargain
if taken now.—R. L Hart. own-
er, Hazel, Rt.2. 8103*
Mrs. 0.' T. Tucker, ik 'years
old, died Wednesday night at her
home south of Kiricsey of .child
berth. The buriall took place
Thursday afternoon.
Carlisle Cutchin. and son, of
Centerville, Tenn., spent the
past week in the city the guests
Doan's Kidney Pills—t of his parents, Judge-G. N. Cut-
same that Mr. Wells had. Fos- chin and wife. M. Cutchin has
ter-M burn Co, Prone., B1ffs!9, been elected principal of the Cen-
MOZ-341,-/ADUCAH, KY. Stervilie high ecbusi.----.4.----•;-7
Murray proof is what you want
and the statement of, this highly
respected resident will banish all
doubt:
J. T. Wells, clothing dealer,
Murray, Ky., says: "I have used
Doan's Kidney Pills when I have
had kidney trouble and they have
always done me good. Another
of my family also took them.
Although the patient's condition
was much worse than mine,
Doaa's Kidney Pills, procured
at Dale. Stubblefield & Co.s' drug
store, did more good than any-
thing else ever tried."
yPrice 50c, at all dealers. Don't






ly for perenn a
C ROADS vehicle.'il to the-public revenue 
cootribut-
so levy annuli tam! on 
motor
Most of ths states, however, 
al.
and this adds greatlY
ed by the owecrs of motor
-pro-s
pelled vehicles.
Nfnety per cent of the regis-
In the use of fees, however,
trat ion and license fees paid in
state, or $16,213,3K, 
there seems to be a general pail.
1915 by automobilist, to the 
cy of applying the major part Of
was spent the money collected 
from auto-
for the building and nraintenance
sc. tnobilists directly to road better
-
of country and state roads, 
meat. In 42 of the states of the
cording to a compilation just
the motor vehicle revenue must
union iirof the nuildt portion of
published by the office of public
rostio of the depsirtenent. In be 
expended for the construction,
mprovementor maintenance of
the public roads, or for the main-
tenance of the state highway de-
partment.
In 20 states, all, or the major
portion of the net motor vehicle
revenues are expended by or un-
Automobile fees now defray 
der the supervision or direction
nearly 7 per cent of the totatam. 
of the state highway department.
In seven states one fourth to one-
ount spent on rural road and
half of the state motor vehicle
bridge building, whereas in 1906 
'revenues are expended through
h • 
and the remainder by the local
authorities. Many states, in ad-
dition to applying license fees to
road construction, expend for
this p-urpere a large part of the
fines and penalties collected from
2,445,664 motor vehicles wore
registered in that year, and their
owners paid a total of $11,245,-
713 for registrations and drivers'
and dealers' license. This is an
increase of $5,863,760 over 1914,
and an increase of 734,325 in the
number of vehicles registered.
collected only $954. In 1906 only
48,000 cars were regietered thro-
ughout the crake United States.,
By 1915, however, the number
had jumped'to the figure given,
so that there is slightly more
than one motor car registered
for each of the 2,375,000 , miles
of road outside of the incorpor-
ated towns and cities.
The relation between carirand
road mileage varies widely in
different sections. There is only
one motor car for every six miles
of rural road in Nevada, but
nearly six motor cars for every
mile of such road in New Jersey.
There is an average of one mo-
tor car registration for every 44
persons in the United States.
Iowa apparently leads, however,
with one motor car for every 16
persons, while only one for every
200 persons is-registered for Al-
abama.
It must be understood, howev--
er, that the figures of registra-
tion do not necessarily represent
a total number of cars, as some
of the states do not require an-
nual registration, others group
pleasure and commercial cars
and motor cycles in their ac-
counts, while still other states
do not require registration of
motor cycles.
There is great inequality in
the registration fees charged by
the different states. The aver-
age for the United States was
$7.46. The state of Vermont,
however, secured in 1915 a gross
revenue of $18.10 for each motor
car, while Minnesota received
only about 50 cents annually for
each car. In Texas and Seuth
Carolina no annual registration
fees are collected and the only
requirement being a county fee
of 50 cents and $1.00, respective-
less than three tenths of 1 per
cent of the total expenditure.
The growth of the volume of
fees and registration isk rofed by
the fact that in 1901 New York, ,
the first state to ittiuire fecikt
In number of registration Isew
York state led in 1905 with 255,-
:242; Illinois was second with
180,832; California third with
163,797, and Pennsylvania fourth
with 160,137. In mos revenues
received from this source Cali-
fornia led with $2,027,432; New
York was second with $1,WJ1,181:
Pennsylvania third with $1,665,s
276; while Iowa, with 145,000
cars registered, came fourth in
point of revenue, with $1,553,054.
•
f
Woman's Party Against Wilson.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug.
11.—The national woman's par-
ty conference pledged itself here
today to use its best efforts in
the twelve suffrage states to de-
feat the democratic candidatefor
president, congratulated them-
hibition, progressive and social.
1st parties upon their adores.
mentequal suffrage tied com•
mended the position of Charles
E. Hughes.
- —
St :t.. of Ohio, city of Tos-do.
r Is.
Lucas county
Frank J. Cheney makes uatl• that.
he is senior partner or tne firm of
F. J. Cheney & Co., doh g n ea*
in the city of Toledo, county and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUN-
DRED DOLLARS for each and
every case of catarrh that cannot be
cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cure. FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscrib-
ed in my presence. this 6th day of
December A. D. 1%6.
(Semi) . - A. W. OLKASON.
Notary Pubic.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in-
ternally. and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
*yawn. Send for testimonials free
ill/stk.-CHENEY & CO., Toledo. CO.
Sold by all druggist. The.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
Nothing more acceptztle can be offered than
attractive silverware, combining good tAste with a
quaiity of endurance which assures lifelong service.
Such characteristics make
ware most desirable for gifts. To-day this renownedtrade mark assures the purchaser not only of securingthe original brand of Rogers, but the heaviest gradeplate guaranteed by the makers to give abeoiutesatisfaction.
The remarkable Jurablidy of 1.R7 IOUS 11S*.
Silver has won it the popular title t
"Silver Plate that Wean"
Knives, fork% suppose and tueocy eery*/ paces asspeocuusi mi sasaisoeus donna. soma !saucy. sous-sad chaste..
Sold es leach,/ dealer' espereiwure
foe catalogue • showing sli patients..
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
re Ille16•• 14r,,s(soui (
CONN.
•
4".
• .
s ess.sa,
•
